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SUMMER SESSIONS 1996 
Summer Sessions 1996 
Calendar of Events 
May 20-June 27 First Session 
May 24 Fri. Deadline to apply for GMATtest held on June 15 
May 27 MOn. Memorial Day Classes do not meet 
May 28 Tues. Last day in first session to elect audit to credit or 
June7 Fri. 
vice versa 
Deadline for submitting applications to Education 
Dept for M.Ed. Comprehensive Exam 
June 7 Fri. GMAT Workshop 
June 12 Wed. Miller Analogies Test • 7pm-Kelley AudJAiter Hall 
June 14 Fri. Deadline to apply for M.Ed. Comprehensive Exam 
June 15 Sat GMAT Test 
June 17 MOn. Last day to withdraw from first session 
June 17 -July 11 Second Session 
June 17-July 18 Third Session 
June 19 Wed. Last day in second session to elect audit to 
June20 
June26 
credit or vice versa 
Thurs. Last day in third session to elect audit to 
Wed. 
credit or vice versa 
Last day to withdraw from second and third 
sessions 
July 4 Thurs. Independence Day • aasses do not meet 
July 8-Aug. 1 0 Fourth Session 
July 6 Sat M.Ed Comprehensive Exam •1:30pm Kelley Aud/ 
Alter Hall 
July 13 Sat Miller Analogies Test • 1:30am-Kelley Aud. 
Juiy16 Tues. 
Alter Hall 
Last day in fourth session to elect audit to credit 
or vice versa 
July 22-Aug. 15 Fifth Session 
July 24 Wed. Last day in fifth session to elect audit to credit or 
July29 
AugustS 
August 16 
Mon. 
Mon. 
Fri. 
vice versa 
Last day to withdraw from fourth session 
Last day to withdraw from fifth session 
August graduation • No ceremony 
Summer Open Registration Schedule 
March 27 Wed. 8:ooam-7:00pm 
• BeQinning March 28, registration will continue during 
regularoffice hours. 
• Last day to register for any summer class Is before the 
second time the class meets 
Numbers To Call 
Admissions 
Undergraduate - Degree Seeking 
~1 years and younger 74S-3301 
745-3355 
745-3355 
21 years and oklee-
Undergraduate - Non-Degree 
Graduate - Degree Seeking 
MBA Programs 745-3525 
Ali oth« J)I"'9rams 745-3360 
Graduate- Non-Degree 74S-3360 
Graduate Services 74S-3360 
Weekend Degree Program 745-3030 
Bookstore 745-3311 
Bursar 745-3435 
Ctr for Adult & Part Time Students (CAPS) 745-3355 
Consortium lnfonnation 745-2964 
Education Department 745-3521 
Financial Aid 745-3142 
Information 745-3201 
Ubra 745-3881 
Regi2ar 745-3941 
Residence Ufe 745-3203 
!)afety & Security 745-1 000 
Summer Sessions 745-3601 
Summer Bulletin Request Line 
For Undergraduate Students 
For Graduate Students 
For MBA Students 
745-4381 
745-2822 
745-3284 
Summer Office Hours 
Academic Computing 
Alter and CBA Labs 
Monday-Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
Cohen Lab 
Monday-Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday & Sunday 
Elet Lab 
Monday-Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday & Sunday 
Bookstore 
9:00am-10:00pm 
9:ooam-.5:00pm 
1 O:OOam-5:00pm 
Closed 
9:00am-3:00pm 
10:ooam-2:00pm 
Closed 
9:ooam-3:00pm 
10:ooam-2:00pm 
Closed 
University Center • 513-7 45-3311 
Monday-Friday 8:30am-5:00pm 
(Exoopt hoi~ and unl .. oChefwlse Indicated by podng on door f*l8l) 
Wednesdays (May 22-Aug14) 8:30am-6:15pm 
Textbook Store 
Monday-Friday 9:ooam-1:OOpm 
May 20-23 9:ooam-6:15pm 
June 17-20 9:ooam-6:15pm 
July8-11 9:00am-6:15pm 
July 22-25 9:00am-6:15pm 
Used Book Buy Back • Daily during store hours 
Closed May 27 and July 4 - Holidays 
Important: Even rf and when the textbook store is dosed, 
Textbook needs Will always be served by request 1n the upstairs 
store. 
Bursar's Office 
135 Alter Hall • 513-7 45-3435 
Monday-Friday 8:30am-5:00pm 
Center for Adults & Part-Time Students 
1 02 Alter Hall • 513-7 45-3355 
Monday-Thursday 
Friday 
Graduate Services 
312 Elet Hall • 513-7 45-3360 
Monday-Friday 
Lodge Learning Lab 
8:ooam-6:30pm 
8:ooam-4:00pm 
8:30am-5:00pm 
202 Schmidt Hall• 513-745-3319 
June 17- Aug 16 
Monday-Thursday 8:ooam-6:00pm 
8:ooam-4:00pm 
Closed 
Closed 
Friday 
Saturday & Sunday 
May 30 and July 4 
McDonald Library 
513-745-3881 
May20-Aug 16 
Monday-Thursday 
Friday, May 24 
Friday, May 31.July 19 
Friday, July 26, August 2,9, 16 
Saturday 
Sunday 
May 30 and July 4 
Registrar's Office 
129 Alter Hall • 513-7 45-3941 
May 13-August 9 
Monday-Thursday 
Friday 
Writing Center 
B12 Alter Hall • 513-745-2875 
June 24-Al!9ust 2 
Monday-Friday 
8:ooam-9:00pm 
8:00am-.5:00pm 
8:ooam-7:00pm 
8:ooarn-.s:OOpm 
10:00am-2:00pm 
Closed 
Closed 
8:()()am.6:~m 
8:ooarn-.s:OOpm 
Call for times 
l 
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Classes are suqect to change or may be cancelled dJe to low enrollment Course numbers listed 499 and below are undergraduate level. Courses listed 
500 and aoove are graduate level oourses. Course desaiptions begin on page 17. Wor1<shop descriptions begin on page 21 . 
PLEASE NOTE: "R" = Thursday and "L" = Sunday 
ACCOUNTING 
MAY 20 - JUNE 27 Classes that meet twice weekly on MonNVed also meet Fri., May 31 
ACCT 200-81 
ACCT 300-91 
ACCT 901-81 
ACCT 901-91 
ACCT 902-81 
INTRODUCTORY FINANCIAL ACCT 
INTERMEDIATE FINANCIAL ACCT I 
ACCT ANALYSIS FOR MGMT DEC. 
ACCT ANALYSIS FOR MGMT DEC. 
SURVEY OF TAXATION 
JUNE 10-JULY3 
MW 
TR 
MW 
TR 
MW 
6:15pm-9:30pm SURDICK 
6:15pm-9:30pm SURDICK 
6:15pm-9:30pm DEVINE 
6:15pm-9:30pm O'CLOCK 
6:15pm-9:30pm O'CLOCK 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
CBA17 
CBA17 
CBA19 
CBA19 
ALT324 
ACCT 801-82 ACCOUNTING CONCEPTS MW 6:30pm-9:00pm ALLEN 1.5 LND 101 
JULY 1 -AUGUST 5 Classes that meet twice weekly on Tuesrrhurs also meet Fri. , July 12 
ACCT 201-84 INTRODUCTORY MANAGERIAL ACCT MW 6:15pm-9:30pm STAFF 3 
ACCT 301-94 INTERMEDIATE FINANCIAL ACCT II TR 6:15pm-9:30pm ALLEN 3 
ACCT 901-94 ACCT ANALYSIS FOR MGMT DEC. TR 6:15pm-9:30pm DEVINE 3 
ACCT 945-84 SMALL BUSINESS TAX PROBLEMS MW 6:15pm-9:30pm SCHUTZMAN 3 
JULY 6- AUGUST 7 
ACCT 802-84 ACCT ANALYSIS OF ORGANIZATIONS MW 6:30pm-9:00pm ALLEN 1.5 
ART 
MAY 20 - JUNE 27 Classes held twice weekly on MonNVed also meet Fri., May 31. 
ARTS 111-81 THE ART EXPERIENCE MW 6:15pm-9:30pm SCHMIDT 3 
MATERIALS FEE $20 
JUNE 17- JULY 18 
ARTS 221-13 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ART MTWR 7:30am-1 O:OOam COPFER 3 
MATERIALS FEE $10 
ARTS 521-13 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ART MTWR 7:30am-10:00am COPFER 3 
MATERIALS FEE $10 
JULYS -AUGUST 15 
ARTS 111-84 THE ART EXPERIENCE MW 6:15pm-9:30pm TRUE 3 
MATERIALS FEE $20 
BIOLOGY 
MAY 13- JUNE 21 
BIOL 20041 MICROBIOLOGY TWRF 1:OOpm-2:35pm CHARTERS 2 
BIOL 201-A1 MICROBIOLOGY LAB TR 2:45pm-5:00pm STAFF 
LABFEE$80 
MAY 20 -JUNE 27 Classes held twice weekly on MonNVed also meet Fri., May 31 . 
BIOL 120-81 LIFE: ECOLOGY & PEOPLE MW 6:15pm-8:45pm HEDEEN 2 
COURSE IS FOR ~MAJORS - NO PREREOUISfTE 
BIOL 125-91 LIFE LAB: INVESTIGATION I TR 6:15pm-8:45pm HEDEEN 
LAB FEE $(X) • COURSE IS FOR NON-MAJORS- NO PREREQUISfTE 
BIOL 140-81 HUMAN ANATOMY & PHYS I MW 6:00pm-9:15pm GROSSMAN 3 
BIOL 141-A1 HUM ANAT & PHYS I LAB TR 6:00pm-8:10pm GEHNER 
LABFEE$80 
CBA17 
CBA17 
CBA19 
CBA19 
LND 101 
COH 168A 
COH 168A 
COH 168A 
COH 170 
ALB 103 
ALB 207 
ALB 103 
ALB 103 
ALB 107 
ALB 302 
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JULY8-AUGUST15 
BIOL 142-84 HUM ANATOMY & PHYS II MW 6:00pm-9:15pm HORAN 
BIOL 143-A4 HUM ANAT & PHYS II LAB TR 6:00pm-8:10pm GEHNER 
LABFEE$80 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
MAYS- MAY10 
3 ALB 103 
ALB 302 
BUAD 901-01 LEGAL, ETH, & REG ENVIR LMTWRF 5:30pm-9:30pm FIORELLI 2 CBA 17 
NOTE: PRE-ASSIGNMENTS MUST BE COMPLETED PRIOR TO FIRST MEETING. CONTACT FACULTY FORMA TER/AJ.S.-7~2050 
MAY 18,25 & JUNE 1 
BUAD 901-02 LEGAL, ETH, & REG ENVIR S 8:00am-5:00pm FIORELLI 2 CBA 7 
NOTE: PRE-ASSIGNMENTS MUST BE COMPLETED PRIOR TO FIRST MEETING. CONTACT FACULTY FORMA TER/AJ.S.-745-2050 
MAY 20 - JUNE 27 Classes that meet twice weekly on MonNJed also meet Fri., May 31 
BUAD 400-81 POL ETHICS & WORK FORCE MW 6:15pm-9:30pm HUNDLEY 3 
BUAD 699-91 BUSINESS POLICY & STRATEGY TR 6:15pm-9:30pm PARK 3 
JUNE 7- JUNE 18 
BUAD 980-01 DOING BUSINESS IN ASIA TBA TBA WEBB 3 
BUAD 981-01 DOING BUS IN EUROPE TBA TBA WALKER 3 
JUNE 28- JULY 7 
BUAD 982-02 DOING BUS IN EUROPEAN UNION TBA TBA ANDERSON 3 
BUSINESS LAW 
MAY 13- JUNE 5 
BLAW 300-01 LEGAL ENVIRONMENT MWF 5:30pm-9:30pm FIORELLI 3 
BUSINESS STATISTICS 
MAY 20- JUNE 27 Classes that meet twice weekly on MonNJed also meet Fri., May 31 
STAT 801-81 BUSINESS STATISTICS MW 6:15pm-9:30pm BLACKWELL 
JULY8-AUGUST15 
STAT 801-94 BUSINESS STATISTICS TR 6:15pm-9:30pm STAFF 
CHEMISTRY 
MAY 13- JUNE 14 
CHEM 140-11 PRINCIPLES OF CHEM I MTWRF 8:30am-1 0:20am STROUD 
CHEM 141 -21 PRINCIPLES OF CHEMISTRY I LAB TWA 1 0:30am-12:20pm STROUD 
LAB FEE $60, MATERIALS DEPOSIT $20, CO-REQUISITE CHEM 140 OR EQUIVALENT 
MAY 20 -JUNE 27 
3 
3 
3 
1 
CHEM 240-11 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I MTWRF 7:30am-8:50am MCLOUGHLIN 3 
CHEM 241-21 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I LAB MTR 9:00am-12:20pm MAJETI 
LAB FEE $60, MATERIALS DEPOSIT $20, CO-REQUISITE CHEM 240 OR EQUIVALENT. 
JULY8-AUGUST16 
CHEM 242-14 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY II MTWRF 7:30am-8:50am JOHNSON 3 
CHEM 243-24 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY II LAB MTR 9:00am-12:20pm MAJETI 
LAB FEE $60- DEPOSIT $20- PREREQUISITE CHEM 240 AND 241 OR EQUIVALENT; CO-REQUISITE 242 
CBA7 
CBA2 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
LND 101 
ALT314 
LND 101 
LOG 205 
LOG 206 
LOG 101 
LOG305 
LOG 101 
LOG305 
3 
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COURSE OFFERINGS 
COMMUNICATION ARTS 
MAY 20- JUNE 27 Classes that meet twice a week on Mon/Wed also meet on Fri. , May 31 
COMM 107-11 INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION TR 8:00am-11 : 15am PEARCE 3 AL T 201 
COMM 209-81 GROUP DYNAM:CS MW 6:15pm-8:30pm DAILY 3 ALT 301 
JULYS -AUGUST 15 
COMM 101-94 ORAL COMMUNICATION TR 
COMM 110-84 ART OF THE FILM MW 
MATERIAL FEE: $20 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
6:15pm-9:30pm HAGERTY 
6:15pm-9:30pm HAGERTY 
3 
3 
COH 143 
COH 143 
JUNE 17- JULY 25 Classes that meet twice a week on Tues{fhurs also meet on Fri., June 28 
CSCI 170-93 COMPUTER SCIENCE I TR 6:15pm-9:30pm BERRY 3 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
MAY 20 - JUNE 27 Classes that meet twice a week on Mon/Wed also meet on Fri., May 31 
CJUS 210-81 BASIC CONST LAW & AMER COURTS I MW 6:15pm-9:30pm ENDRES 3 
CJUS 610-81 BASIC CON LAW & AMER COURTS I MW 6:15pm-9:30pm ENDRES 3 
JUNE 17- JULY 1S 
CJUS 276-92 PSCHOLOGY OF DELIQUENCY TR 6:15pm-8:30pm STAFF 2 
CJUS 434-33 THE DISRUPTIVE CHILD MTWR 11 :40am-1 :35pm RICHARDSON 3 
CJUS 634-33 THE DISRUPTIVE CHILD MTWR 11 :40am-1 :35pm RICHARDSON 3 
CJUS 676-92 PSCHOLOGY OF DELIQUENCY TR 6:15pm-8:30pm STAFF 2 
JULYS -AUGUST 15 
CJUS 266-94 CRIME & PERSONALITY TR 6:15pm-9:30pm KAPP 3 
CJUS 566-94 CRIME & PERSONALITY TR 6:15pm-9:30pm KAPP 3 
ECONOMICS 
MAY 20 - JUNE 27 Classes that meet twice a week on Mon/Wed also meet on Fri., May 31 
ECON 200-81 MICROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES MW 6:15pm-9:30pm COBB 3 
ECON 801-91 MACROECONOMIC ANALYSIS TR 6:15pm-8:25pm BLACKWELL 2 
MAY 21- JUNE 13 
ECON 901-91 GLOBAL ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT TR 6:15pm-9:30pm COBB 2 
JULYS- AUGUST 15 
ECON 201-84 MACROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES MW 6:15pm-9:30pm WEINBERG 3 
ECON 300-84 INTL TRADE & BUS ENVIRONMENT MW 6:15pm-9:30pm ABU-RASHED 3 
JULY9-AUGUST1 
ECON 802-94 MICROECONOMIC ANALYSIS TR 6:15pm-9:30pm WEINBERG 2 
ECON 901-94 GLOBAL ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT TR 6:15pm-9:30pm ABU-RASHED 2 
EDUCATION 
MAY 20 - JUNE 27 Classes held twice weekly on Mon/Wed also meet Fri., May 31 
EDCL 261-21 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY MTWR 9:45am-11 :20am DACEY 3 
EDSM 132-81 SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT MW 6:15pm-9:30pm WEISSBUCH 3 
ALT 207 
JOS 312 
JOS 312 
ELT 11 
JOS 312 
JOS 312 
ELT 11 
ELT318 
ELT318 
CBA 1 
CBA 1 
CBA3 
CBA 1 
CBA3 
CBA 1 
CBA3 
ELT 217 
ALT 222 
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EDSM 523-91 SPORT ADMIN. SEMINAR TR 6:15pm-9:30pm QUINN 3 FLH3 
EDSM 664-81 FACILITY DESIGN & PLANNING MW 6:15pm-9:30pm SONG 3 FLH3 
READING ENDORSEMENT PROGRAM 
JUNE 14- JULY 12 
EDEL 314-22 TEACHING READING MTWRF 9:35am-11 :30am GRAY 3 JOS312 
EDEL514-22 TEACHING READING MTWRF 9:35am-11 :30am GRAY 3 JOS312 
EDRE569-42 FOUNDATIONS OF LITERACY MTWR 1:45pm-3:20pm JONES 2 JOS312 
EDRE 571-22 READING IN THE CONTENT AREAS MTWR 9:35am-11: 1 Oam PERRY 2 JOS306 
EDRE 572-32 THEORIES IN TEACHING MTWR 11 :40am-1 :35pm GRAY 2 JOS306 
EDRE 578-12 DIAG & CORRECTION OF READING DIS MTWRF 7:30am-9:25am PROSAK-BERES 3 JOS312 
EDRE 679-0A PRACTICUM IN READING MTWRF 9:00am-3:00pm PROSAK-BERES 3 JOS302 
JUNE 17- JULY 12 
EDSE 315-12 DEY READING IN THE SEC SCHOOLS MTWRF 7:30am-9:25am PERRY 3 JOS 306 
EDSE 515-12 DEV READING IN THE SEC SCHOOLS MTWRF 7:30am-9:25am PERRY 3 JOS306 
JUNE 17 - JULY 11 Classes held twice weekly on Tues{fhur also meet Fri., June 28. 
EDAD 543-22 SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION MTWR 9:35am-11 : 1 Oam BRANDT 2 CBA3 
EDAD 760-22 COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION MTWR 9:35am-11 : 1 Oam FLICK 3 ELT 11 
EDCL232-22 CHILD PSYCHOLOGY MTWR 9:35am-11 :10am BARRY 2-3 ELT 318 
EDCL 276-92 PSCHOLOGY OF DELIQUENCY TR 6:15pm-8:30pm STAFF 2 ELT 11 
EDCL 532-22 CHILD PSYCHOLOGY MTWR 9:35am-11 : 1 Oam BARRY 2-3 ELT 318 
EDCL 676-92 PSCHOLOGY OF DELIQUENCY TR 6:15pm-8:30pm STAFF 2 ELT 11 
EDCO 537-82 ORG & ADMIN OF GUIDANCE SYS MW 6:15pm-9:25pm GOULET 2 JOS 206 
EDCO 579-22 PSYCHOLOGICAL & ACHIEVE TEST MTWR 9:35am-11 : 1 Oam NELSON 2-3 JOS 206 
EDCO 638-92 CROSS CULTURAL COUNSELING TR 6:15pm-9:25pm BRYANT 2 JOS 212 
EDC064Cl-82 FAMILY RELATIONS MW 6:15pm-9:25pm STAFF 2 JOS 212 
EDEL 311 -32 TEACHING SCIENCE MTWR 11 :40am-1 :15pm IVINS 2 SCH 203 
EDEL 312-22 TEACHING SOCIAL STUDIES MTWR 9:35am-11 : 1 Oam TOBIAS 2 SCH203 
EDEL511-32 TEACHING SCIENCE MTWR 11 :40am-1 :15pm IVINS 2 SCH203 
EDEL512-22 TEACHING SOCIAL STUDIES MTWR 9:35am-11 :10am TOBIAS 3 SCH 203 
EDFD507-92 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH TR 6:15pm-9:25pm FLICK 2 JOS 206 
EDFD508-A2 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH PAPER TBA TBA FLICK 1 TBA 
EDSP 271-12 INTRO TO EMOTIONALLY DIST CHILD MTWR 7:30am-9:05am SETA 2 ALT 202 
EDSP 305-13 ED PLANNING & CUR DEV MTWR 8:00am-9:35am HAWKINS 2 TBA 
EDSP 324-32 SPECIAL TECHNIQUES MTWR 11 :40am-1 :15pm FLANAGAN 2 OFF CAM 
EDSP335-32 SPEECH & LANGUAGE DEV MTWR 11 :40am-1 :15pm PROFITI 2 ALT 224 
EDSP373-22 EDUCATION & BEHAVIOR MGT MTWR 9:35am-11 :1 Oam MERRILL 2 ALT224 
EDSP443-52 COUNSEL PARENTS OF EXC CHILD MTWR 4:00pm-5:30pm BREEN 2 JOS 212 
EDSP 505-13 ED PLANNING & CUR DEV MTWR 8:00am-9:35am HAWKINS 2 TBA 
EDSP 524-32 SPECIAL TECHNIQUES: SBH MTWR 11 :40am-1 :15pm FLANAGAN 2 OFF CAM 
EDSP 535-32 SPEECH & LANGUAGE MTWR 11 :40am-1 :15pm PROFITI 2 ALT224 
EDSP 571-12 INTRO TO THE EMOTIONAL DIS CHILD MTWR 7:30am-9:05am SETA 2 ALT 202 
EDSP 573-22 EDUCATION & BEHAVIOR MGT MTWR 9:35am-11 :10am MERRILL 2 ALT224 
EDSP 643-52 COUNSEL PARENTS OF EXC CHILD MTWR 4:00pm-5:30pm BREEN 2 JOS 212 
JUNE 17 - JULY 18 Classes that meet twice a week on Tues{fhurs also meet on Fri., June 28 
EDAD 541-13 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ADMIN MTWR 7:30am-9:25am STAFF 3 ALT219 
EDAD 542-13 SECONDARY SCHOOL ADMIN MTWR 7:30am-9:25am BRANDT 3 CBA3 
EDAD 562-23 POLITICAL STRUCT & PUBLIC RELAT MTWR 9:35am-11 :30am EFFRON 3 ALT218 
EDUCA noN CONTINUED ..... 
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' EDAD 564-13 
ADMIN OF STAFF PERSONNEL MTWR 7:30am-9:25am EFFRON 3 ALT 218 
EDAD 565-33 SCHOOL LAW I MTWR 7:30am-9:25am BRADLEY 3 ALT 219 
EDAD 566-33 SCHOOL FINANCE & ECONOMICS MTWR 11 :40am-1 :35pm STAFF 3 ALT 218 
EDAD 570-13 POLICY PLANNING & EVALUATION MTWR 7:30am-9:25am DRAUD 3 ALT222 
EDAD 660-23 CURR DESIGN & TEACH STRATEGIES MTWR 9:35am-11 :30am BRADLEY 3 ALT 219 
EDCL 434-33 THE DISRUPTIVE CHILD MTWR 11 :40am-1 :35pm RICHARDSON 3 JOS 312 
EDCL634-33 THE DISRUPTIVE CHILD MTWR 11 :40am-1 :35pm RICHARDSON 3 JOS 312 
EDCO 533-23 COUNSELING PAIN & TECHNIQUES MTWR 9:35am-11 :30am ROESELER 3 JOS 212 
EDCO 536-33 GROUP PROCESS MTWR 11 :40am-1 :35pm RULLI 3 JOS 212 
EDCO 636-13 CAREER DEVELOP & INFO SERVICES MTWR 7:30am-9:25am ZINK 3 ELT 318 
EDCO 669-43 COUNSELING LAB MTWR 1:45pm-3:40pm RULLI 3 JOS 212 
LJABIUTY INSURANCE FEE: $25 
EDCO 670-43 FIELD EXPERIENCE MTWR 1:45pm-3:40pm ANDERSON 3 JOS 306 
EDEL 314-22 TEACHING READING MTWR 9:35am-11 : 1 Oam GRAY 3 JOS 312 
EDEL 315-13 TEACHING MATHEMATICS MTWR 7:30am-9:05am MILLER 3 SCH 203 
EDEL 317-53 TEACHING LANGUAGE ARTS WR 2:00pm-6:00pm McCONNEL 2 JOS 208 
EDEL 326-53 CHILDREN'S LITERATURE MT 2:00pm-6:00pm McCONNEL 3 JOS 206 
EDEL 514-22 TEACHING READING MTWR 9:35am-11 :30am GRAY 3 JOS 312 
EDEL 515-13 TEACHING MATHEMATICS MTWR 7:30am-9:05am MILLER 3 SCH 203 
EDEL 517-53 TEACHING LANGUAGE ARTS WR 2:00pm-6:00pm McCONNEL 3 JOS 206 
EDEL 526-53 CHILDREN'S LITERATURE MT 2:00pm-6:00pm McCONNEL 3 JOS 206 
EDFD 501-33 PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION MTWR 11 :40am-1 :35pm RIORDAN 3 ALT301 
EDFD 502-23 HISTORY OF AMERICAN EDUCATION MTWR 9:35am-11 :30am RIORDAN 3 ALT301 
EDFD 502-83 HISTORY OF AMERICAN EDUCATION MW 6:15pm-9:30pm JURKOWITZ 3 JOS 306 
EDFD 503-33 ADVANCED ED PSYCH MTWR 11 :40am-1 :35pm ROESELER 3 ELT 11 
EDFD 505-13 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION MTWR 7:30am-9:25am BOOTHE 3 ELT 217 
EDFD 505-23 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION MTWR 9:35am-11 :30am DRAUD 3 ALT 222 
EDFD 505-93 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION TR 6:15pm-9:30pm BRANDT 3 JOS 312 
EDFD 507-13 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH MTWR 7:30am-9:25am GAFFNEY 2 ARM3 
EDFD 507-23 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH MTWR 9:35am-11 :30am GAFFNEY 2 ARM3 
EDFD 508-A3 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH PAPER TBA TBA GAFFNEY 1 TBA 
EDFD 508-83 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH PAPER TBA TBA GAFFNEY 1 TBA 
EDME 351 -13 MONTESSORI ED: PHIL APPROACH MTWR 7:30am-9:25am BRONSIL 3 JOS 113 
EDME 353-23 MONT MATH & GEOMETRY METHODS MTWR 9:35am-12:00 MCKENZIE 3 JOS 111 
LAB INCLUDED 
EDME354-33 MONT LANGUAGE ARTS & READ METH MTWR 12:30pm-3:00pm MCKENZIE 3 JOS 111 
LAB INCLUDED 
EDME 363-33 EARLY COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT MTWR 11 :40am-1 :35pm BARRY 3 ELT318 
EDME364-23 EARLY CHILDHOOD/MONT METH MTWR 9:35am-12:00 STAFF 3 JOS 113 
LAB INCLUDED 
EDME551-13 MONTESSORI ED: PHIL APPROACH MTWR 7:30am-9:25am BRONSIL 3 JOS 113 
EDME553-23 MONT MATH & GEOMETRY METHODS MTWR 9:35am-12:00 MCKENZIE 3 JOS 111 
LAB INCLUDED 
EDME554-33 MONT LANGUAGE ARTS & READ METH MTWR 12:30pm-3:00pm MCKENZIE 3 JOS 111 
LAB INQ.UDED 
EDME 563-33 EARLY COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT MTWR 11 :40am-1 :35pm BARRY 3 ELT 318 
EDME564-23 EARLY CHILDHOOD/MONT METH MTWR 9:35am-12:00pm STAFF 3 JOS 113 
LAB INCLUDED 
EDSP 436-23 OCC INFO & JOB TRAIN MTWR 9:30am-11 :OOam HAWKINS 2 FLH3 
EDSP 438-13 SURVEY: EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN MTWR 7:30am-9:25am FLANAGAN 3 ELT 11 
AELD EXPERIENCE INCLUDED 
EDSP 440-13 INDIV ASSESSMENT & PRESC TCHNG MTWR 7:30am-9:25am KISSEL 4 JOS 206 
MATERIAL FEE- $10.00 
EDSP 636-233 OCC INFO & JOB TRAIN MTWR 9:30am-11 :OOam HAWKINS 2 FLH3 
EDSP 638-13 SURVEY: EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN MTWR 7:30am-9:25am FLANAGAN 3 ELT 11 
AELD EXPERIENCE INCLUDED 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY SUMMER SESSIONS 1996 
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EDSP 640-13 IND ASSESS & PRESC TCHNG: EX CLD MTWR 7:30am-9:25am KISSEL 4 
MA. TERIAL FEE- $10. 
EDSP 647-23 PLAY & ITS ROLE IN DEY. & LEARN MTWR 9:00am-11 :30am WINTERMAN 3 
EDSP 676-33 OBSERVATION & EVALUATION: ECSPED MTWR 1:OOpm-3:30pm TROEHLER 3 
JUNE 17- JULY 25 
EDSP 472-02 TEACHING PRACTICUM & SEM: SBH TBA TBA FLANAGAN 2 
EDSP 473-02 TEACHING PRACTICUM & SEM: SLD TBA TBA ROUFF 2 
EDSP 672-02 TEACHING PRACTICUM & SEM: SBH TBA TBA FLANAGAN 2 
EDSP 673-02 TEACHING PRACTICUM & SEM: SLD TBA TBA ROUFF 2 
EDSP 675-02 TEACHING PRACTICUM & SEM: EEH TBA TBA WINTER MAN 4 
JULYS -AUGUST 15 
EDCL 266-94 CRIME & PERSONALITY TR 6:15pm-9:30pm KAPP 3 
EDCL566-94 CRIME & PERSONALITY TR 6:15pm-9:30pm KAPP 3 
EDFD 503-84 ADVANCED ED PSYCH MW 6:15pm-9:30pm QUATMAN 3 
EDHR 644-84 MOTIVATION & BEHAVIOR IN ORG. MW 6:15pm-9:30pm COSGROVE 3 
EDSM 495-0A SPORT ADMIN. INTERNSHIP TBA TBA QUINN 3 
EDSM 642-84 SPORT FUND RAISING MW 6:15pm-9:30pm BLAKE 3 
EDSM 692-0A SPORT ADMIN. RESEARCH PROJECT TBA TBA QUINN 3 
EDSM 695-0A SPORT ADMIN. INTERNSHIP TBA TBA QUINN 3-6 
JULY 22- AUGUST 15 
EDAD544-05 ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM TBA TBA STAFF 2 
EDAD545-05 SECONDARY CURRICULUM TBA TBA STAFF 2 
EDAD 560-05 PUPIL PEAS ACCTNG & RECDS MGMT TBA TBA STAFF 2 
EDAD 561-25 ADMIN OF PUPIL PERSONNEL SVC MTWR 9: 15am-1 0:50am EFFRON 2 
EDCL2n-35 ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY TR 12:30pm-3:45pm STUKENBERG 2 
EDCL 5n-35 ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY TBA 12:30pm-3:45pm STUKENBERG 2 
EDCO 533-85 COUNSELING PAIN & TECHNIQUES MW 6:20pm-9:30pm WILLIAMS 3 
EDCO 536-95 GROUP PROCESS TR 6:20pm-9:30pm SHERWOOD 3 
ENGLISH 
MAY 20 - JUNE 27 Classes that meet twice a week on Mon/Wed also meet on Fri., May 31 
NOTE: PREREOUISfTE FOR ANY UTERATURE CLASS IS ENGL 101 OR ENGL 115 
ENGL 101-81 ENGLISH COMPOSITION MW 6:15pm-9:30pm WELSCH 3 
ENGL 124-91 STUDIES IN FICTION TR 6:15pm-9:30pm CHAMBERS 3 
ENGL 205-91 LITERATURE & MORAL IMAGINATION TR 6:15pm-9:30pm GETZ 3 
ENGL690-81 SEMINAR: VICTORIAN AUTHORS MW 6:15pm-9:30pm FONTANA 3 
JUNE 17- JULY 25 Classes held twice weekly on Tues{fhurs also meet Fri., June 28 
ENGL 101-83 ENGLISH COMPOSITION MW 6:15pm-9:30pm PADDOCK 3 
ENGL 121-93 STUDIES IN POETRY TR 6:15pm-9:45pm FINKELSTEIN 3 
ENGL 132-83 STUDIES IN WOMEN'S LITERATURE MW 6:15pm-9:15pm PI PI NO 3 
JULYS -AUGUST 15 
ENGL 124-94 STUDIES IN FICTION TR 6:15pm-9:30pm STAFF 3 
ENGL205-24 LITERATURE & MORAL IMAGINATION MTWR 9:45am-11 :20am THOMAS 3 
ENGL694-84 SEMINAR: CONTEMP AMER FICTION MW 6:15pm-9:30pm FINKELSTEIN 3 
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE 
MAY 20 - AUGUST 15 For tuition rates contact the Romero Center- 745-3712 
ESLG 120-310 INTERMEDIATE READING/WRITING 
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE CONTINUED ~ 
MTWRF 12:00pm-1 :40pm FOGLE 2 
7 
JOS 206 
OFF 
OFF 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
ELT 318 
ELT 318 
TBA 
CBA2 
TBA 
FLH3 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
ELT 318 
ELT 217 
ELT 217 
JOS 212 
JOS 212 
ALT 214 
ALT 214 
ALT217 
ALT217 
ALT202 
ALT 201 
ALT207 
ALT202 
ALT201 
ALT 213 
LOG 1 
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ESLG 121-11R INTERMEDIATE GRAMMAR 
ESLG 122-21R INTERMEDIATE LISTEN/DISCUSSION 
ESLG 125-310 HIGH INTERMEDIATE READ/WRITING 
ESLG 127-11R HIGH INTERMEDIATE GRAMMAR 
ESLG 129-21R HIGH INTERMEDIATE LISTEN/DISCUSS 
ESLG 13Q-31D ADVANCED READING/WRITING 
ESLG 131-11R ADVANCED GRAMMAR 
ESLG 133-21R ADVANCED LISTENING/DISCUSSION 
ESLG 138-21R TOEFL PREPARATION 
FINANCE 
MTWRF 
MTWRF 
MTWRF 
MTWRF 
MTWRF 
MTWRF 
MTWRF 
MTWRF 
MTWRF 
9:00am-9:50am CONZETT 
10: OOam-10:50amMITCHELL 
12:00pm-1 :40pm KLEINBERG 
9:00am-9:50am FOGLE 
1 O:OOam-1 0:50am CONZETT 
12:00pm-1:40pm CONZETT 
9:00am-9:50am FOGLE 
10:00am-10:50am CONZETI 
1 O:OOam-1 0:50am STAFF 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
MAY 13 - JUNE 20 Classes that meet twice a week on MontWed also meet on Fri., May 31 
LOG2 
LOG2 
LOG2 
LOG 105 
LOG 105 
LOG 105 
LOG 1 
LOG 1 
LOG 101 
FINC 921-81 OPTIONS & FUTURES MARKETS MW 6:15pm-9:30pm JOHNSON 3 CBA 3 
MAY 20- JUNE 27 Classes that meet twice a week on MontWed also meet on Fri., May 31 
FINC 300-21 BUSINESS FINANCE MTWR 9:45am-11 :20am CAGLE 3 
FINC 801-81 CORPORATE FINANCE MW 6:15pm-9:30pm CAGLE 3 
FINC 901-81 MANAGERIAL FINANCE MW 6:15pm-9:30pm PAWLUKIEWICZ 3 
FINC 901-91 MANAGERIAL FINANCE TR 6:15pm-9:30pm PAWLUKIEWICZ 3 
HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION 
MAY20-JULY26 
HHSA 525-1H AGING IN OUR SOCIETY w 1:OOpm-4:45pm SEXTON 3 
HHSA 61Q-1H CORP FINANCE FOR H.C. ORGS A 1:OOpm-4:45pm ROGERS 3 
HHSA 61Q-3H CORP FINANCE FOR H.C. ORGS A 6:00pm-9:45pm ROGERS 3 
HHSA 614-3H COMMUNITY H. & M.C. ANALYSIS T 6:00pm-9:45pm MACDOWELL 3 
HHSA 621 -1H CONT QUAL IMP TECH IN H.C. MGMT T 1:00pm-4:45pm STAFF 3 
HHSA 621 -2H CONT QUAL IMP TECH IN H.C. MGMT A 8:30am-12:15pm STAFF 3 
HHSA 642-3H HEALTH CARE LEGAL ASPECTS A 6:00pm-9:45pm PHILIPPS 3 
HHSA 71Q-1H RESEARCH IN HEALTH ADMIN TBA TBA STAFF 
HHSA 71Q-2H RESEARCH IN HEALTH ADMIN TBA TBA STAFF 2 
HHSA 71Q-3H RESEARCH IN HEALTH ADMIN TBA TBA STAFF 3 
HHSA 72Q-1H INSTIT & COMMUNITY ANALYSIS TBA TBA STAFF 2 
HHSA 73Q-1H PRACTICUM IN EXECUTIVE DEV TBA TBA STAFF 2 
HHSA 73Q-2H PRACTICUM IN EXECUTIVE DEV TBA TBA STAFF 2 
HHSA 73Q-3H PRACTICUM IN EXECUTIVE DEV TBA TBA STAFF 2 
HHSA 75Q-1H MASTER'S PROJECT TBA TBA STAFF 3 
HHSA 75Q-2H MASTER'S PROJECT TBA TBA STAFF 3 
HHSA 751-1H MASTER'S PROJECT TBA TBA STAFF 3 
HISTORY 
MAY 20 - JUNE 27 Classes that meet twice weekly on MontWed also meet Fri., May 31 
HIST 133-21 
HIST 143-91 
HIST 334-81 
WESTERN CIVILIZATION I 
UNITED STATES TO 18651 
SOCIAL UNREST IN REC AMERICA 
JUNE 17- JULY 18 
MTWR 
TR 
MW 
9:45am-11 :20am PITINER 
6:15pm-9:30pm FORTIN 
6:15pm-9:30pm FORTIN 
3 
3 
3 
HIST 106-23 WORLD CIVILIZATION II MTWR 9:35am-11 :30am UHRIG 3 
JUNE 17- JULY 25 Classes held twice weekly on Tue(Thur also meet Fri ., June 28 
HIST 34~93 JAPAN SINCE 1868 TR 6:15pm-9:30pm UHRIG 3 
CBA 1 
ALT 201 
CBA5 
CBA5 
COH 110 
COH 110 
COH 110 
COH 110 
COH 110 
COH 110 
COH133A 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
ALT 213 
ALT 202 
ALT 218 
ALT202 
ALT 219 
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JULY8-AUGUST15 
HIST 134-24 WESTERN CIVILIZATION II MTWR 9:45am-11 :20am PITINER 3 ALT 213 
HIST 144-84 UNITED STATES FROM 186511 MW 6:15pm-9:30pm SIMON 3 ALT 214 
HUMAN RESOURCES 
MAY 4, 5, 18, 26, JUNE 1 
HRES 903-01 WORKFORCE DIVERSITY ISSUES 5/4 s 9:00am-12:00pm BERTAUX 3 CBA19 
5/5,18,26,6/1 SL 9:00am-5:30pm 
MAY 4, 11, 19, 25, JUNE 2 
HRES 903-02 WORKFORCE DIVERSITY ISSUES 5/4 s 12:30pm-3:30pm BERTAUX 3 CBA19 
5/11 '19,25,6/2 SL 9:00am-5:30pm 
MAY 20 -JUNE 27 
HRES 901 -91 HUMAN RESOURCES TR 6:15pm-8:25pm HUNDLEY 2 CBA7 
JULYS -AUGUST 15 
HRES 330-94 INDUSTRIAL/ORG PSYCHOLOGY TR 6:15pm-9:30pm QUATMAN 3 ELT 217 
INFO SYSTEMS 
MAY6- MAY10 
INFO 357-01 DATA COMMUNICATIONS & NETWRK MTWRF 8:30am-4:30pm CRABLE 3 CBA9 
MAY 13- MAY 17 
INFO 100-02 BUSINESS COMPUTER CONCEPTS MTWRF 8:30am-12:00pm CRABLE CBA21 
MAY 16, 17, 18 & JUNE 7, 8, 9 
INFO 901 -01 INFORMATION SYSTEMS F 6:00pm-9:00pm BRODZINSKI 1.5 CBA9 
SL 9:00am-5:00pm 
REQUIRES CONCURRENT REGISTRATION Wm-1 MGMT 004-{)1 
MAY 20- JUNE 27 Classes that meet twice weekly on Mon,Wed also meet Fri. , May 31 
INFO 100-01 BUSINESS COMPUTER CONCEPTS TBA TBA CRABLE 1 TBA 
INFO 100-71 BUSINESS COMPUTER CONCEPTS MW 4:30pm-6:00pm DUNE 1 CBA21 
INFO 300-81 MGMT OF INFO. TECHNOLOGY MW 6:15pm-8:30pm DUNE 2 CBA 9 
JULY 15- JULY 31 
INF0901-84 INFORMATION SYSTEMS MW 6:15pm-9:30pm STAFF 1.5 ALT202 
MANAGEMENT 
MAY 13- MAY 17 
MGMT 902-02 INTERPERSONAL SKILLS MTWRF 9:00am-3:00pm CLARKIKLEKAMP 2 CBA 2 
MAY 16, 17, 18 & JUNE 7, 8, 9 
MGMT904-01 SYSTEM OF OPERATIONS F 6:00pm-9:00pm BRODZINSKI 1.5 CBA9 
SL 9:00am-5:00pm 
REQUIRES CONCURRENT REGISTRATION WTTH INFO OOHJ1 
MAY 20- MAY 24 
MGMT901-01 MANAGING ORGANIZATIONAL SYS MTWRF 9:00am-3:00pm EUSTIS 2 CBA2 
MAY 20- JUNE 27 Classes that meet twice weekly on Mon,Wed also meet Fri., May 31 
MANAGEMENT CONTINUED ..... 
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MGMT314-81 LEADERSHIP MW 6:15pm-9:30pm SCHRIBERG 3 ALT 318 
COURSE FEE: $75 
MGMT 495-81 BUSINESS POLICY & STRATEGY MW 6:15pm-9:30pm PARK 3 CBA2 
MGMT902-81 INTERPERSONAL SKILLS MW 6:15pm-8:30pm PEARCE 2 CBA4 
MGMT904-91 SYSTEMS OF OPERATIONS TR 6:15pm-9:30pm BRODZINSK~ 1.5 CBA9 
MAY 31 & JUNE 1, 2,14, 15, 16 
MGMT914-01 PRINCIPLES OF LEADERSHIP F 6:00pm-9:00pm SHRIBERG 3 CBA4 
SL 9:00am-5:00pm 
COURSE FEE: $75 
JULY8-AUGUST15 
MGMT300-94 MANAGERIAL BEHAVIOR TR 6:15pm-9:30pm BYCIO 3 CBA9 
MGMT301-94 MANAGERIAL COMMUNICATION TR 6:15pm-8:30pm BURKHART 2 CBA2 
MGMT321-94 INDUSTRIALJORG PSYCHOLOGY TR 6:15pm-9:30pm QUATMAN 3 ELT 217 
MGMT944-84 MOTIVATION & BEHAVIOR IN ORG MW 6:15pm-9:30pm COSGROVE 3 CBA2 
MARKETING 
MAY 13, 14, 20, 21 & JUNE 3, 4, 10, 11 
MKTG 967-81 INTERNATIONAL SALES & NEGO. MT 4:30pm-9:30pm SCHUSTER 3 ALT207 
M 6/11 5:00pm-8:00pm 
MAY 18- JUNE 1, 8, 15 
MKTG 901-02 MARKETING STRATEGY s 8:00am-6:30pm SCHUSTER 3 CBA2 
MAY 18, 19 & JUNE 1, 2 
MKTG 965-02 ADVERTISING THEORY & PRACTICE SL 8:00am-6:30pm WALKER 3 CBA5 
MAY 20 - JUNE 27 Classes that meet twice weekly on Mon/Wed also meet Fri., May 31 
MKTG300-21 PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING MTWR 9:45am-11 :20am NULSEN 3 CBA5 
MKTG 801-91 MARKETING CONCEPTS TR 6:15pm-9:30pm AHUJA 2 ALT213 
MKTG 968-81 NEW PRODUCT PLANNING & DEV MW 6:15pm-9:30pm NULSEN 3 ALT213 
JUNE 22, 23 & JUNE 29, 30 
MKTG 970-02 SEM: CONTEMP MARKETING ISSUES SL 8:00am-6:30pm AHUJA 3 CBA5 
JULY 13, 20, 27, AUGUST 3, 10, 17 
MKTG 801 -13 MARKETING CONCEPTS s 9:00am-1:OOpm BYRNES 2 CBA5 
MATHEMATICS 
MAY 20 - JUNE 27 Classes that meet twice weekly on Mon/Wed also meet Fri., May 31 . 
Students majoring in programs which do not specify math requirements may satisfy core requirements with any course above MATH 105 
MATH 105-71 FUNDAMENTALS OF MATH MTR 4:00pm-6:10pm WALKER 3 TBA 
MATH 113-81 MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE MW 6:15pm-9:30pm PULSKAMP 3 ALT 223 
MATH 115-91 TOPICS IN APPLIED MATH TR 6:15pm-9:30pm PULSKAMP 3 ALT223 
MATH 116-21 ELEMENTARY STATISTICS MTWR 9:45am-11 :20am SNODGRASS 3 ALT 223 
MATH 120.81 PRECALCULUS MW 6:15pm-9:30pm BERRY 3 ALT 221 
REQUIRES A T/-82 GRAPHICS CALCULATOR 
MATH 150.91 ELEMENTS OF CALCULUS I TR 6:15pm-9:30pm SNODGRASS 3 LND 101 
REQUIRES A T/-82 GRAPHICS CALCULATOR 
JUNE 17- JULY 25 Classes that meet twice weekly on Tues{fhurs also meet Fri., June 28 
MATH 110.33 PRINC OF CONTEMPORARY MATH MTWR 11 :40am·1 :20pm LARKIN 3 ALT 316 
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MATH 111-83 PRINCIPLES OF GEOMETRY MW 6:15pm-9:30pm LARKIN 3 ALT316 
MATH 230-93 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS TR 6:15pm-9:30pm WALKER 3 ALT 316 
JULY8-AUGUST15 
MATH 116-84 ELEMENTARY STATISTICS MW 6:15pm-9:30pm TRUNNELL 3 ALT 221 
MATH 120-84 PRECALCULUS MW 6:15pm-9:30pm OTERO 3 ALT223 
REQUIRES A Tl-82 GRAPHICS CALCULATOR 
MATH 150-94 ELEMENTS OF CALCULUS I TR 6:15pm-9:30pm OTERO 3 ALT 223 
REQUIRES A Tl-82 GRAPHICS CALCULATOR 
MATH 156-24 GENERAL STATISTICS MTWR 9:45am-11 :20am TRUNNELL 3 ALT 223 
MODERN LANGUAGES 
MAY 20 - JUNE 27 Classes that meet twice weekly on MonNV~ also meet Fri., May 31 
ASLN 101-51 ELEM AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE I MWR 3:00pm-5:15pm MONAHAN 3 LOG 1 
ASLN 101-71 ELEM AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE I MWR 5:30pm-7:45pm MONAHAN 3 LOG 1 
FREN 101-71 ELEMENTARY FRENCH I MWR 5:30pm-7:45pm McDIARMID 3 LOG 205 
SPAN 101-71 ELEMENTARY SPANISH I MWR 5:30pm-7:45pm GODDARD 3 LOG 101 
SPAN 201 -71 INTERMEDIATE SPANISH I MWR 5:30pm-7:45pm SANCHEZ 3 LOG2 
JUNE 17- JULY 25 Classes that meet twice weekly on Tues(fhurs also meet Fri., June 28 
SPAN 350-93 SPANISH CIVILIZATION TR 6:15pm-9:30pm KNUTSON 3 TBA 
JULY8-AUGUST15 
ASLN 102-54 ELEM AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE II MWR 3:00pm-5:15pm STAFF 3 LOG 1 
ASLN 102-74 ELEM AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE II MWR 5:30pm-7:45pm STAFF 3 LOG 1 
FREN 102-74 ELEMENTARY FRENCH II MWR 5:30pm-7:45pm STAFF 3 LOG 2e5 
SPAN 102-74 ELEMENTARY SPANISH II MWR 5:30pm-7:45pm STAFF 3 LOG 101 
SPAN 202-74 INTERMEDIATE SPANISH II MWR 5:30pm-7:45pm STAFF 3 LOG2 
MUSIC 
MAY6- MAY17 
MUSC 111-01 THE ART OF LISTENING MTWRF 5:30pm-9:30pm SKEIRIK 3 ALU 202 
GROUP INSl'RUCTlON: Will use reN Baldwin ElectrOiic Piano Lab. Sessions may be sdled.Jied at other times/days rd listed by contading Music 
~·: 7 45-3801. Cost Noncredit - $130, Cred'rt $300; Material Fee: $20. 
MAY 20 - JUNE 24 
MUSC 150-81 CLASS PIANO MR 6:00pm-7:00pm REYNOLDS ALU 204 
MUSC 150-91 CLASS PIANO MR 7:00pm-8:00pm REYNOLDS ALU 204 
MUSC 152-21 CLASS GUITAR MR 1 O:OOam-11 :OOam BEATY TBA 
MUSC 152-31 CLASS GUITAR MR 12:00pm-1 :OOpm BEATY TBA 
MAY 20 -JUNE 27 
MUSC 304-91 PRODUCING ELECTRONIC MUSIC I TR 6:15pm-9:30pm HART 3 ALU 201 
JUNE 27 -AUGUST 1 
MUSC 150-83 CLASS PIANO MR 6:00pm-7:00pm REYNOLDS ALU 204 
MUSC 150-93 CLASS PIANO MR 7:00pm-8:00pm REYNOLDS ALU 204 
MUSC 152-23 CLASS GUITAR MR 10:00am-11:00am BEATY ALU 202 
MUSC 152-33 CLASS GUITAR MR 12:00pm-1 :00pm BEATY ALU 202 
MUSIC CONnNUED ...... 
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PRIVATE LESSONS: In addition to regular tu~ion charge, 15 half-hour private lessons are $170. 15 one-hour private lessons are $330. Sections 
rumbered • A 1" are half-hour lessons; "/!12" are one-hour lessons. Graduate students registering for private lessons should use MUSC 480-498. Private 
lessons are available throughout the summer. Students must contact instructor at Music Center (J 45-3801) for lesson day and time. 
MUSC 180-A1 PRIVATE LESSON: PIANO TBA TBA BUEL 1 LOG 104 
MUSC 180-A1 PRIVATE LESSON: PIANO TBA TBA REYNOLDS 1 LOG 104 
MUSC 180-A1 PAIVA TE LESSON: PIANO TBA TBA SLATER LOG 104 
MUSC 180-A2 PRIVATE LESSON: PIANO TBA TBA BUEL LOG 104 
MUSC 180-A2 PRIVATE LESSON: PIANO TBA TBA REYNOLDS LOG 104 
MUSC 180-A2 PRIVATE LESSON: PIANO TBA TBA SLATER LOG 104 
MUSC 181-A1 PRIVATE LESSON: ORGAN TBA TBA ROEHRIG LOG 104 
MUSC 181-A2 PRIVATE LESSON: ORGAN TBA TBA ROEHRIG LOG 104 
MUSC 182-A1 PRIVATE LESSON: VOICE TBA TBA BEEBE MUSCTR 
MUSC 182-A1 PRIVATE LESSON: VOICE TBA TBA SHERWOOD MUSCTR 
MUSC 182-A2 PRIVATE LESSON: VOICE TBA TBA BEEBE MUSCTR 
MUSC 182-A2 PRIVATE LESSON: VOICE TBA TBA SHERWOOD 1 MUSCTR 
MUSC 183-A1 PRIVATE LESSON: GUITAR TBA TBA MERCER 1 MUSCTR 
MUSC 183-A1 PRIVATE LESSON: GUITAR TBA TBA BEATY MUSCTR 
MUSC 183-A2 PRIVATE LESSON: GUITAR TBA TBA BEATY MUSCTR 
MUSC 183-A2 PRIVATE LESSON: GUITAR TBA TBA MERCER MUSCTR 
MUSC 184-A1 PRIVATE LESSON: VIOLIN TBA TBA YENNEY MUSCTR 
MUSC 184-A2 PRIVATE LESSON: VIOLIN TBA TBA YENNEY MUSCTR 
MUSC 185-A1 PRIVATE LESSON: VIOLA TBA TBA YENNEY MUSCTR 
MUSC 185-A2 PRIVATE LESSON: VIOLA TBA TBA YENNEY MUSCTR 
MUSC 186-A1 PRIVATE LESSON: CELLO TBA TBA JOHNS MUSCTR 
MUSC 186-A2 PRIVATE LESSON: CELLO TBA TBA JOHNS MUSCTR 
MUSC 187-A1 PRIVATE LESSON: DOUBLE BASS TBA TBA TAYLOR MUSCTR 
MUSC 187-A2 PRIVATE LESSON: DOUBLE BASS TBA TBA TAYLOR 1 MUSCTR 
MUSC 188-A1 PRIVATE LESSON: FLUTE TBA TBA TRYON-ANDRES 1 MUSCTR 
MUSC 188-A2 PRIVATE LESSON: FLUTE TBA TBA TRYON-ANDRES 1 MUSCTR 
MUSC 189-A1 PRIVATE LESSON: OBOE TBA TBA PRIOR MUSCTR 
MUSC 189-A2 PRIVATE LESSON: OBOE TBA TBA PRIOR MUSCTR 
MUSC 190-A1 PRIVATE LESSON: CLARINET TBA TBA CAMPIONE MUSCTR 
MUSC 190-A2 PRIVATE LESSON: CLARINET TBA TBA CAMPIONE MUSCTR 
MUSC 191-A1 PRIVATE LESSON: SAXOPHONE TBA TBA MARQUIS MUSCTR 
MUSC 191-A2 PRIVATE LESSON: SAXOPHONE TBA TBA MARQUIS MUSCTR 
MUSC 192-A1 PRIVATE LESSON: BASSOON TBA TBA HINKLE MUSCTR 
MUSC 192-A2 PRIVATE LESSON: BASSOON TBA TBA HINKLE MUSCTR 
MUSC 193-A1 PRIVATE LESSON: FRENCH HORN TBA TBA BELL MUSCTR 
MUSC 193-A2 PRIVATE LESSON: FRENCH HORN TBA TBA BELL MUSCTR 
MUSC 194-A1 PRIVATE LESSON: TRUMPET TBA TBA WOOLARD MUSCTR 
MUSC 194-A2 PRIVATE LESSON: TRUMPET TBA TBA WOOLARD MUSCTR 
MUSC 195-A1 PRIVATE LESSON: TROMBONE TBA TBA PARR MUSCTR 
MUSC 195-A1 PRIVATE LESSON: TROMBONE TBA TBA NORTON MUSCTR 
MUSC 195-A2 PRIVATE LESSON: TROMBONE TBA TBA NORTON MUSCTR 
MUSC 196-A1 PRIVATE LESSON: TUBA TBA TBA THORNTON MUSCTR 
MUSC 196-A2 PRIVATE LESSON: TUBA TBA TBA THORNTON MUSCTR 
MUSC 197-A1 PRIVATE LESSON: PERCUSSION TBA TBA GARDNER LOGCASH 
MUSC 197-A2 PRIVATE LESSON: PERCUSSION TBA TBA GARDNER LOGCASH 
MUSC 198-A1 PRIVATE LESSON: JAZZ VOICEJINST TBA TBA KEENE LOGCASH 
MUSC 198-A2 PRIVATE LESSON: JAZZ VOICEJINST TBA TBA KEENE LOGCASH 
MUSC 199-A1 PRIVATE LESSON: HARP TBA TBA BRINKSMEIER LOGCASH 
MUSC 199-A2 PRIVATE LESSON: HARP TBA TBA BRINKSMEIER 1 LOGCASH 
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NURSING 
MAY13-JUNE14 
NURS 130-21 WAYS OF KNOWING MWF 9:00am-11 45am MILLER 3 COH 128A 
NURS 132-41 CULTURAL IN FLU ON HLTH & CARING MWF 12·30pm-3:00pm AUGSPURGER 3 COH 128A 
NURS 468-71 ACUPUNCTURE-ZINC: PAIN MGMT TR 4.00pm-8:00pm KING 2 COH 128A 
COURSE IS OPEN TO NON-NURSING STUDENTS FOR 3 CREDfTS 
NURS 635-71 FIN MANAGE FOR NURSING ADM TR 4:00pm-8:00pm RIEG 3 COH 128B 
NURS 636-71 FIN MANAGE FOR NURSING ADM TR 4:00pm-8:00pm RIEG 2 COH 128B 
PHILOSOPHY 
MAY 20 - JUNE 27 Classes held twice weekly on Mon/Wed also meet Fri., May 31 
PHIL 100-21 ETHICS AS INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY MTWR 9:45am-11 .20am MATZ 3 ALT 214 
PHIL 100-81 ETHICS AS INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY MW 6:15pm-9:30pm COLELLA 3 ALT219 
PHIL 290-21 THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE MTWR 9:45am-11 .20arr. COLELLA 3 ALT 217 
PHIL 290-91 THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE TR 6:15pm-9:30pm MATZ 3 ALT218 
PHIL329-81 MEDICAL ETHICS MW 6:15pm-9:30pm GENDREAU 3 ALT302 
JUNE 10- JULY 19 
PHIL 100-13 ETHICS AS INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY MF 8:30am-11 :45am GENDREAU 3 ALT 219 
JULY 8- AUGUST 15 
PHIL 290-94 THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE TR 6:15pm-9:30pm POLT 3 ALT 213 
PHIL 321-24 ETHICAL BUSINESS DECISIONS MTWR 9: 45am-11 :20am JONES 3 ALT 214 
PHIL 321-94 ETHICAL BUSINESS DECISIONS TR 6:15pm-9:30pm JONES 3 ALT 214 
PHIL 367-84 PLATO MW 6:15pm-9:30pm POLT 3 ALT217 
PHYSICS 
MAY 20 - JUNE 27 Classes held tw1ce weekly on Mon/Wed also meet Fri. , May 31 
PHYS 116-81 OUR UNIVERSE-THE EARTH MW 6:15pm-8:00pm DIEKMEYER 2 LND 103 
PHYS 117-A1 OUR UNIVERSE-THE EARTH LAB* MW 8:10pm-10:00pm DIEKMEYER LND 201 
PHYS 117-B1 OUR UNIVERSE-THE EARTH LAB* MW 8:1 Opm-1 O:OOpm SICKING LND 203 
*ALL LABS HAVE A COURSE FEE OF $70 
JUNE 17- JULY 11 
PHYS 104-22 COLLEGE PHYSICS I MTWR 9:30am-11 :50am TOEPKER 3 LND 103 
PHYS 104-A2 COLLEGE PHYSICS I MTWR 9:30am-11.50am MILLER 3 LND 101 
PHYS 105-A2 INTRODUCTORY PHYSICS LAB I* MTWR 12:30pm-2.20pm MILLER 1 LND 201 
PHYS 105-B2 INTRODUCTORY PHYSICS LAB I* MTWR 12:30pm-2:20pm TURPIN LND 203 
PHYS 105-C2 INTRODUCTORY PHYSICS LAB I* MTWR 12:30pm-2 20pm TOEPKER LND2 
*ALL LABS HAVE A COURSE FEE OF $70 
JULY8-AUGUST15 
PHYS 118-84 OUR UNIVERSE-THE SKY MW 6:15pm-8:00pm TURPIN 2 LND 103 
PHYS 119-A4 OUR UNIVERSE-THE SKY LAB* MW 8:1 Opm-1 O:OOpm TURPIN LND 201 
PHYS 119-84 OUR UNIVERSE-THE SKY LAB* MW 8:1 Opm-1 O:OOpm WIDMER LND 203 
*ALL LABS HAVE A COURSE FEE OF $70 
" JULY 15 -AUGUST 8 
PHYS 106-25 COLLEGE PHYSiCS II MTWR 9:30am-11 :50am WIDMER 3 LND 103 
• 
PHYS 107-A5 INTRODUCTORY PHYSICS LAB II* MTWR 12:30pm-2:20pm WIDMER LND203 
PHYS 107-85 INTRODUCTORY PHYSICS LAB II* MTWR 12:30pm 2:20pm TURPIN LND 201 
*ALL LABS HAVE A COURSE FEE OF $70 
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POLITICAL SCIENCE 
JUNE 17- JULY 25 
POLI140-83 AMERICAN GOVT &POLITICS MW 6:15pm-9:30pm RAY 3 ALT307 
JULY8-AUGUST15 
POLI120-84 COMPARATIVE GOVT AND POLITICS MW 6:15pm-9:30pm WHITE 3 ALT 218 
POLI374-94 US FOREIGN POLICY TR 6:15pm-9:30pm WHITE 3 ALT 217 
PSYCHOLOGY 
MAY 20- JUNE 27 
PSYC 101-81 GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY MW 6:15pm-9:30pm DULANEY 3 ELT 217 
PSYC 121-41 GEN EXPERIMENTAL PSYCH I MW 2:45pm-5:00pm HART 2 ELT 217 
PSYC 122-41 GEN EXPERIMENTAL PSYCH I LAB TA 2:45pm-5:00pm HART ELT 205 
LAB FEE - $60.00 
PSYC 211-51 COMPUTER APP FOR SOC SCI• MTWR 4:00pm-5:35pm CROWN 3 ELT 101 
PSYC 221-41 EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY I MTWR 1:OOpm-2:35pm CROWN 2 ELT205 
PSYC 223-41 EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY I LAB MTWR 1:OOpm-2:35pm CROWN 1 ELT 205 
LAB FEE - $60.00 
PSYC 261-21 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY MTWR 9:45am-11 :20am DACEY 3 ELT 217 
PSYC 590-01 *PRACTICUM: EXPERIMENTAL PSYCH TBA TBA NELSON 3 TBA 
PSYC 591-01 *PRACTICUM: CLINICAL PSYCH TBA TBA NELSON 3 TBA 
PSYC 592-01 *PRACTICUM: COUNSELING PSYCH TBA TBA NELSON 3 TBA 
PSYG 699-01 MASTER'S THESIS TBA TBA NELSON 3 TBA 
"liABILITY INSURANCE FEE -$25.00 
JUNE 17- JULY 11 Classes held twice weekly on Tues{Thurs also meet Fri., June 28 
PSYC 232-22 CHILD PSYCHOLOGY MTWR 9:35am-1 1 :10am BARRY 2-3 ELT 318 
P$YC 271-12 INTRO TO EMOTIONALLY DIST CHILD MTWR 7:30am-9:05am SETA 2 ALT202 
PSYC 276-92 PSYCHOLOGY OF DELINQUENCY TR 6:15pm-8:30pm STAFF 2 ELT 11 
PSYC 379-22 PSYCHOLOGICAL & ACHIEVE TEST MTWR 9:35am-11 :1 Oam NELSON 2-3 JOS 206 
JUNE 17- JULY 18 
PSYC 503-33 ADV EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY MTWR 11 :40am-1 :35pm ROESE LEA 3 ELT 11 
PSYC 533-23 COUNSELING PAIN & TECHNIQUES MTWR 9:35am-11 :30am ROESELER 3 JOS 212 
PSYC 536-23 GROUP GUIDANCE MTWR 10:00am-12:20pm RULLI 3 JOS 212 
PSYC 590-03 *PRACTICUM: EXPERIMENTAL PSYCH TBA TBA NELSON 3 TBA 
PSYC 591-03 *PRACTICUM: CLINICAL PSYCH TBA TBA NELSON 3 TBA 
PSYC 592-03 *PRACTICUM: COUNSELING PSYCH TBA TBA NELSON 3 TBA 
"LIABILITY INSURANCE FEE -$25.00 
PSYC 653-33 EARLY COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT MTWR 11 :40am-1 :35pm BARRY 3 ELT 318 
JUNE 25 - JULY 26 
PSYC 231-43 DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY TR 1:OOpm-4:30pm TO EBEN 3 CHRIST 
JULYS -AUGUST 15 
PSYC 123-44 GEN EXPERIMENTAL PSYCH II MW 2:45pm-5:00pm STAFF 2 ELT 318 
PSYC 124-44 GEN EXPERIMENTAL PSYCH II LAB TR 2:45pm-5:00pm STAFF ELT205 
LAB FEE- $60.00 
PSYC 321-94 INDUSTRIAIJOAG PSYCH TR 6:15pm-9:30pm QUATMAN 3 ELT 217 
PSYC 366-94 CRIME & PERSONALITY TR 6:15pm-9:30pm KAPP 3 ELT318 
PSYC 477-24 SPORTS PSYCH MTWR 9:35am-11 :30am HOCK · 3 ELT 217 
PSYC 503-84 ADVANCED EDUC PSYCH MW 6:15pm-9:30pm STAFF 3 ELT 318 
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PSYC 644-84 MOTIVATION & BEHAVIOR IN ORG. MW 6:15pm-9:30pm COSGROVE 3 CBA2 
PSYC 699-04 MASTER'S THESIS TBA TBA NELSON 3 TBA 
JULY22 -AUGUST 15 
PSYC 277-35 ABNORMAL PSYCH TR 12:30pm-3:45pm STUKENBERG 2 ELT217 
PSYC 533-85 COUNSELING PRIN & TECH MW 6:20pm-9:30pm WILLIAMS 3 JOS 212 
PSYC 536-95 GROUP GUIDANCE TR 6:20pm-9:30pm SHERWOOD 3 JOS 212 
SOCIAL WORK 
MAY 10- MAY 12 
SOCW 211 -0A COMPUTER APP FOR SOC SCIENCES F 6:00pm-9:30pm LONG CHRIST 
SL 8:30am-5:00pm 
MAY 17- MAY 19 
SOCW 211 -0B COMPUTER APP FOR SOC SCIENCES F 6:00pm-9:30pm LONG CHRIST 
SL 8:30am-5:00pm 
MAY 20 -JUNE 27 
socw 261 -21 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY MTWR 9:45am-11 :20am DACY 3 ELT 217 
MAY 31 -JUNE 2 
SOCW 211-0C COMPUTER APP FOR SOC SCIENCES F 6:00pm-9:30pm LONG ELT 101 
SL 8:30am-5:00pm 
JULY 12- JULY 14 
SOCW 211 -0D COMPUTER APP FOR SOC SCIENCES F 6:00pm-9:30pm LONG ELT 101 
SL 8:30am-5:00pm 
AUGUST 9- AUGUST 11 
SOCW 211-0E COMPUTER APP FOR SOC SCIENCES F 6:00pm-9:30pm LONG ELT 101 
SL 8:30am-5:00pm 
SOCIOLOGY 
MAY6- MAY17 
SOCI316-0S COMPLEX ORGANIZATIONS MTWRF 5:00pm-9:00pm WEISSBUCH 3 ALT 201 
MAY 20- JUNE 27 Classes held twice weekly on MontNed also meet Fri., May 31 
SOCI101 -91 INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY TR 6:15pm-9:30pm STINSON 3 ALT 224 
SOCI232-81 SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT MW 6:15pm-9:30pm WEISSBUCH 3 ALT222 
THEOLOGY 
MAY 20- JUNE 27 Classes held twice weekly on MonN/ed also meet Fri., May 31 
THEO 111-31 THEOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS TR 12: 15pm-3:30pm DEWEY 3 ALT201 
THEO 111-81 THEOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS MW 6:15pm-9:30pm MOSHA 3 ALT224 
THEO 232-91 APPROACHES TO GOD* TR 6:15pm-9:30pm AHLGREN 3 ALT224 
THEO 233-81 UNDERSTANDING CATHOLICISM* MW 6:15pm-9:30pm HILL 3 TBA 
THEO 559-91 CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALITY TR 6:15pm-9:30pm MOSHA 3 ALT301 
JUNE 17- JULY 25 Classes held twice weekly on Tues{Thurs also meet Fri., June 28 
• 
THEO 111-83 THEOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS MW 6:15pm-9:30pm MADGES 3 ALT219 
THEO 265-93 GOSPEL OF MARK** TR 6:15pm-9:30pm DEWEY 3 ALT302 
THEO 315-83 CONTEMPORARY ETHICAL ISSUES ••• MW 6:15pm-9:30pm THOMAS 3 ALT313 
THEOLOGY CONTINUED ..... 
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THEO 322-93 EASTERN ORTHODOX CHURCH**** 
THEO 505-93 GOSPEL OF MARK 
JULY 8- AUGUST 15 
THEO 239-94 CHURCH AND REVOLUTION •• 
THE0333-84 JESUS IN FAITH & FICTION •••• 
• Fullfills Christian Systematics requirements 
•• Fullfills Scripture/History requirements 
••• Fullfills Theololgical Ehtics requirement 
•••• Fullfills Religion/CuHure requirement 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
MAY 13- MAY 16 
UNST 100-61 E PLURIBUS UNUM 
MAY 30- JUNE 27 
UNST 100-51 E PLURIBUS UNUM 
Undergrad Academic 
Requirements 
The following courses offered in the summer semesters fulfill Xavier core 
requirements in the specified areas 
• ETHICS/REUGION & SOCIETY FOCUS ELECTIVES 
BIOL 112/125 Life: Ecology & People and Lab 
PHIL 321 EthiCal Business DectSions 
PHIL 329 Medical Ethics 
THEO 315 Contemporary Ethical Issues 
Prerequisites/Corequisites; THEO 111, PHIL 1 00 
• ANE ARTS ELECTIVES 
ARTS 111 The Art Experience 
COMM 110 Art Of Film 
MUSC 111 The Art of Usten1ng 
• HUMANITIES (old core) 
COMM 101 Oral Communication 
COMM 107 Interpersonal Commumcation 
COMM 209 Group Dynarmcs 
Plilosopl1y and Theology OOI.WMS beyond t>oce requored for 111e core 
AcldltionllllumeniUM fOf ~~~not r.qulrlng f<nlgn languagt: 
SPAN 201 Intermediate Spanish I 
SPAN 202 Intermediate Spanish II 
• HUMANITIES- UTERATURE 
ENGL 121 Studies in Poetry 
ENGL 124 Studies in FICtion 
ENGL 132 Studies 1n Women's Uterature 
ENGL 205 Ut & Morallmag1nation 
• MATH & SCIENCE AREA 
BIOL 112/125 
BIOL 140/141 
Life: Ecology & People and Lab 
Human Anatomy & Physiology I and Lab 
TR 
TR 
TR 
MW 
MTWR 
R 
COURSE OFFERINGS 
6:15pm-9:30pm KOSTOFF 3 ALT 313 
6:15pm-9:30pm DEWEY 3 ALT307 
6:15pm-9:30pm BOKENKOTTER 3 ALT 222 
6:15pm-9:30pm BROSNAN 3 ALT222 
6:00pm-9:1Opm SHRIBERG CBA5 
6:15pm-8:45pm HEDEEN ALB 107 
BIOL 142/143 
CHEM 140/141 
CHEM 142/143 
PHYS 104/105 
PHYS 106/107 
PHYS 112/113 
PHYS 118/119 
PSYC 121/122 
PSYC 1231124 
MATH 105 
Human Anatomy & Physiology I and Lab 
Pnooples of Chemistry I and Lab 
Principles of Chemistry II and Lab 
College Physics I and Lab 
College Phys1cs II and Lab 
Our Universe The Earth and Lab 
Our Universe; The Sky and Lab 
Gen. Exp Psychology I and Lab 
Gen Exp. Psychology II and Lab 
Not AppfiCable 
N Olt>6t 100-methM'Ialr:s ~ lpp/y 
• SOCIAL SCIENCE HISTORY I & II AREAS 
HIST 1 06 World Ctvilization II 
HIST143 US Historyto18651 
HIST 133 Western Civilization I 
HIST 144 U.S History Since 186511 
HIST 134 Western Civihzalion II 
• SOCIAL SCIENCE AREA 
POL 120 Comparative Govt & Polit 
POU 140 American Govt & Polit 
PSYC 101 General Psychology 
PSYC 231 Developmental Psychology 
PSYC/EDCL 261 Social Psychology 
PSYC/EDCL 2n Abnormal Psychology 
PSYC 366/CJUS 266 Crime & Personality 
SOCI 101 Introduction to Sociology 
• ADDITIONAL SOCIAL SCIENCE AREA 
FOf t rta l -Wid ooc:lll td«<ot m1f0R only 
Bumesa c:ours.l200-299 are 501lh0m0<e level; 300-399 ase I"""" _, 
BLAW 300 Legal Enwonment 
MGMT 300 Managenal BehaviOf' 
ECON 200 MtcroeconollliCS 
MKTG 300- Priooples of Marl<eting 
ECON 201 Macroeconomics 
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
COURSE 
DESCRIPTIONS 
Courses that are numbered 100-499 are undergraduate level; courses 
listed 500 or above are graduate level. For more information regarding the 
course, contact the department 
Accounting 745-3471 
B10L 120 
B10L 125 
BIOL 120. 
Ule: Ecology & P.ople ill Erologf - tts ~ on tunan scoo>:f 
Ule: lrwestigltlon I Lab (1) ExerCJSeS, expenments and field ~ to accompany 
BIOL 140 H1.111an Anatomy & Physiology LAiclure I (J) The ~or tunan SjS1emS empha-
SIZilQ skelela, tri.JSC:l.W, <rod neMUS systems 
BIOL 141 Hun.! Anatomy & Physiology Lib I (1) 1-Unan sk8etal matenal and dssecoon 
cA a represertliMl fT'II'¥Tll'llai HlstJiogy cA tiSSUeS <rod org;r.s With physoologocal exerCJSeS <rod 
demas!la!JOIIS. 
BIOL 142 H1.111111 Anltomy & Physiology l.eciLn I (3) ConlnJallonc:ABIOL 140stressarg 
hi arWalory exaetay. dgeslM!. enOOcme. <rod reproci.aMI systems 
BIOL 143 H1.111111 Anatomy & Physiology Lib I (1) ConlnJallon of CWliionlc8 ~ cA 
EI0\..141 with relaed ~ Sl1.des <rod demonslrabons 
BIOL 200 Mk:l ) BaslcstL.dyc:An1100bes. theorar:1M1Jes. C001Jol, roletn!isease<rld 
hoot imu1e responses lrttrded tlr rusrg <rod pre-ph<rmacy sUJenls 
BIOL 201 Microbiology Lab (1) Melhods of tSolatJon and c:Uiure cA the bac1ena. flrlgt, <rod 
protozoa T ectnques of classtftcalOil of 1hese organsms 
Business Administration 745-3429 
BUAO 9112 Doing Business In &.opean Union (3) Gan a baste f<mitantyWilh ~ 
SIJ'alegies. 1ed'1lq.Jes <rod phlosophes v.tlch rna,' differ from 1hose practx:ed tn hi lk1lted Staas. 
Cle'Jelqls a better awedallon lor OJitural dfferences <rod how they tmpad bus.ness coodJa. 
Business Law 745-3471 
BLA W 300 Legal Environment (3) PrOVides a ba::kgrOUld tn hi legal enwonment of business. 
T optCS tnclode: bust ness en!Jbes. emp1oymer1 ciscnrTWlabon. OOI'1Sllllel' praecoon, <rod prcxi.las 
liability 
Chemistry 745-3351 
CHEM 140 Principles ot Chemistry I (3) An rtrod.cOOn to chemical measuements. atomc 
SIJ'UetUe, states cA matB. and a::.ds <rod ~ (sylatxJs available upon r~. 
CHEM 141 Principles ol Chemistry I Lib (1) A lab oouse kl accompany Cl-EM 140. 
CHEM 240 Org.lic Chemlslry I (3) lntrodlaory COlXse lle<Mg the strucare, preparalion. 
reacuons. and properties of org<nc OOI11lOUflds Prerequisite: General Chemistry II 
CHEM 241 Org.llc Chemistry I Lib (1) The prac11ce of tt.r.dM1ental operalion'l JMllved tn the 
svnthestS. sep<ralion, ~icabon and tdeniJficabori of org<rlc compolllds. Prerequlllte: Gereral 
Chemistty lab. 
CHEM 242 Org.licChemlstly II (3) Acon!iruation ofCHEM240v.tlchexterdsthellea!mert 
cA fl.nd<merti organc c.l1en1SI1y Prerequisite: CHEM 240. 
CHEM 243 Org.llc Chemistry II Lab (1) Cor1tJn.Jalonot hi laborar:xy wort< cA CHEM 241 Wt1h 
tnoreased eflllhasls on the reacttons <rod synthesis ol orga-tte sysi!ms. Prnqulllte: CHEM 241 
Co-r.qulln.: CHEM 242. 
Classics There are no summer offerings in this department. 
Communication Arts 745-3087 
COMM 101 0nt1 Communlartlon (J) Speedl ft.ndamentals as applied to pltllic speakrlg <rod 
los1enng slolls 
COMM 107 lnterpenon~l Communication (J) Urderstanding of <rod classroom practice in 
effeciJve oonm.nocatlon between pe!_SOilS 
COMM 110 . Art ot the Aim (3) Ftlm as a modem art lorm, treaiJ'tg SOllld. mooon, edlttng. ig11. 
aarg, dredo's style, <rod 6lm analysis 
COMM 2ll8 Group Dynamics (3) 1>Jn<mcs <rod parttopalr.oe Sll'ategi&Stn g-041 process skis. 
leMl D( ~<rod dOing 
Computer Science 745-2015 
CSCI170 Computw ~I (3) PrOOiem solwlg. <igomtm developmert <rod vooftcaiJOn. 
progaTmng 111 a block SIJU:Illed language Da!a m:npUabon. pr~es. llrdJons, <rrays. 
tJnd<rnental algorl1lms and files Prereq.,Stte Secood<¥y math profiaency 
Criminal Justice 
CJUS 210 Besk: Constitutional Llw & Ml Cowtll (3) Prtnoples, speaa1 reference. 
CJUS 266 Crime & Penonlllty (3) (CJUS SE6, EOCU!Il6, PSYC 366) Aocc taJSescX a-rne 
111 hi tndMctJa <rod 111 hi M.re Constderabon cA personai1y ct,'O<mc5 <rod 11'eatmert approaches. 
CJus e1o Psychologyotllellnquency(3J rypesm<:a.asesc:A1uventedelrq.Jerlcy~ 
Wt1h bnel case 11stones. 
CJUS 634 Diln¢lt Child (3) 
Economics 745-3051 
EC0H 200 llla0«>0110111lc Pr1nciplel (3) Prtnoples gavernrg hi effiCient alocabon ol hi 
~rs sca-oa resou-oas Eoonomte behavior at OOI'lSI.me!S, prcxiJoars, <rod resouoa owners 
ECOH 201 Macroeconomic Princl~ (J) Eoooomte <dM1yolhi economy as av.tde The 
rOieofpo.bltepOIIGylnrelatlontoiSSuesofi\AI~pnoa. stabtltty.economiC!Jowth,govemmef1 
tra10e and ntenialtonal trade ~·= ·ecoo 200 
ECON 300 lntemallonll Tr.de & Bull,_ Environment (3) An analysis of rternaJonal tr<lle 
<rod lra10e, hi beh<Mor cA the rnAtmttonaJ ~- hi lfT1IBl cA ~economy on tr~ 
bus.ness straiBgeS Prereql.islle: ECON 201 
ECOH 801 Mltaoeconomlc: Anatywla ill OrM!Iopmert of a wortong lo1oY.iedge cA nallonal 
rnone1<rf praax:e. processes <rod their OUk:OITleS nidtng rnpaa on nerest rares tnftaDon <rod 
aggregaiB econcmc ~ 
EC()N 802 lila O«>>OIOI!tlc Anllysll ill l.l'1dersUnlong v.mus cost analysis approaches 
JJlflCIPie cA cunpa-aive <Wantage proltt ITl3XITliZalon ll'IOdBs. ecooomc r&gljaDon a"d tee 
economy processes 
ECON 1101 Glob1l Economic Environment (2) Measurement and tnterpreta!Jon of 
maaoecooomcvan<illes<rld1hetrrnpaaonopera1W1Qtnalj00aeconorny ~ ECON801 
&802. 
Education 745-2887 
RJ more~ on edu:aDon OOU'ses refer kl hi Xavoer lJrrverStty catiOg cA OOU'SilS or catac1 
m departmert. 
English 745-3627 
EHGL 101 English~ (3) 
EHGL 121 Studies In Pofty (3) 
EHGL 124 ~ In Acllon fl 
EHGL 132 ~In Wom«t a LJt.nmn (3) 
EHGL 205 Uteratln 1nd Montllm.giNtlon (3) Persona <rod soaal ethcaJ ISSUes tn J~e 
Honors sectlOil req~ed cA Engish ~ors 
EHGL 8110 Seminar. Vlc1orian Auth<n (3) Study cA selected IOpiCS and 8lAhors from 1l'is 
penod 
EHGL 8e4 Seminar: Contemporary Amer1c:an Action (3) Study ol selec1ed Ameocal 00Ye1s 
<rod short S1aies cA the last few ~ 
CONTINUED ..... 
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English As A Second Language 74&3712 
For more inbmalion on fu,jish ~ A Second l.lnJuage cwses OOil1a:t the depamlelt. 
Finance 745-3108 
ANC 300 Business An1nce (3) The basic ~ a1d tedlniques L6ed in the firmoal 
nmagemert of a l:lL&less With speoal ~oothe <XXpOfllborl. F'rtn~q~Qttea: KX:r 200, DECS 
200 
ANC 801 Corporate Finance (3) The basiC pmoples a1d teclnques L6ed 11 the fnMoal 
nmagemert of a b.Jslness With speoal ~ oo the corporlilon. Prereql.islte: NX:T SOt 
Aecxmnerd ECON 801,802 a1d S'r AT 801 
ANC 901 Managerial Finance (3) IIH!eplh Sl1xly of corporale finn:e. Topes ndlde ~ 
tulgebf'9. ~ stJIJCIIXe. fflanaal <rlalysls, ard rel<led corporlle theory Lecues, ~ reaOOgs. 
PrereqLtsltes: .oil Busr1ess Skills a1d r~ed ~ Skils cwses 
ANC 921 Optionllllld F1Aures Markets (3) ~ a1d Wes strateges. the va1uabon of 
options a1d futures, the theory of hedgng PrereqLtsltes: FlNC 901 
Health Services Administration 745-3392 
HHSA 525 Aging In 011' Society (3) Exm1ines the a-eas of biology, SOCidogy a1d psyd10iogy of 
3!}ng with m := the applic:!mon of resea-ch metroddoges to the lield of agog 
HHSA 610 e Finance tor Htllt!l C.. c:lrglriDtlonl \:') Exm1ines the basic pmoples 
a1d ~ 1r1the inMCial ~of a~ cae f<dily With speoal ElfTllhasis oothe 
<XXpOfllborl. 
HHSA 614 Cornrnl.l1lly Helllh 1nd Mecbl C.. Anllylis ('J) ~ thestJdy of health 
a1d dsease a1d the evaloatlon of acue cae. prEMll1allve a1d ctmlc cae lfllllMII'ItiOOS !ITOIJ!jlthe 
~ of epeclerriaogcal a1d health seMCe resea-dl mechods 
HHSA 621 Continuous Oulllty lmpnMmllll Tec:flnlqta In Hllllh C.. Management (3) lntroruoos the lheoretical awlicallorl of stll!stical q.Jality control aro w ~ mmagemem 11 healt!i 
care as v.d as the pnm:a~ of q.Jality iflllrovement mechods 1n health cae S€UJngS. 
PrereqLtslte: 1-HSA 611. 
HHSA 642 Health c.,. Legal Alpec:U (3) Describes the legal dmate wrthn v.tloch the health care 
ilstJtLClOn operates With an emphasis oothe legal ooncepts that v.tloch the health cae i1stitution oper~ 
With an emphasis on the legal ooncepiS that rti.Jeoo! the cdMties of health ewe a:lmnstralors. 
F'rtn~q~Qttes : HHSA 615 ard 625 
HHSA 710 Reseetellln Htllt!l AdrrinlstriCion (1 ,2,3) 
HHSA no 1n111tut1on11 lnd Cornrnl.l1lly Anllylis (2) Pr<Mdes the stLdenl resodenl W1tl 
irs!twd. n-Oepth slols 11 lniyzr1g the irlemal operaoons of a health cae lf5tJtjjon rd.dng 
gc:Mlll'la1Ce. depcrtnerC Sll\du'e, p1<rnng a1d fnarOal nmagemer1. Md tuTm AlSOU'ces deYelo!>-
mert as wei as the external enwonmeniS ~ oothe org<nza110n 
HHSA 730 Prdcun In ex.aJttw o.v.lopmtnt (2) Pr<Mdes students With the oppottrlty to 
observe exerutive rae rrodels a1d to assess a1d cleveqllhetr own ~ philosoJi1ies 
HHSA 750 Malter's Project ('J) Aeqo..tres studef1s to cont1.d llll'ldvktJalnteg'a!Jve prqed thai 
a:ldresses a1 aspect mportarC to boCh the stJde!t a1d the prete~Xor !ITOIJ!jlllfther ~ lestlng, 
nmagemert stL.dies, COfTll6lency demonstrations, or case stL.dies ~ orgarizaional pdoGy or 
prog:crn i~ processes. 
HHSA 751 Master's Project ('J) 
History 745-3538 
HlST 106 WOOd CMIIzatlonll (3) A SUWf of wor1d soaelleS SllC8 1500 With Ill~ on 
~Clb..res Prerequisite: HST 1~ 
HlST 133 W11Wm CMIIzlllcn I ('J) A klpiC3 SUWf of Western CNtzaJon tom Greece to the 
Aenassa1ce ~ aspects of poliball, soaal a1d cUual hostlry 
HIST 134 W1118m CMitzMion II (3) A tqllc:al SUWf of Ellopelll hlstay from the tat! cenuy 
to the 2ah ceril.fy ~ aspects of partx:al, soaal, a1d ecooomoc a1d ontelectual hlstay 
HIST 143 United Simi to 1865 I (3) Sttnf of the lklted States from Its caonal begmngs 
ttYough the CM1 Wa-, With p911J0Ja-.emp'lasis on the Americlll AIMlkAion. the torrnabve y9<1S of the 
reN nation, a1d the camg of the CM1 Wa-
HIST 144 Urll*l Stlt11 S1nct 1865 II ('J) Sttnjofthe lkltedStates from the~oftheCMI 
Wa- to the presert with pMJa& ernphas6 on Aeoonslru::1lon rnp!K:t of lndusttiai!Zalon a-d 
llba1aabon, beigl poboes, a-d post.Wor1d Wa- II M1encan Clb..re 
HlST 334 Socillllrnlt In ~Amtricl (3) SoaalliTest i1 the lk1ted ~tom 11e 19005 
to the preser1, 
ttST 346 J1f*1 Since 18611 (3) lncWes the f<j of the Tokugawas, l1e Melji penod, Md the 
Comrru1st era 
Human Resources 745-3051 
HRES 330 lndUitriiVOrglnlzl Ptydlo1ogy (3) (MGMT 321, PSYC 321) PsychologiCal 
basiS u orgalzatioral declslorls from ~to the mantenarce a rnoiMition a1d job salisfadp1 
of people. Resea-ch, IT183SIIements a-d tuTm behavior we emphasiZed 
HRES ao1 IUnln ~ (2) DeYelop 111 LJ ldersta id!IQ from a management perspectMI of 
the key processes of se1edlorl, ~. ~a-d empoyer ~ Prwequillte: AI 
EUsiness Skis a1d reqtA'ed FClO.lldam Skils cruses. 
HRES 1103 Wa1dorce DMnlty IMull (3) Excrnines ISSUes of del IIOQiaphic cM!rsity 11the V¥011< 
bee. Sl.dl as ~ cisa11alaboi' worlc,9rily. a!fm1aMI actiOn, 58lruall'aassmert. 'rjass 
!MlgS' a-d · Evaaaes the ~ of dvorslty on org;nzaQ~s a1d tta 
~
Information Systems 745-3229 
INFO 100 ~ Compumr Concepel (1) A Jab.based ~ ooncepts cruse v.hdl 
moruoos the basics of Ds« Oper<UlQ Systems 3loo1l ..wt~ m<W:~Jorls to word-p'oeess.JQ, ~sad­
sheet a-d daa base softwa-e 
INFO 300 lilanlgenwll ollnlonnation Tech t2l lntroci.dlon to oomp..ter-based information 
systans with 111 emphasis on the ma-oagernert ol inodem ntlmlabon tedlno1ogles to Stwort 
or~ opera.ons PrereqLnlte: lf'R> 100 a-d .l.nor stiUS 
INto 3S7 Olla ~ lnd Nltworldng (3) DEia ~ t.ndcrnertlls b 
~ a1d cistrbJ1ed ~ocessrlQ. Coomncax:n ~oDXIIs. SNA DECNET, a-d local a-ea 
l"'lllWWr1cs. Prwequllite: I~ 350 or 358 
INFO 801 1nfonndon 5ynlw (1.5)~netYoorllsa'ld nbmalionsysums~tothe 
rra agemert deasiOfl ~ocess Prerequlllte: M Busr1ess Skis a-d reqtA'ed Fo.lldabon Sklsoo.rses. 
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
Management 745-3429 
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comroalion of SPAN 101. Prer~: SPAN 101 (lllless waived). 
SPAN 201 lnterme<llte Spanish I (3) The first semester ntermediate 00\ISe Yohich is a 
corm.ation of SPAN 102 with a~ empl"asis oo the dENelopment of mae creative use of the 
lalg..oage. Prer~site: SPAN 102 (urless waived). 
SPAN 202 1nterme<11te SparUh II (3) A CO!TYT1lricalive-<lriernld course emphasizing re<dng 
a-d writing skills IITOU!tlthe S1Udy of aJ1hentic materials deaing with the Hispa1ic wOOd. The course 
ird.des a CO!lllfehensive grarrrru review. PrereqJisite: SPAN 201 (lllless waived). 
Music 745-3801 
MUSC 111 Alt ofllstanlng (1) M.Jslc.ApprecialiooCOLrSel'ohich provides lnformaliootoenable 
the stJdent 10 lls1eo mae perce¢Rt lll:l10 better llldefs1ard the V!lious elemerlS and aspects of 
rnsic. 
MUSC 150 Class P11110 (1) Gr~ lns1rudion In basic piaro t~. 
MUSC 152 Class Guitar (1) Grol..!llnstruclion In basic~ ~es. 
MUSC 304 Producing 8ectronk: Music (3) Introduction 10 ta'dwa'e a-d softwa'e rela!ed to 
rrusic tedlnology with the 0015 00 music prilting, music sequercing and hypercard prograrrrning. 
Nursing 745-3814 
NURS 130 Ways Of Knowing (3) 
NURS 132 CIAtlnllnlluance On Heelth And c.ing (3) Focuses oo identffied ruttral groups 
a-d how culb.le inftuences the values, mxtes and practices of an lndividJal, farrily, and group as 
related 10 heallh and caing. F'rereqljslte: UNST 100. 
NURS 468 FM Acupln:tln-Zlnc: Pain Management (2) 
NURS 635 FNnclal ~gemenl for NunliM Administration (2) FISCallKXXlUltability: COS! 
BIXXllllting. budgeting and COS! benefi1ing and efledl'veness Wysis 
NURS 636 FNnclal ~gemenl for Nursing Admlnlstrllllon (2) 
Philosophy 745-3629 
AiiL 100 Bhlca as an lntroduc:tlon to l'tllloeophy (3) The goals of lunan life; the first 
principle of rrorality; vir1ue, dl.ty. law. responsibility Special empl"asis oo justice. 
PHIL 290 Theoly al Knowledge (3) The inte!piay between tunal knowledge and the wOOd 
tt knows, the pa;slbility of oqective knowledge. a-d the nat\Xe and dEMllopment of modem sdence 
as a ~etical and pr~ prciect 
PHIL 321 Bhlcal Busii*S Decisions (3) Case studesofseveral critical Issues in tx.Jsiness. 
analyzed <kXXlrding to the contll!TlpOflry context and e1hical principes. 
PHIL 329 Medical Ethics (3) Moral issues wising In heallh care deliviry, lndl.dng sodal policy 
as well as dirical problems. 
PHIL 367 Plato (3) St00t 111 the ilterpretation of Plato's 'Mibngs, with emphasis oo the later 
~· 
Physics 745-3626 
PHYS 104 College Physlca I (3) For pre-med, priHient. and otlels. Mectl<rics, heal, sou~. 
eledr~. op!lCS and modem piTy'slcs. Co-requillte: PHYS 105. Prwequlslte: Algeb'a 
PHYS 1o6' lntroductort Pl1yslca Lab I (1) CcH'equlalte: PHYS 104. 
PHYS 106 College Pl1yslca II (3) See~ above. 
PHYS 107 introductort Physlca Lab U (1) ~e: PHYS 106 
PHYS 116 Our U"'--The EM1h (2) M iltrodu:tory coo.tSed In ea1h soence 
Co-l'lqulslte: PHYS 117. 
PHYS 117 OurU~The Earth Lib (1) Llil reqUied 10accanpcrl'f PHYS 116. 
PHYS 118 Our u~ The Sky (2) introdJclory cxuse n astronany. 
Co-l'lqulslte: PHYS 119. 
PHYS 118 Our Unlve!M-The Sky Lib (1) Llil reqlired 10 ~ PHYS 118 
Political Science 745-3478 
POU 120 Complrltlve G~ & Politics (3) lntrod.dion10 and oompatison of political 
sys1l!mS In several natJonal settings. 
POU 140 American Govemnant and Politics (3) (CJJS 11 0) lntrod.dion 10 the theory and 
pra:;tice of the American political sys1em. 
POU 374 U.S. f'oni9'1 Policy (3) A SUVf?( of American foreign policy sioce Wcxtd War II with 
special emphasis 00 contemporay ISSues. 
Psychology 745-3533 
PSYC 101 Ganenl Psychology (3) BasiC psyctlllogical processes such as sensa!Joo, 
pera¢n rnotivalioo, leanlng. psyctlllogical rnea5Lfemeo1S, persooality dewlolrnent 
PSYC 121 Ganen11 Elcp. Psychology I (Lac1) (2) lntrodJdion to the scienliflc method used n 
~. CXMliYYiJ topics such as sens<mon, percepcion. leaning, emcful. rooivaJion. Flifills 
saance reqoiemert for ~ rn<¥Jf5. ~lab: PSYC 122. 
PSYC 123 Gannl Elcp. Psychology n (l..ect) (2) lntrod.dion t> the SIIU:IU'e n functioo of 
the f'II!MlUS system. Yohich serves as the basis for the S1Udy of h\ITian behavior and psyd1opaltlolog. 
Flifilsscierx:el'gq.lremertb-~~cxs. Co-requisite: PSYC 124. Pl1nqulslle: PSYC 122. 
PSYC 124 Gannl Elcp. Psychology II (Lab) (1) Uila'aroty experifl1fli1S demonslramg 
pr~rcClles described 11'1 the iedlles. CoieQulsllll: PSYC 123. 
PSYC 211 Computer Applications for the Soc:111 Sc:1ences (3) (SOCW 211) lntrod.dion to 
the fl.rxlan'ler1al of the use of persooa1 <Xll11plAeiS and man frames. txannes measurements, dala 
oolection, dala P"OOBSSII'I9- statis1ical packages (SPSSX) a-d ~ and word processing 
Issues. Empl"asis oo basic knowledge a ~-based decision-malong n social sdence 
~ n appied se!IJlgs. 
PSYC 221 Exp. Psychology I (Lac1) (2) BaSic exporalion of the scierlific method as awlied 
tl psychology lnciJdes research desi(J'Illl:l appropriate s1abstlcal analyses. Ptereqlislt•: PSYC 
101, 210, 211. Co-requis1111: PSYC 223 
PSYC 223 Exp. Psychology I (Lab) (1) Dewlqlmert of hypolheses, design and carTY OlA 
~ resea-dl. an<J.{ze dala a-d ilterpret resUts ~: PSYC 221. 
PSVC 23-1 Developmanlll Psychology (3) (EDCL 231) Facias nt'IJenang rra'l's ife span. 
~ 10 stages of p'lysiological rTI<iUralion, devalopmentallasks, socialle<rilg, personality 
~ ChlldPsycllology(2-3) (EDCL232)Thegenedcs1UdyofgrONthanddevEioprnent; 
heredita'y a-d erl'.irormenlal factors; eatly a-dialer ctiktlOOd to plberty 
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PSYC 261 Soc:lll Psychology (3) (EOCL 261, StX:W 261) The rovdJal's personality, 
anrtudes ~ behavior in fl'llAti.lncivkiJal situations. 
PSYC 271 lntro to Emotionally DlstUibed Children (2) (EOSP 271) 
PSYC276 Plychologyol Dellnquency(2) (CJUS2761576, EOCL276) Typesandcrusesof 
'IM!Ilile delinquency together with briefcase tlstaies ~YC 'm Abnormal Psychology (2) (EDCL ZT7) C>fnamics of the cjsUbed personality: 
symptomS. causes. treatment of psycronelloses. psycroses, d!Matt personalities. 
PSYC 321 lndustrlaVOrgnzationll Psychology (3) (HRES 330, MGMT 321) Psydlological 
basis lor orgarizalional deciiions from ecnployrMnt 10 the mair1enar1Ce of mobvation and job 
salisfadion of people. Resea'dl, measurement and practical awlication a-e EmJi1aslzed. 
PSYC 366 Crime & Peraonaltty (3) (EDCL 266, CJUS 266{566) Root causes of crime in !he 
individ.oal and in the cUiure. Consideratiorl of persooality ~cs and trearment approa:hes. 
PSYC 379 Plychologiaii&Ac:hlevemantTesls{2-3) (EOC0579) Principles of mental testing 
. norms. reliability, validity. along with a fan'liliarizalion of vanoos psydlologlca tests and (jsru;sjon of 
faclors in rTlE!nlli testing. e.g.. arodety. maiUration, attics, sources, scoring tectl'iqJes. 
PSYC 4n Spol1l Psychology (EOSP 430) (3) 
PSYC 503 Advanced Educational Psychology (3) (EOFO 503) The course is aimed at 
extanding ea;h stl.dent's knowledge of recent developmenls n psychology as appli<3lle 10 the field of 
education. 
PSYC 533 Cotnellng Prlndpl• & T~ (2-3) (EOCO 533) Follldatior1s of counseling, 
speafic metrods used in eot.OSefing, basic issues related to the crulSeling process and special 
problems that a-e part of the c:ounselng process. 
PSYC 536 Group Proceu,IGuldance (3) (EOCO 536) 
PSYC 563 Earty Cognltlve OIMiklpme!1l (3) (EDME 563) AIMew of theories of the nature and 
developmert of the lunan cogritive system a-d how ~ relates to developmertal processes Special 
attention is paid to Piagel's theory of cogritive ~
PSYC 590 Prectlcum: Elcpel1mantal Psych (3) 
PSYC 591 Prac:U<:um: Clinical Psychology (3) 
PSYC 592 Precticum: Colnelng Psychology (3) 
PSYC 595 SupeMsed Cl~lng EJqlel1ence (3) 
PSYC 644 Motivation end Behavior In Organizations (3) (MGMT 644) To help SIUdents gain 
l<noY.1edge of v<rious concepiS & Cfll1r<MWSieS relating 10 attempiS to explain the motJva:tJorl & behavior 
of people in org<nlations 
PSYC 699 Matter'1 Thesis ~ 
Social Work 745-4262 
SOCW 211 Computar Appllcdonl for the Social Sc:lences (1-3) (PSYC 211) lntroru:tion to 
the fundanentas of the use ol i>efsonai comp.rters and rncinframes Exarnnes measuemeo1S, data 
colection, data processing, statistical packages (SPSSX) a-d~ a-d word processngissues. 
Emphasis oo basic l<nov.1edge u comp.rter -based deCision-making and social scierx:e ~ in 
~ ~· Soc:111 Psychology (3) (PSYC 261, EOCL 261) The lfldM<llal's personality, atlitudes 
and behavior f1 rnJtJ.jrdvlduaJ SltUalions 
Sociology 745-3478 
SOCI101 1ntro to Sodology (3) Social behavior oM1hrl the c:ortext of gr~ strudUre. ~ 
lll:l cUture. BasiC sociological terJTllf'IOio!N and methoOOiogy 
SOCI232 Soctology al Sport (3) -Orga-lzed sport as an rnpor1<rt hstJtutlonal comporlent of 
America1 Cllture and soaety 
SOCI318 Complex Organlz.IIIIOIW (3) A Cl1bcal ~of tlrmal or~~ the~ 
processes and behaviors assoo<fed 'M1h them. Authority control. moiNalion, soaalizalon. a-d 
alienation are among the areas 10 be cisoJSSed 
Theology 7 45-2049 
THEO 111 Theological Folnlatlonl(3) Thenat\Xeofrevelallon, religion and reform examned 
n geMfal1erms and then illustrated from religious tta<itlons (Required ci a1 students as their first 
~COliS& ~ndetNnclng Cltholk:llm (3)Astldyofthecentral CatholicOOdmes, shcwMg the 
hstoncal conditions from v.t.d1 t>ev <l'ose md ~ 1llelr me<nng u ttwgttfU ~today. 
THEO Z39 The Churdl and hevolutlon (3) A fAixfj of the developrnen1 of the Ouch's soaal 
teacHngs as they apply to politJcaiiSSUes Special attention to the revautiorls and r~ of 
modem trnes. 
THEO 232 ~ to God (3) Qvre trausceudeoce and the possibilrties ol tunan 
knowledQe and expetietl::e of God Contemporay problems of belief, lrtlellef, atheosrn 
THEO 265 Go.pel a1 Mn (3) MalySis of the Ga;pel of M<rt nligti of llS li~ lrteray, and 
theologiCal conteXI. 
THEO 315 Contempon1ry Elhlcal..,_ (3) Cllren LSSUeS nlig'lt of Olrisuan tath. 
THEO 322 East 1m Olthodox Cluch (3) Detailed SUVf?(ofthe t'istlry and belief of the Orttmox 
Oudl 
THEO 333 J•us In Filth & Fiction (3) M:xlem fiction as n tlk.mnates a-d is llmraed by the 
stua{ of the Jesus of the gospels a-d of contll!TlpOflry Qyis100gy 
THEO 505 Go.pel of Marie The Dr1ma a1 Dlsc:lpl•hlp (3) lrHlepth analysis of the Gospel of 
Man< n liglt of htslooca, literary, a-d theoioglcal corcext. Present-day clalogJe 'M1h the Gospel's 
U1danen1aj theologiCal ~· 
THEO 55e Clu1stlln Sjllrltulltty: Past and Pr..-.1 (3) Hstay of Ctrisban spirituality a-d 
themes of contemporay spriruallty 
University Studies 
UNST 100 E Pllriu Unum {1) lntrodJces first-year students tl the opport1nties afu'al 
ctversity presmts, and to the ISSues of stereotypirg. prejl.dce and dsc.riT1n<iJon and their relation tl 
the exefdse of po.ver 111 AmerK31 society 
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' WORKSHOPS BY DATES • Workshop descriptions in alphabetical order located on pages 21-32 
WORKSHOP OATES HRS COURSEI INSlllUCTOR DAYS 
1 Dynamic ReaOOg 5,'6,8,10,11,13,15 EDWS365-W2 STIER MWF 530-900, S9:00-12:30 
2 Zoos are Classrooms-Off Gam~XJS 515.12. 19.&'2,9 1 EDWSJ45.W1 HEDEEN 915-12:15 
3 Hollywood: A Social & QJIIural History of Amer'K:an Movies 516-5110 2 HIST285-W1 FAIRFIELD 4:00-930 
4 Dynamic Reading 516-5118 2 EDWS365-W1 STIER MWF 530-900, S9:00-12:30 
5 OroJpalional Therapy in Schools 5,'6,1 0,15,17 1 ClCTH 396-Wt D SACSAUGH 9'00-130 
6 lrwduaion 10 Rational Behavior Therapy 5110,5111,5117.5118 2 CJUS430-W1 RICHARDSON F 5:00-10:00, S 8:00-6:00 
7 Cornprter Systems: Hardware/SOftware Overview 511:>-5117 3 INF0949-W1 BRAUN 8.30-5 
8 Dynamics of Older Adults 5/1:>-5117 2 SOCW412-W1 FRANS MAN 4:00-10 
9 The Humanistic Manager/Leader 5/1:>-5117 3 MGMT945-W1 GEEDING'BARNHART 8:30-7:30 
10 Erilancing Self-Esteem: OlOice In Action Training Program-Off Campus 5116,18,23,30 6/1 2 EDWS326-W1 KESSlER R 4-9, S830-3:30 
11 Famly and Society 5/31, 6/1-6/2, 6/7-6/9 2 SOCW310-W1 JENKINS F &9.30, S{L 8:30-5 
12 Jesus and His Homeland: A Pilgrinage to Palestin&-Oif Campus 6/1-&'10 2 THE0287-W1 HILL Tour 
13 ~ Teactling Tedm.ques to Leeming Styles 6/8, 6/11-&/15 2 EDWS501-W2 snER S 8-12:30, T-F 4-9, S 8-2 
14 Oliki'en's Oloral Worl<shop 6/10-6/14 1 MUSC328-W1 ROEHRI<*IESNICMANA 900-4.00 
15 Oliki'en's Oloral Worl<shop &'10-6/14 2 MUSC328-W2 ROEHR!GflESNICMANA 9.00-400 
16 Cornprter Systems: Hardware/SOftware Overview &'10-6/14 3 INF0949-W2 BRAUN 830-500 
17 Developing Methods & Ma1erials for lnclJsion in Elem Schools-Off Gam~XJS 6/10-6/14 2 EDWS399-W1A COHEN/REILLY 8:00-12.00 
18 lnstrudional Leadership & School Reform &'10-&'14 2 EDWS551-W1R DRAUD 800-4'30 
19 Aduls In Classrooms & Business: Unleashing Thetr Potential &'11-&/14 2 EDWS537-W1 GARDNERil<ORTH 8:00-500 
20 Developing a Muttirullural PerspectMII-Oif Campus &'11-&/14 2 EDWS 340-W1A KJRK!WIU.IAMS 800-600 
21 Wrililg is ~A Wrters Worl<shop &'11-&/14 1 ENGL305-W1 THOMAS 900-1230 
22 Ethics for EcLocalor: A Uerary Approach &'11-&/14 2 EDWS57&W1 RIOOAf'.UHQlMES 8•30-300 
23 ~ Teactling Tecl1niques to Leeming Styles &'11-&/15 2 EDWS501-W1 STIER T-F 8 30-3 30, S 8:00-12:30 
24 Mirial and Family Therapy &'11-&/15 2 EDFD627-W1 BIEUAUSKAS 830-430 
25 PlaAs In the Classroom &'12-&'15 2 BIOL304-W1 HEATH 8.30-4:30 
26 Using The IOO!met for EflectMI Teaching & Leeming in the Classroom &'1:>-&'14 EDWS650-W1 800-fNOVICI-VMASSON 800-400 
27 Olikllood Psychopathology: Identification, Assessment & T reetment 6/1:>-&115 1 PSYC716-W1 NELSOt'WINCH FVF 900-400, S 9.00-12:00) 
28 Introduction 10 Crisis Counseling &'14,&'15,&'21.&'22 1 EDWS31&W1 TEISMANN F 12 30-5 00, S 8:30-4:00 
29 SOOtlons Based Brief 1hefapy &'14-&'16 1 SOCW312-W1 JENKINS F 6 00-9'30, S{L 8'30-5:00 
30 Oliki'en Out ol Control &'17-6121 2 SOCW338-W1 FRANSMAN 400-1000 
31 DEMllopinQ 01ical & Crealille 1lli:llalg Skis in Gifted CNdren &'17-6121 2 EDWS359-W1A KESSLER 830-1 00 
32 Fumlure Maki1g Wor1<shop &'17-0/21 1 ARTS210-W1 TRUE 730-430 
33 Hispanic CUiure: lJpclcte on Latin America-Olie & Argertrla &'17-6121 2 SPAN354-W1 HOOGSON 900-500 
34 lNrlg 11 a Whole Language Classroom &'17-6121 2 EDW'>326-W1 GRADY/GUERRY 800-430 
35 T-nng Musk: with T ecl1nology &'17-6/21 2 MUSC322-W1 BUEL 900-4'00 
36 Indians ol the Ohio Valfly &'17-6/28 3 HIST294-W1 SIMON 10:30-500 
37 Taal Quality Management -Oft Gam~XJS 6/21,28 & 7/12,19 2 EDWS 545-WIA BRADLEY F 800-5.00 
38 Leadership Skills Update V &'21,28,7/5,12,19 2 EDWS 57:>-WI BRANDT 800-4:30 
39 Maki1g Good Decisions wi1h Technology &'21,28,7/5, 12,19 2 EDWS651-W1 800-fNOVICI-VMASSON 8·00-4:00 
40 SeJdsm and Racism in Society &'21-6/23 SOCW340-W1 JENKINS F600-930, SI'L830-5:00 
41 Thealre: Performing the Modems 6/21-6123 1 ENGL381-W1 WESSLJNGISPRINGFIELD F 5-9. S 8 30-5:30, L 1-6 
42 Mas a Wfrf oiLeamrl!tOif Campus &'24-&'28 2 EDWS391-W1 VERTUCAIPINOOm 800-400 
43 WomenNow &'24-&'28 2 SOCW355-W1 FRANSMAN 4:00-10'00 
44 Thealre: Performilg the Oasslcs &'28-6(30 1 ENGL379-W1 WESSLJNG'SPRINGFIELD F 5-9, S 8'30-5:30, L 1-6 
45 From Alheos to Holywood 7/8-7/12 2 PHIL420-W1 POLT 9:00-500 
46 Addidion: An Epidermc 7/12-7/14 SOCW407-W1 JENKINS F 6 00-9 30, SL8 30-5:00 
47 Trearment ol Gender and Power Issues i1 Ci"llcal Counseflng 7/12-7/14 EDWS582-W1 O'MALLOY F 600-1000 SL 8 00-500 
48 Safe Schools: Praclical A!Mce & Strategies 7/12-7/18 1 EDWS&J2-W1A EFFRONNOl.l.MAA 8:00-5:00 
49 Introduction to Rational Behavior 1hefapy 7/19,7/20,7126,7127 2 CJUS430-W2 RICHARDSON F 500-10:00, S 800-6:00 
50 lntervenlon with Abused Children 7/19-7121 SOCW348-W1 JENKINS F 6 00-9 30, S{L 8.30-5'00 
51 Clinical Gerortology 7/22-7124 1 PSYC625W1 NIKOLOVSI<NSTALA MT 9 00-4 00, W 900-12:00 
52 Developilg Leadership Skils v 7122-7126 2 EDWS574-W1 BRANDTJE'FRON 800-430 
53 lrterpersonal Cornnulication 7/22-7126 2 COMM107-W1 DAILY 8.30-900 
54 Making Mall Concnlte. A Material-Making Workshop 7/22-7126 2 EDWS398-W1 BAONSIL 800-5'00 
55 SeJdsm and Radsm in Society 7/26-7128 1 SOCW340-W2 JENKINS F 600-9·30, S{L 830-5'00 
56 Amefi:a ThftllJ!jl the Lens: Holywood as QJiural Messenger 7~7(31 8(1-&'2 2 HIST28&WR O)TTER 400-930 
57 Enhanci1g Self-Esteem: Choice i1 Action Training Program-Off Campus 7~ 2 EDWS32&W2A KESSLER M-F 8 30-3'00 
58 Geog:aphy !¥:;ross QJnicukJm 1¥;ps 5-12 7~812 2 EDWS38&W1 Mc:KENZIEIHEILMAN 9:00-4:00 
59 Grol4> Oynimics 7129-8(2 2 COMM291-W1 DAILY MTRF 8 30-5'00, W 8:30-9 
fJl Treating Sex Oftenders and ThEW Vk:Uns 8/2,3,4 SOCW350-W1 JENKINS F 6:00-9 30 SL 8:30-5:00 
61 Pubic Relations In the CII.Jrch SetiW1g 8w'S-8116 COMM476-W1 WELKER 830-1200 
62 Gestalt Therapy: lntro 10 TheoreCicaJ Foundations & Therapeu1Jc T IICIYlqJes 8{5-8{7 1 PSYC615-W1 GROMAt-4'NELSON WT900-5'00, W9:00-10'00 
63 Making Simpe Mus«:allnsln.ments b' K.S Qmb.JkJm 8(19-8(23 2 MUSC200W1 WOODSON 830-430 
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Workshop Information 
Off-Campus Workshops 
This year xavier is offering many worl<shops off<ampus at a lower 
tuition rate. These workshops offer the same quality education that is 
Xavier's hallmari< in a variety of convenient locations throughout the 
geater Cincinnati area 
Registration for Workshops 
Registrations will be accepted beginning Wednesday, March 27, 
1996 and are accepted on a first come, first serve basis. Openings in 
workshops are most likely to be available to those registering prior to the 
deadline date. In-mail registrations received after the deadlinedatewiU be 
processed only ~space is available. 
Regstralions may be done by mail or in person (see page 34) If you 
register in-person, you can be billed at a later date. FuU tuition and fees 
must accompany the mail-in registration form. 
Degee-seeking students nfffl to xavier must complete the proper 
application form and be accepted prior 1o registration. 
Grading Policy 
One credit hour course - Pas5ifail • Unless otherwise indicated 
Two credit hour course - Pas5ifail • Student may petition for a grade 
Three credit hour course - Grade 
Workshop Limits 
Onlytwosemesterhoursmaximurnofgraduatecreditorundergradu-
ate credit may be o!Xained in a one week workshop llllessthe workshop 
is listed as three credit hours in the bunetin. Credit hours for arr.J workshop 
may not be increased by doing additional work. No more than six semester 
hours of workshops may be applied toward a gaduate degree progam. 
Graduate Course Information 
Workshops with a course oomber of 500 or greater are gaduate 
courses. Workshops that are from 200400 level may be taken for 
graduate credit by permiSSion of progam director ONLY. 
Final Grades 
Glades wiH be run three limes during the summer sessions. Q>ntact 
the Registrats office ror the dates the gades will be mailed. 
The following workshops are in 
alphabetical order. 
Adapting Teaching Techniques to 
Learning Styles 
lWO OFFERINGS : 
(1) EDWS 501-W1 • Two Credit Hours 
June 11-15 • T,W,TH,F,SA • CBA3 
8:30am-3:30pm (6/1 1-6/14) • 8:00am-12:30pm (6/15) 
(2) EDWS 501-W2 • Two Credit Hours 
June 8,11 ,12,13,14,15 • SA,T,W,TH,F,SA • AL T 317 
8:00am-12:30pm-6/8 • 4:00pm-9:00pm-6/11-6/14 
8:00am-2:00pm-6/15 
Director: Dr. Margaret Stier • Guest Speaker: Julie LaMothe 
This seminar will present a hands-on opportunity for participants to 
explore the fascinating and practical Dunn Model of Learning Styles. 
Every student, young or old, is an individual with particular modality 
strengths which function best when used in complementary settings. 
Using learning style theory does not mean one-on-one tutoring; group 
learning techniques will be experienced as participants learn about 
themselves and students as active learners. 
For more infonnation contact Dr. Stier@ (513) 761-7600, ext. 340, 
or (606) 491-3359. 
Who Should Attend? 
• Elementary/SeCOndary teachers-all areas 
• Faculty of Colleges and Universities 
• Administrators • Pre-Service Teachers 
Topics will Include: 
• Learning Style Elements 
Materials 
· Analyze Your Learning Style 
• Interpret Student Profiles 
• Do Applications to Homework 
• Analyze Your Teaching Style 
• Hands-On Applications of 
New Group Techniques 
·Juggle Varied Learnlllg 
Learmng 
Styles{Time Management 
• Share Successful Programs 
LIMIT: 25 participants per offering 
MATERIALS FEE: $5.00 
• Construct Content Area 
• Multi-Sensory Memorization 
• Influence of Bra1n Behavior 
• Teaching Global Students 
• Styles of the Gifted 
• Experience Approaches for 
Tactile/Kinesthetic Child 
• Understand A Mini-V~ew of 
Style Research 
• Implications for Cntical Th10king 
NONCREDIT Fee: $130 (1st-EDWS 501-N1 R) (2nd -EDWS 501-N2R) 
Suggested registration deadline: May 24 
Addiction: An Epidemic 
SOCW 407-W1, EDWS 310-W1 or PSYC 407-W1 • One Credit Hour 
July 12-14 • Fri.-Sun. • EL T 318 
6:00pm-9:30pm (Fri.) • 8:30am-5:00pm (Sat./Sun.) 
Director: Dr. Carolyn Jenkins, LISW 
Various forms of addiction are becoming the leading social problems 
of this century. An oveiView of addiction will be imparted as well as 
specific manifestations such as sex, gambling, eating disorders, and 
drugs. The impact of addiction on the individual, family, and society will 
be discussed. Addiction ruins countless lives, drains money from the 
economy, causes violence and dysfunctions at all levels of society. This 
workshop has been approved for 15 clock hours toward Ohio social 'NOf1< 
C0h71NUED~ 
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relicensing. NOTE: Grades given only to students who register for 
credit. 
LIM IT: 40 Participants 
NONCREDIT Fee: $150 (SOCW 407-N1A) 
Suggested registration deadline: July 1 
Adults in Classrooms and Business: 
Unleashing Their Potential 
EDWS 537-W1 • Two Credit Hours 
June 11-14 • Tues.-Fri. • CBA 17 
8:ooam-5:00pm 
Directors: Or. Brenda Gardner and Dr. Sharon Korth 
This worl<shop will provide secrets to success in tapping the learning 
potential of adults in classrooms and business environments, including 
community and continuing education, staff development, and training. 
Bacl<ground on adults' motivation for learning will be addressed as well 
as differences between teaching adults and children. 
LIMIT: 20 Participants 
MATERIALS FEE: $5.00 
Suggested registration deadline: May 24 
America Through the Lens: 
Hollywood As Cultural Messenger 
HIST 286-W1, EDWS 286-W1 or COMM 297-W1 • Two Credit Hours 
July 29,30,31, August 1,2 • Mon.-Fri. • CBA 4 
4:00pm-9:30pm 
Director: Mr. Robert Cotter 
This course is built on the premise that every Holly'NOOd film and 
television narrative, though created for reasons of entertainment and 
profi1 (and sometimes art), is in fact a cultural artifact; a representation of 
the values, myths, ideologies and assumptions of the culture that 
produced it. Delivered to us by powerful mass communication 
technologies, these narratives shape our collective consciousness, 
affirming accepted ideological and cultural beliefs/myths and, sometimes, 
modifying them. 
American film and television programs will be analyzed in order to 
both identify the cultural and historical messages they contain and to 
determine how and why they carry these messages. To facilitate this 
effort, the formulas and conventions of Holly'NOOd genres (westerns, 
musicals, family melodramas, film noir, horror, etc.) will be examined. 
This understanding of genre will serve as a primary analytical tool as we 
deconstruct the films and television programs studied in dass. 
LIMIT: 20 Participants 
MATERIALS FEE: $20.00 
NONCREDIT Fee: $130 (HIST 286-N1 R) 
Suggested registration deadline: July 15 
Art As A Way Of LearningTM 
Off Campus 
Hyde Pari< Elementary, 3401 Edwards Rd., Cincinnati, OH 
EOWS 391-W1 or EDWS 591 -W1 • Two Credit Hours 
June 24-28 • Mon.-Fri. • TBA 
8:00am-4:00pm 
Director: Ms. Mary L. Vertuca and Dr. Patricia Pinciotti 
This course is a professional development program which provides 
a unique and effective framework for integrating the visual and performing 
WORKSHOPS 
arts into the elementary classroom. This week-long experience is built on 
the belief that children use the arts as a 'language' to develop skills in 
planning, cri1icaJ thinking, problem-soMng, communicating and reflecting 
with multiple symbol systems. 
Workshop participants will: 
• Increase personal artistic literacy through hands-on 
experiences 
• Discover new ways to look at children and how they learn 
• Develop collaboration skills to work with art specialists, 
artists-in-residence and art agencies 
• Design art-infused environments which strengthen artistic 
thinking 
• Develop integrated curriculum and creative teaching 
strategies 
• Explore standards and assessments through and with the 
arts 
This workshop is designed to challenge teachers at both the novice and 
veteran level. We encourage teams of teachers from a school with an art 
specialist to participate. 
LIMIT: 22 Participants 
NONCREDIT Fee: $130 (EDWS 391-N1 R) 
Suggested registration deadline: JUNE 10 
Childhood Psychopathology: 
Identification, Assessment & 
Treatment Strategies 
PSYC 716-W1, EDWS 719-W1 or SOCW 483-W1 • One Credit Hour 
June 13-15 • Thurs.-Sat. • CBA 2 
9am-4:00pm (ThursJFri.) , 9am-12:00pm (Sat.) 
Directors: Dr. W.M. Nelson and Dr. A.J. Rnch 
Many advances have occurred within the area of child and adolescent 
psychopathology in the past few years. This workshop is designed for 
professionals and graduate students in psychiatry, psychology, counseling, 
education, social work, corrections, and other related fields who work with 
children and adolescents in a therapeutic capacity. 
While this wor1<shop is developed to present the theoretical basis and 
recent research in child/adolescent psychopathology, the primary focus will 
be on developing practical clinical skills. We will explore: cognitive-
behavioral conceptualization of psychological disorders, assessment 
techniques, and treatment procedures. Videotapes of therapy sessions, role 
playing, films, small group discussions and lectures will be utilized to 
develop the understanding and clinical expertise of the participants. 
Clinical procedures including self-instructional techniques, stress-
inoculation, and pain control strategies will be presented as methods in 
dealing with disorders such as anger, depression, delinquency, phobias, 
hyperactivity and learning disabilities. 
This workshop has been approved for 15 clock hours toward Ohio 
social work and counseling rellcenslng. NOTE: Grades given only to 
students who register for credit 
LIMIT: 35 Participants 
NONCREDIT Fee : $150 (SOCW 483-N1A) 
Suggested registration deadline: June 1 
Children Out of Control 
SOCW 338-W1 or EDWS 320-W1 • Two Credit Hours 
June 17-21 • Mon.-Fri. • ELT 318 • 4:00pm-10:00pm 
Director: Dr. Cecile Fransman 
For teachers, parents and social workers. Workshop will concentrate on 
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-----------------------------adolescence and how it is being played out today Learn about the family as 
a social organization and how 'it has changed through the years. Learn what 
lhe role of an adolescent was then and how the child interacts within a family 
situation today. 
Today's children are exposed to a gamut of cultural situations such as 
television, fashion, technology (video games, fun factory) drugs, sexuality, 
etc. Techniques will be taught to enable you to cope with the contemporary 
adolescent. You will learn about who is actually making the decisions in their 
lives and who is really in control-the parent or the child-the teacher or the 
child. This worl<shop has been approved for 30 clock hours toward Ohio 
social worl< relicensing. NOTE: Grades given only to students who 
register for credit. 
LIMIT: 30 Participants 
NONCREDIT Fee Wrth Documentation: $300 (SOCW 338-N1 B) 
Suggested registration deadline: July 3 
Children's Choral Workshop 
MUSC 328-W1 & MUSC 628-W1 • One Credit Hour 
MUSC 328-W2 & MUSC 628-W2 • Two Credit Hours 
June 10-14 • Mon.-Fri .• LOG CASH • 9:00am-4:00pm 
Directors: Dr. Helmut Roehrig, Mr. Karl Resnick, Ms. Robyn Lana 
Special Guest Director: Mr. Ken Phillips 
Theworl<shop is designed to provide information for teachers of children's 
voices and directors of youth cho1rs in schools and churches. A children's 
choirfromtheMusicaiArtsCenterwlllbeavailableeachdayfordemonstration 
of rehearsal techniques, blending of voices, etc. 
Ken Phillips, guest d1nician and nationally-known expert on children's 
voices and choirs, and director of many youth choir festivals and worl<shops, 
will also conduct special seminars on vocal techniques for children and 
repertoire sessions for children's choirs. 
Optional voice lessons will be provided by Xavier's excellent voice 
department (for additiOnal charge). 
LIMIT: 40 Participants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $200 (MUSC 328-N1C) 
Suggested registration deadline: May 24 
Clinical Gerontology 
PSYC 625-W1, EDWS 362-W1 , or EDWS 562-W1 • One Credit Hour 
July 22-24 • Mon.-Wed. • EL T 11 
9:00am-4:00pm (Mon./Tues.), 9:00am-12:00pm (Wed.) 
Directors: Dr. RozaS. ROjdev-Nikolovska and Dr. Nancy Stala 
This course is designed to provide an overview of Clinical Gerontology. 
The goal is to familiarize the participants with the fundamentals of Clinical 
Gerontology such as developmental issues, assessment strategies, 
psychopathology, and psychotherapy. Special topics to be covered are 
depression and suicide, substance abuse/prescription misuse, sexuality, 
grief and bereavement through lectures, structured exercises, and clinical 
case discussions. The emphas1s is placed on offering practical 
recommendations regarding diagnosiS, management, and treatment. 
LIMIT: 20 Participants 
Suggested registration deadline: July 8 
Computer Systems: Hardware/ 
Software Overview 
TWO OFFERINGS : 
(1) INFO 949 W1 • Three Cred1t Hours 
May 13 17 ·Mon. Fn. • CBA 9 ·8:30am 5 OOpm 
Director: Dr Gerald Braun 
(2) INFO 949 W2 · Three Crod1t Hours 
June 10 14 • Mon Fn. • CBA 9 ·8:30am 500pm 
Director: Dr Gerald Braun 
T oday's world of constantly chang1ng complex computer technology 
can mnko dec1s10ns about purchns1ng a m1nd boggling oxporicnco. If 
you are a bus1ncss entrepreneur or havo a tochn,cal1nterest 1n computers, 
this course can teach you how mako mformed dec1s1ons regard1ng tho 
purchase/upgrade of PC compononts for thll homo or offiCe based on 
your nN!ds 
An ovorv1ow and demonstratiOn of computer hardware systoms and 
components. mcludmg Macmtosh & IBM/compat1blo platforms, 
workstahons, and small m1mcomputrrs will holp ease purchase <lnXIOty 
and proVIde answers to quost1ons such as. What k1nd of computer 
system should I buy? How do I go about flnd109 ono? Whon 1s tho best 
t1mo to buy and upgrade? Should I purchase a Powor Mac1ntosh or a 
Pentium based PC system? A Un1x based RISC workstation over a 
Penhum based system? Would I considor purchas1ng a SCUSI hard 
drive? What IS the best value for my dollar? 
Tho dlffr>ronces betwf'f'n tho currf'nt oporat1ng systems ava1lablo 
will be d1scussed 1nclud1ng DOS/Windows. OS/2, Windows 95, Windows 
NT, UNIX, System I plus oxc1t10q now h1gh end oporaling systems of 
tho futuro. These platforms w1ll bo d1scussod 1n conJunction wrth the 
varioty of hardware available such as MJcmtosh, Intel or RISC based 
systems, and small m1mcomputcrs 
PC component technology Will bo d1scussed 10 dE'pth, such as types 
of monrtors. hard·dnves, casf's, cache momory, video cards, BUS 
technology, CD ROMs, math co processors. memory, data storage 
deviCes and RAM The workshop w1ll also 1nclude a bnef overvscw of 
programm111g languages for these computer platforms, w1th emphaSIS 
on V1sual Basic and V1sual C H 
PartiCipants are encouraged to bnng up the~rtopiCS of 1nterost. Some 
hands on expenonce 1n tho computer lab w1ll bo Included 
LIMIT· 40 PartiCipants 
NONCREDIT FEE $130 (INFO 649 N1 R) 
Suggested reg1strahon deadhno (1) Apnl 29 & (2) May 29 
Developing Critical & Creative 
Thinking Skills In Gifted Children 
EDWS 359 W1 A or EDWS 559 W1• Two Credrt Hours 
Juno 17 June 21 • Mon Fri • AL T 221 • 8 30am 1 OOpm 
Director. Ms Pan1 Kessler 
Th1s worl<shop IS designed for teachers of gifted children 1n grades 
1 6. The Ideas and actMt1cs presented 1n th1s sem1nar can bo used 10 
var10us gifted pull out programs, lfltograted classroom sen1ngs, and 
after·school ennchment programs 
The focus of the worl<shop IS to promote crrt1cal and creative th1nk1ng 
sk1lls 1n many areas, w1th an emphasis on math and SCience. Many 
open-ended activit1es will be Introduced as well as activitJes that 
encourage students to think independently and in new ways in order to 
come up with solutions to challenges. A HANDS-ON/MINDS-ON 
approach to teaching will be stressed, 1ncorporating rnanipulatives and 
CONTINUED~ 
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active student involvement. 
The workshop will be in three segments: 
Part I Activities for grades 1-3 
Part II Activities for grades 4-6 
Part Ill Management strategies 
This dass is available for graduate, undergraduate, or non-cred1t. 
Completion of an outside project is required for credit. A resource book 
of teaching ideas will be available through the instructor. 
Topics covered: Independent thinking & self-management skills; 
Cooperative learning strategies; Open-ended activities; Integrating 
instruction across the curriculum; Questioning techniques to stimulate 
higher-level thinking; Stretching the mind by taking a new perspective; 
Self-esteem and students' attitudes toward learning; Components of 
creativity; Logical and spatial reasoning; Science processes and the 
scientific method; Problem soMng activities in Geometry, Algebra and 
Logic; Creative and critical thinking skills through games and challenges; 
Teaching research skills; Incorporating technology in a meaningful way; 
Management of gifted programs; Transfer and transition of students; 
Communication and collaborative teaming. 
LIMIT: 30 Participants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $130 (EDWS 359-N1 A) 
Suggested registration deadline: June 3 
Developing a Multicultural 
Perspective I - Off Campus 
Appalachian Identity Center, 1415 Walnut St., Cincinnati, OH 
EDWS 340-W1A or 540-W1A • Two Credit Hours 
June 11-June 14 · Tues.-Fri. • 8:00am-6:00pm 
Directors: Dr. Susanne Kirk and Dr. Tyrone Williams 
This field-based workshop is designed primarily for educators and 
health and social service personnel who wish to develop a multicultural 
perspective.Youwilldevelopyourculturalunderstandingsandsensitivity 
through hands-{)n experiences in several Cincinnati neighborhoods. 
Two Cincinnati cultures will be highlighted: African Americans and 
Appalachians. 
Speakers will include community residents and leaders, as well as 
professional educators, who will examine 1ssues of schooling, race, 
class, religion and poverty. On-campus sessions will focus on African 
American and Appalachian literature, history, film, and creative arts. We 
will guarantee that you will grow in self-knowledge and 1n multicultural 
understanding through this educational experience. 
The text 'Voices In Black and White' will be in the bookstore. A journal 
and paper are required. Students may earn a letter grade or opt for pass/ 
fail. 
LIMIT: 30 Participants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $130 (EDWS 340-N1R) 
Suggested registration deadline: May 30 
Developing Leadership Skills V 
EDWS 574-W1 · Two Credit Hours 
July 22-26 • Mon.-Fri. • JOS 206 • 8:00am-4:30pm 
Directors: Mr.J.Michael Brandt-Superintendent,Cinti. Public Schools 
Mr.Roger C. Effron- Visiting Professor, xavier University 
This workshop will focus on the specific leadership skills required of 
educational and business practitioners. Particular emphasis will be 
placed on oonfhct management, goal settings, oommunication, planning, 
and the supervision of a diverse work force. Students will participate in 
various simulations. This workshop is appropriate for potential and 
current leaders in the field. 
LIMIT: 30 Participants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $130 (EDWS 574-N1A) 
Suggested registration deadline: July 8 
WORKSHOPS 
Developing Methods and Materials for 
Inclusion in Elementary Schools 
Off Campus 
Seton High SchooVSparc Center, 3901 Glenway Ave., Price Hiii,Cinti., OH 
EDWS 399-W1A or EDWS 599-W1A • Two Credit Hours 
June 10-14 • Mon.-Fri. • 8:00am-12:00pm 
Directors: Ms Julie Cohen and Ms Beth Reilly 
This workshop will assist and guide elementary teachers (regular and 
special) in designing and developing multifunctiOnal teaching/learning 
materials that can be used in indusionary classrooms. Based on learning 
theories and learning styles, students dunng the workshop will make and 
oonstruct hands-{)n materials for language arts and math content areas. 
Students will be reqUired to spend time outside of class making and 
oompleting assignments 
LIMIT: 20 Participants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $130 (EDWS 399-N1 A) 
Suggested registration deadline: May 24 
Dynamics of Older Adults 
SOCW 412-W1 • Two Credit Hours 
May 13-17 • Mon.-Fri. • ELT 318 • 4:00pm-10:00pm 
Director: Dr. Cecile Fransman, LISW 
In lieu of trying to escape older adulthood, learn more about it, accept it, 
and then improve the quality of your relationships with the older people in 
your life This workshop will explore the biological, psychological and 
SOCIOlogiCal aspects of older adulthood Topics Will indude: 
• Financial situations • Fear of aging 
• Health care • Sexuality 
• The process of death, • How to live a productive, 
dying and grieving challenging life in later years 
• The roles of older adults in American & worldwide society 
These dynamics will also be applied and discussed after a special 
viewing of an Academy Award winning ITIOVIe, and through the interview 
process with an older adult of your choiCe This workshop has been 
approved for 30 clock hours toward OhiO social work relicensing. NOTE: 
Grades given only to students who register for credit. 
LIMIT: 30 Participants 
NONCREDIT Fee: $300 (SOCW 412-N1 B) 
Suggested registration deadline: April 29 
Dynamic Reading 
TWO OFFERINGS : 
(1) EDWS 365/565-W1 • Two Credrt Hours 
May6-18 •Mon.,Wed.,Fri. -5:30pm-9:00pm, Sat -9:00am-12:30pm• JOS 
206 
(2) EDWS 365/565-W2 • One Credrt Hour 
May 6,8,10,11,13,15 • Mon.,Wed.,Fri.- 5:30pm-9:00pm, Sat.- 9:00am-
12:30pm • JOS 206 
Directors: Ms Margaret F. Stier, Ed.D. 
This oourse is geared toward business persons, teachers or university 
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students. Efficient reading techniques are essential for those in school or 
business. The plethora of information makes speed reading a desirable 
asset. Learn the simple dynamics that unlock practical approaches to 
flexible use of reading speeds by a complete immersion in reading multi-
varied materials. The ' state of the art' in research will be discussed as it 
applies to real-world goals. This is not a forced, group-paced experience; 
rather, students progress on an individualized continuum. Remedial reading 
is not a part of the course; average reading ability is necessary to assimilate 
advanced techniques for this intense learning experience. Dynamic Reading 
may be taken for graduate/undergraduate credit. 
Students taking the two credit course will be assigned to extra readings 
outside of class, will construct a model lesson demonstrating understanding 
of reading improvement techniques, and will review research articles on the 
integral relationship of reading and writing. 
LIMIT: 20 Participants 
Suggested registration deadline: April 22 
Enhancing Self-Esteem: Choice in 
Action Training Program - Off Campus 
lWO OFFERINGS: 
(1) EDWS 326/526-W1 • Two Credit Hours 
May 16,18,23,30, & June 1 • Thurs. 4:00pm-9:00pm, Sat. 8:30am-3:30pm 
• TBA 
(2) EDWS 326/526-W2A 
OFF-CAMPUS WORKSHOP/LOWER TUmON RATE 
Seton High SchooVSparc Ctr, 3901 Glenway Ave., Price HiiVCinti., OH 
July 29-Aug 2 • Mon.-Fri. ·8:30am-3:00pm 
Director: Ms Patti Kessler 
The Choice in Action Adun Training Program is a program for teachers, 
counselors, and others who work with children and want to enhance self-
esteem and personal power within themselves and their children. The 
program includes adult self-empowerment techniques as well as training in 
the Choice in Action methods of nurturing and enhancing self-esteem in 
children. During the class students will: 
• Take an in-depth look at themselves as a person, a teacher, and a role 
model for children 
• Study and practice the techniques and activities used in the Choice in 
Action Self-Esteem Seminars for Children 
• Develop story-telling techniques using their own life stories 
• Build communication skills through honesty and vulnerability 
• Brainstorm, research and develop self-esteem activities for children in 
grades 1-12 
LIMIT: 25 participants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $130 (1st - EDWS 526-N1 R, 2nd - EDWS 526-N2R) 
Suggested registration deadline: ( 1) May 2 & (2) July 15 
Ethics for Educators: A Literary 
Approach 
EDWS 576-W1 • Two Credit Hours 
June 11-14 • Tues.-Fri. • CBA 19 • 8:30am-3:00pm 
Directors: Dr. Timothy Riordan and Ms Diana Duncan Holmes 
Educators are confronted everyday with moral dilemmas, value conflicts, 
and challenges to their professional training and beliefs. This workshop 
offers a means of professional and personal development appropriate to 
these ethical difficulties. The foundation of the course will be short fiction and 
essays whose purpose is to initiate discussion and problem-solving in 
topical areas such as: 
• Discipline and classroom management 
• Appropriate professional behavior 
• Labeling and perception 
• Technology and media influence 
• PersonaVfamily/school community relations 
No textbook is required. Materials will be furnished. Students will be 
assessed in terms of class participation, daily journals, and assigned 
readings. 
LIMIT: 15 Participants 
Suggested registration deadline: May 24 
Family and Society 
SOCW 310-W1 or EDWS 360-W1 · Two Credit Hours 
May 31, June 1,2 & June 7,8,9 • Fri.-Sun. • ELT 318 
6:00-9:30pm (Fri.), 8:30am -5:00pm (SatJSun.) 
Director: Dr. Carolyn Jenkins, LISW 
A study of marriage preparation, partner selection, marital adjustment, 
family structure and functions, and marital dissolution. Current problems 
facing the family will be explored with an emphasis on macro and micro 
intervention strategies which may be employed for problem resolution. 
This workshop has been approved for 30 clock hours toward Ohio social 
work relicensing. NOTE: Grades given only to students who register 
for credit. 
LIMIT: 32 participants 
NONCREDIT Fee: $300 (SOCW 31Q-N1 B) 
Suggested registration deadline: May 17 
From Athens to Hollywood 
PHIL 420-W1• Two Credit Hours 
July 8-12 • Mon.-Fri. • ALT 207 • 9:00am-5:00pm 
Director: Or. Richard Poll 
This workshop will be devoted to lively discussion of questions about 
ethiCS and the good life that are raised by selected writings of Plato and 
outstanding contemporary films. During each meeting, we will examine 
a brief philosophical dialogue by Plato which raises questiOns about one 
of the elements of a good life, such as friendship, courage, moderation, 
piety, or justice; then, after a lunch break, we will watch and discuss a 
film that explores the theme of the dialogue we have read, such as 
'Crimes and Misdemeanors' (for justice) or 'Gallipoli' (for courage). 
Grading will be based on class participation and on four short 
reading and writing assignments to be done ou1side class. Th1s workshop 
will be a good introduction to philosophy and to Plato, and rt is especially 
suited for high school teachers who would like to find ways of 1ntroduc1ng 
their students to moral and philosophical quest100s. 
If you would like to take the course for three credit hours, you will be 
required to write a final paper. 
LIMIT: 12 Participan1s 
NONCREDIT Fee: $130 (PHIL 400-N1R) 
Suggested registration deadline: June 24 
Furniture Making Workshop 
ARTS 210-W1 • One Credit Hour 
June 17-June 21 • Mon.-Fri. • COHEN 170 • 7:30am-4:30pm 
Director: Jack True 
The objective of this workshop is to introduce the student to basic 
furniture design and fabrication, through the construction of a chair. 
Student designs will be developed incorporating an awareness of 
function and aesthetics. Early American joining techniques will be used 
including mortise and tenon joints, lap joints, box joints, blind pegs and 
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dovetailing. 
Each student's orig1nal drawings and designs will be discussed before 
fabrication begins. This will eliminate possible problems before they occur 
in constructing the piece itself. Material will be yellow pine two x four 
construction grade lumber. This is an excellent wood for beginners as it is 
very soft, easy to hand cut and responds well to adhesives. 
LIMIT: 10 Participants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $130 (ARTS 21 O-N1 A) 
Suggested registration deadline: June 3 
Geography Across Curriculum Ages 
5-12 
EDWS 386/586-W1 • Two Credit Hours 
July 29-August 2 • Mon.-Fri. • JOS 206 • 9:00am-4:00pm 
Directors: Dr. Ginger McKenzie and Ms Patty Heilman 
Teaching geography to elementary students can be fun and exciting! 
Learn how to integrate geography by using a whole language approach 
through reading, creative writing, research, grammar, and other areas such 
as: art, music, and the sciences. Learn to make and use stimulating and 
creative tools such as: a model of the solar system and land forms, 
impressionistic charts, and simple experiments that demonstrate laws of 
nature. Learn how to teach children world diversity through song, folk 
dancing and higher level independent thinking skills by use of Bloom's 
taxonomy command cards. The goal is to teach an appreciation of world 
cultures. Participants will leave with a wide range of materials, strategies and 
resources. 
LIMIT: 20 Participants 
MA TEAIALS FEE: $25.00 
NONCREDIT FEE: $130 (EDWS 386-N1A) 
Suggested registration deadline: July 15 
Gestalt Therapy: Introduction to 
Theoretical Foundations and 
Therapeutic Techniques 
PSYC 61S..W1 or EDWS 520·W1 • One Credit Hour 
August 5-7 • Mon.·Wed. • ELT 11 
9:00am-5:00pm (Mon/Tues.) 9:00am·10:00am (Wed.) 
Directors: Dr. W.M. Nelson, Ill and Dr. William Groman 
Although Gestalt therapy is over three decades old, there was a sharp 
increase in interest and use of Gestalt methods in psychotherapy in the 
1970s until it is now well established both as a major affiliation of 
psychotherapists and as a style of personal growth. 
This introductory workshop is designed for professionals and graduate 
students in psychology, psychiatry, counseling, social work, corrections, 
education, nursing. and other related fields wllo work with adolescents and 
adults in a therapeutic capacity. While the workshop is developed to present 
the continually developing body of knowtedge and philosophy of Gestalt 
therapy, the primary focus will be on developing the practical climcaJ skills for 
the participants who work with various dients. 
Since the focus of Gestalt therapy is primarily experiential in nature, 
didactic material will be emphasized and supplemented by demonstrations 
and discussion. Another aim of the workshop will be to provide each 
participant with a group experience in Gestalt therapy coupled with an 
explanation of how such experiences are generated and can be used for 
personal growth. Particular emphasis will be on awareness exercises and 
dream work. 
This workshop has been approved for 15 clock hours toward Ohio 
IOCial work relleenslng. NOTE: Grades given only to students who 
register for credit. 
LIMIT: 30 Participants 
Suggested registration deadline: July 22 
Group Dynamics 
WORKSHOPS 
COMM 291·W1, EDWS 561-W1 • Two Credit Hours 
July 29-August 2 • Mon ·Fri. • Schott 200 
8:30am-5:00pm (MTAF) 8:30am- 9:00pm (Wed.) 
Director: Dr. William Daily 
Through experiential leaming and coordinated inputs the nature of group 
dynamics will be applied to education and other helping professions. 
As members of developmental groups (d-groups) consisting of approx. 
1 0 heterogeneously selected members, participants will experience structured 
actiVities within various learning enwonments. De-briefing sess1ons will 
follow. Special emphasis will be placed on skill development in the area of 
group communication. 
Participants should gain deeper insight into themselves and their 
relationships with others and a deeper understanding of group dynamics. 
Participants are also expected to assume responsibility for their own 
learn1ng and will be encouraged to establish and implement action steps in 
their everyday lives. Students must attend all sessions. Short outside 
ass1gnments will be reqUired. 
LIMIT· 30 Participants 
MATERIALS FEE: $25 (Covers one dinner, refreshments & all supplies) 
NONCREDIT FEE: $130 (COMM 291 N1 R) 
Suggested registration deadline: July 15 
Hispanic Culture: Update on Latin 
America - Chile and Argentina 
SPAN 354/654-Wl, EDWS 354/554-W1 • Two Credit Hours 
June 17·21 • Mon.-Fri. • AL T 207 
9:00am-5:00pm 
Director: Dr. Irene Hodgson 
Increase your knowtedge of recent events in Latin America and how they 
are reflected in the art, music, literature and popular culture of the region and 
especially in Chile and Argentina. Workshop discussions will touch on many 
of the Spanish-speak1ng countries of Latin America but will concentrate on 
Chile and Argentina where Dr. Irene Hodgson spent the fall semester on a 
research sabbatical studying literature and cuhure. Activities will be designed 
not only to provide factual information but also a feel for the cuhure. Since 
most of the sessions and many of the handouts will be in Spanish, you will 
have ample practiCe 1n listening and speaking. 
LIMIT: 20 Participants 
MATERIALS FEE: $50.00 
NONCREDIT FEE: $130 (SPAN 354-NlA) 
Suggested registration deadline: June 3 
Hollywood: A Social and Cultural 
History of American Movies 
HIST 285-W1 or COMM 197·W1 • Two Credit Hours 
May 6-10 • Mon.-Fri. • ALT 202 .• 4:00pm-9:30pm 
Director: Dr. John D. Fairfield 
Hollywood has always taken historical themes for some of its most 
ambitious projects, a trend that has become even more pronounced in the 
past decade. What has not always been understood is that Hollywood and 
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the development of the Amencan moVIe industry has been a central 
element in the social and cultural history of 20th century America. Thus this 
workshop has two purposes: to critically examine various film images of 
American history and, equally important, to place Hollywood and its 
products in the larger context of 20th century American history. 
The workshop will include the screening of six or seven major films and 
dips from many others. Robert Sklar's Movie Made America and Larry 
May's Screening Out the Past will serve as the primary historical texts. 
Guest speakers will focus on specific cinematographiC and historical 
aspects of American filmmaking. The workshop should be particularly 
useful for secondary teachers interested in enriching and broadening their 
use of film in the curriculum. 
LIMIT: 30 Participants 
MATERIALS FEE: $20.00 
NONCREDIT FEE: $130 (HIST 285-N1 R) 
Suggested registration deadline: April 22 
The Humanistic Manager/Leader 
MGMT 945-W1 or CJUS 686-W1 • Three Credit Hours 
May 13-17 • Mon.-Fri • Ctr for Mgmt Facility. • 8:30am-7:30pm 
Directors: Dr. Daniel W. Geeding/Mr. Gordon Barnhart 
This course is designed to integrate the philosophy, theories, and 
techniques of three powerful humanistic systems: Transactional Analysis 
(TA), Gestalt Therapy, and Neurolinguistic Programming (NLP) with the 
process of leadership. Leadership 1s one of the important functions of 
management, admimstrat10n education and other areas involved 1n human 
resource development. The heroic journey of leadership will be used as a 
framework for analys1s and skill development. 
Integration is achieved through a balanced, didactic-experiential 
approach with focus on attaining behavioral and intellectual competencies. 
Behavioral competencies are identified and participants will be evaluated 
on their ability to demonstrate attainment of these competencies. After 
short theory-demonstration segments, participants will practice utilizing 
each component. The basic components will be combined into higher level 
processes that will become part of each part1c1pant's behaVIOral repertoire. 
LIMIT: 60 Participants 
MATERIALS FEE: $30.00 
Suggested registration deadline: April 29 
"Indians" Of The Ohio Valley 
HIST 2941594-W1 or EDWS 387/587-W1 • Three Credit Hours 
June 17-28 • Mon.-Fri. • ALT 317 • 10'30am-5:00pm 
Director: Dr. Paul Simon 
This course is designed to appeal to everyone, from the History major 
to the History buff, who is Interested in Native Americans. Some attention 
will be paid to the pre-historic Native Americans, such as the Adena and 
Hopewell. However, the bulk of our attention will be devoted to the Historic 
period - from the mid-1600s to the present time, with very special attention 
being given to the dominant Native American group 1n our area - the 
Shawnee. 
There will be lectures by the director as well as guest speakers from the 
Native American communities. These will be supplemented by a number 
of video presentations as well as field trips to Native American sites, such 
as Serpent Mound and an ovem~ght trip is planned to attend an outdoor 
drama presentation of either 'Tecumseh' or 'Blue Jacket'. If possible, a 
dinner of Native American food will be presented, along wrth native dances 
and music. 
EXTRA EXPENSES: Approximately $60.00 additional will be needed to 
cover the expenses of entry fees, food, and overnight accommodations. 
TEXTBOOK: NATIVE AMERICAN VOICES: A HISTORY AND 
ANTHOLOGY Edited by Steven Mintz (paperback) 
Brandywine Press, 19951SBN 1-81 -089-25-8 
LIMIT: 35 Participants 
Suggested registration deadline: June 3 
Instructional Leadership and School 
Reform 
EDWS 551 -W1 • Two Credit Hours 
June 10-14 • Mon.-Fri. • CBA 7• 8:00am-4:30pm 
Director: Dr. Jon Draud 
You will learn to provide leadership in a climate of change. The nationally 
recognized Kentucky EducatiOn Reform Initiative will illustrate how systemic 
change can occur in a school district. Specific topics include: school-based 
dedsion-making,integratedcuniculumandthematicunits,leamingoutcomes 
and performance assessment. Most1mportantly, you W1111eam to be a leader 
in the renewal of your school, class or district. This workshop is open to all 
educators. Students who have not taken other instructional leadership 
courses may take this workshop. There are no prerequisites. 
LIMIT: 30 Participants 
Suggested registration deadline: May 24 
Interpersonal Communication 
COMM 107-W1 or EDWS 560-W1 • Two Credit Hours 
July 22-July 26 • Mon.-Fn .• AL T 202 
8:30am-5:00pm (MTRF) 8:30am-9:00pm (Weds) 
Director: Dr. William Daily 
This workshop is designed for Individuals who want to improve their 
knowledge and/or skills in interpersonal communication. Attitudes relating 
to inter and intra-communiCation as a self-concept will be presented and 
d1scussed. Emphasis will be placed on how to form and maintain interpersonal 
relationshipS. Topics to be presented 1ndude listening, attending, empathy, 
perceptiOn, nonverbal language and the resolution of conflicts. Identification, 
naming and sharing feel1ngs will also be presented and discussed. Studerrts 
will work indMdually, in dyads, triads and small groups. Ail participants are 
expected to attend all classes. 
LIMIT: 30 Participants 
MATERIALS FEE: $25 (Covers one dinner, refreshments & all supplies) 
NONCREDIT FEE: $130 (COMM 294-N1R) 
Suggested registration deadline: July 8 
Intervention With Abused Children 
SOCW 348-W1 or EDWS 370-W1 • One Credit Hour 
July 19-21 • Fri.-Sun. • ELT 318 
6:00pm-9:30pm (Fri) • 8:30am-5:00pm (Sat/Sun) 
Director: Dr. Carolyn Jenkins, LISW 
Th1s course 1s designed to acquaint the student with the different types 
of child abuse, family dynamics, and profiles of victims and offenders. 
Knowtedge ofvanous Intervention strategies will be 1m parted. Th1s workshop 
has been approved for 15 clock hours toward Ohio social work relicensing. 
NOTE: Grades given only to students who register for credit 
LIMIT. 30 participants 
NONCREDIT Fee: $150 (SOCW 348-N1A) 
Suggested registration deadline: July 5 
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Introduction To Crisis Counseling 
EDWS 316/516-W1 • One Credit Hour 
June 14,15 & June 21 ,22 • Fri.-Sat. • JOS 206 
12:30pm-5:00pm (Fri) • 8:30am-4:00pm (Sat) 
Director: Mr Todd Teismann, M.A., L.S.W. 
' Introduction To Crisis Counseling' provides an introduction to and 
overview of crisis counseling skills and issues. It consists of theoretical 
education and role-play application. Basic counseling skills related to 
communication, empathy, and assessment are reviewed. The progression 
and symptomology of crisis functioning are presented with models and 
techniques for intervening in such a state. Issues related to specific crises 
such as suicide and homicide risk, domestic violence, sexual assault, death 
loss, and others are discussed. Crisis resources in the community are 
identified and professional issues are reviewed. Role-play skill practice is 
utilized throughout the workshop. 
LIMIT: 25 participants 
NONCREDIT Fee: $130 (EDWS 316-N1R) 
Suggested registration deadline: May 24 
Introduction to Rational Behavior 
Therapy 
Two Offerings 
(1) CJUS 430-W1 or EDCO 430-W1 • Two Credit Hours 
May 10-11 & May 17-18 • Fri.-Sat. • JOS 212 
5:00pm-1 O:OOpm (Fri) • 8:00am- 6:00pm (Sat) 
(2) CJUS 430-W2 or EDCO 430-W2 • Two Credit Hours 
July 19-20 & July 26-27 • Fri-Sat • JOS 212 
5:00pm 1 O:OOpm (Fri) • 8:00am- 6:00pm (Sat) 
Director: Dr. Jack Richardson 
Rational behavioral therapy is a self-help form of counseling which 
teaches people how to increase their skill in reasoning so that they will be 
better able to deal with problems and stresses of daily IMng. It can enable 
normal people to improve their lives and disturbed people to regain emotional 
and mental health. Participants will receive individual training from Dr. 
RIChardson and the University of Kentucky, College of Medicine RBT staff. 
LIMIT 20 participants per worl<shop 
Suggested registration deadline: (1) April26 & (2) July 5 
Jesus And His Homeland: A 
Pilgrimage to Palestine - Off-Campus 
THEO 287 -W1 S or THEO 514-W1 S • Three Credit Hours 
June 1-10 • Sun.-Mon. 
Regina Tours 
Directors: Dr Brennan Hill & Ms Mane Hill 
This workshop will include a studied tour of Caesarea, MI. Carmel, 
Galilee, Nazareth, the Sea of Galilee, Capemaum, MI. Tabor, the Jordan 
River, Megido, Jericho, Qumran, Masada, Ashkelon, Bethlehem and 
Jerusalem Biblical and archaeological instruction will be provided along the 
way by a resident scholar, strongly credentialed in biblical studies and 
archaeology. Theological and biblical reflections, as well as opportunities 
for individual and communal prayer will be provided by the spiritual directors. 
_A deposit of $300.00 per person is required by March 1, with the balance 
paid by May 1. 
COST $2239.00 + $49.00 departure tax + tuition if applicable 
SPECIAL TUITION RATE: Undergraduate $100 per credit hour 
Graduate $115 per credit hour 
WORKSHOPS 
Note: You may participate in the pilgrimage and choose not to receive 
college credit. For further information please contact: 
Dr. Brennan Hill - 745-2048 (E-mail: bhiii@XAVIER.XU.EDU) 
or: Regina Tours- 1-800-228-4654 
LIMIT: 35 Participants 
Suggested registration deadline: March 1 
Leadership Skills Update V 
EDWS 573-W1 -Two Credit Hours 
June 21 , 28 & July 5,12, 19 • Fri. • CBA 1 ·8:00am-4:30pm 
Director: J. Michael Brandt - Superintendent, Cincinnati Public Schools 
Would You Uke to be a More Effective Leader? 
. This workshop will help you develop and refine your leadership skills. You 
Will learn how and when to use four specific leadership styles; how to unleash 
your creativity when solving problems; how to plan and make effective 
decis.ions; how to use ~me and stress to your advantage; how to make 
meet1ngs more productlve. The workshop is conveniently scheduled on 
successive Fridays and is open to all educators and professionals. Students 
who have not taken other leadership skills courses may take this workshop, 
there are no prerequisites. 
LIMIT: 30 Participants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $130 (EDWS 573-N1 R) 
Suggested registration deadline: June 7 
Living In A Whole Language 
Classroom 
EDWS 326/526-W1 - Two Credit Hours 
June 17-21 • Mon-Fri • ALT 302 
8:00am-4:30pm 
Director: Ms Paulette Grady/Ms Stephame Guerry 
This workshop will be offered in a primary whole language classroom. 
Participants will learn and experience how to: 
• Manage and maintain a whole language learning environment 
• Set up the physical environment to facilitate learning 
• Plan and organize the curriculum 
• Integrate required curriculum 1nto meaningful units 
• Utilize parents/community volunteerS/instructional assistants within 
the classroom 
• Complete a practical plan that can be implemented in individual 
classrooms 
Participants will have an opportunity to observe children 1nteract1ng wrth1n 
the framework of a typical school day 
LIMIT: 20 Participants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $130 (EDWS 326-N1 R) 
Suggested registration deadline: June 3 
Making Good Decisions With 
Technology 
EDWS 651-W1 • Two Credit Hours 
June 21,28, July 5,12,19 • Fri. • CBA 3 • 8:00am-4:00pm 
Directors: Ms Sue Bochnovich/Mr. Mark Masson 
Designed to develop technology skills for effective and efficient uses 1n 
education. Participants will actively: 
• Engage in discussions on the current issues and possibilities of 
technology in education. 
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• Have hands-on training for front office software. 
• Work in teams to develop computer applications in the classroom 
(combine curriculum obJectives with software and multimedia tools). 
• Explore uses of notebook computers, scanning, digitizing and on-line 
communications. 
• Create a Technology Plan (Schoolnet and Schoolnet Plus). 
• Explore resources of training and support. 
LIMIT: 10 Participants 
Suggested registration deadline: June 7 
Making Math Concrete: A Material-
Making Workshop 
EDWS 398 W1 or EDWS 598-W1 • Two Credit Hours 
July 22-26 • Mon.-Fri. • CBA 5 • 8:00am-5:00pm 
Director: Mr. Ken Bronsil 
Research has shown that children learn mathematical concepts more 
solidly when they are able to explore and manipulate concrete, tangible 
materials that symbol1ze and reinforce the concepts they're studying. This 
workshop will help mathematics teachers design appropriate materials for 
all the areas of mathematics in the curriculum of grades three to five: whole-
number operations, fractions, decimals, percentage and geometry. 
Participants will complete the week with a large array of classroom-ready 
materials, as well as an understanding of how to use these materials in 
teaching concepts to children. 
LIMIT: 25 Participants 
Suggested registration deadline: July 8 
Making Simple Musical Instruments 
for K-8 Curriculum 
MUSC 280-W1 or EDWS 335/535-W1 • Two Credit Hours 
August 19-23 • Mon.-Fri. • AL T 213 • 8:30am-4:30pm 
Director: Dr. Crrug Woodson 
Teachers with or without musical training will enjoy this hands-on 
workshop building and play1ng 36 simple international musical Instruments 
from inexpensive materials. No musical or technical skills are requ1red. The 
course is designed for the general kindergarten to 8th grade classroom. 
Along with musical activities for the non-music teacher, participants will gain 
creative ways of teaching math, saence, history, social studies and the 
visual arts. 
Those who have musical training will benefit from a fresh approach to 
familiar subjects, such as conducting, composition, Improvisation, band/ 
orchestra performance, and notation. Instruments to be made represent the 
four families of sound. 
Workshop director and ethnomusicologist Dr. Craig Woodson of 
Cleveland, Ohio, is a nationally recognized educator and teacher of instrument 
making. In 1993 he completed a revolutionary new instrument-making 
project wrth 25,000 school children who played with the National Symphony 
Orchestra at Kennedy Center Woodson travels throughout the U.S. 
presenting programs and workshops at schools, universities, museums and 
performing art centers, as well as with major symphony orchestras. 
This year Woodson 1S scheduled for Make and Play Along performances 
with the renowned Kronos Quartet and for events through the Hollywood 
Bowl Open House. 
LIMIT: 35 Participants 
MATERIALS FEE: $83.00 • All tools and materials are provided except 
students need to bring several tin cans, and two shoe boxes. 
NONCREDIT FEE. $130 (MUSC 280-N1 A) 
Suggested registration deadline: Aug 5 
Marital and Family Therapy 
EDFD 627-W1 or EDWS 580-W1 • Two Credit Hours 
June 11-15 • Tues.-Sat. • ELT 11 • 8:30am-4:30pm 
Director: Dr. Vytautas J. Bieliauskas 
In the past few decades, there have been noticeable increases in marital 
and family difficulties. In recognition of this fact, various mental health 
professionals have been giving greater attention to developing new methods 
and techniques specially designed to provide help to couples and families. 
The purpose of this workshop is to: (a) give an overall introduction into 
mari1al and family therapy, (b) to acquaint the student with the newest 
advances in marital and family therapy, and, (c) provide training in family 
therapy. While the emphasis will be given to the systems approach, other 
approaches and theoretical orientation such as the Adlerian point of view will 
be discussed and evaluated. The presentation will follow action-oriented 
style with maximum involvement of participants. 
The course is designed for mental health professionals dealing with 
individuals and with family therapy: psychiatrists, psychologists, social 
workers, marriage counselors, school counselors, graduate students of 
psychology, counseling, social work, etc. 
This workshop has been approved for 30 clock hours toward Ohio 
social work relicensing. NOTE: Grades given only to students who 
register for credit. 
LIMIT: 25 Participants 
Suggested registration deadline· May 31 
Occupational Therapy In Schools 
OCTH 396-W1D or OCTH 496-W1D • One Credit Hour 
May 8,1 0, 15,17 • Mon.Wed.,Fri. • COHEN 35 
9:00am-1:30pm 
Director: Ms Barbara Sacbaugh, MA, OTR/L 
Th1s course focuses on the educational framework (as opposed to a 
medical framework) used by occupational therapists to evaluate, plan, and 
carry out therapy interventions wrth students aged 3to 21 who have special 
education needs. Occupational therapy roles 1n the schools (both professional 
and technical level) will be discussed, along wrth a brief description of the 
differing types of seMCe delivery, and methods of evaluating the effectiveness 
of interventions. 
LIMIT: 20 partiCipants 
MATERIALS FEE: $15.00 
Suggested registration deadline: April 24 
Plants in the Classroom 
BIOL 304-W1 or EDWS 390-W1 • Two Credit Hours 
June 11-15 • Tues.-Sat .• Albers 107 • 8:30am-4:30pm 
Director: Ms Unda Heath 
This workshop uses lectures and hands-on laboratory activrties to 
familiarize teachers with plants and how they may be used in the classroom. 
Topics include growing and experimenting wrth plants, plant identification, 
economic and medicinal uses of plants, plant ecology, and how to adapt 
laboratory activities to the inquiry method of Instruction. 
There will be field trips to Ault Park, Krohn Conservatory and the 
C1nc1nnati Zoological and Botanical Gardens. Corne dressed in casual 
clothes and in shoes comfortable for walking. 
Required workbook: 'Growlab: ActivitieS for Growing M1nds' -available 
in the Xavier University bookstore. 
LIMIT: 20 participants 
MATERIALS FEE: $15.00 
Suggested registration deadline. May 24 
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Public Relations In The Church 
Setting 
COMM 476-W1 • One Credrt Hour 
August 5-16 • Mon.-Fri. • ALT 217 • 8:30am-12:00pm 
Director: Dr. Unda Welker 
Public relations is a vital ministJy in the daily life of congregations and 
faith communities. This course is designed for ministers, priests, lay-
worl<ers and others who wish to enhance their public relations knowledge 
and skills. We will focus on general public communication needs within 
church settings, while offering instruction in specific public relations 
principles and techniques designed to meet those n~s. P~icipants 
will gain experience writing a variety of public relations p1eces, 1ndud1ng 
news releases, public service announcements, and brochures. 
Participants alsowillleam how to incorporate effective rhetorical strategies 
within these and other public message formats, in order to reach out to 
those both within and outside their particular congregations. 
LIMIT: 23 Participants 
NONCREDIT Fee : $130 (COMM 476-N1R) 
Suggested registration deadline: July 22 
Safe Schools: Practical Advice And 
Strategies - Off Campus 
EDWS 602-W1A • One Credrt Hour 
July 12-18 • Fri.-Thurs. ·Sycamore High School 
8:00am-5:00pm 
Directors: Mr. Roger Effron/Mr. Steve Vollmar 
This exciting workshop focuses on one of America's hottest 
topics ... school safety. Participants will gain a better understanding of the 
breadth and scope of this topic as well as leam some tips as to what to 
do if confronted with a potentially harmful situation. A number of leading 
experts in the field will also make presentations. 
LIMIT: 22 Participants 
NONCREDIT Fee : $130 (EDWS 602-N1R) 
Suggested registration deadline: July 5 
Sexism and Racism in Society 
TWO OFFERINGS: 
(1) SOCW 340-W1 , EDWS 339-W1 or PSYC 340-W1 • One Credit Hour 
June 21 -23 • Fri-Sun • EL T 11 
6:0Q-9:30pm (Fri) 8:30am-5:00pm (Sat/Sun) 
(2) SOCW 340-W2, EDWS 339-W2 or PSYC 340-W2 • One Credit Hour 
July 26-28 • Fri-Sun • EL T 11 
6:00pm-9:30pm (Fri) 8:30am-5:00pm (Sat/Sun) 
Director: Dr. Carolyn Jenkins, LISW 
This course will explore the causes and effects of racial and gender 
stereotyping, prejudice, and discrimination on the individual, institutional, 
and cultural level. Emphasis will be on education, the workplace, 
interpersonal relations, and communication. This worl<shop has been 
approved for 15 hours toward Ohio social work relicensing. NOTE: 
Grades given only to studems who register for credit. 
LIMIT: 20 Participants per session 
NONCREDIT Fee: $150 (1st - SOWC 340-N1A)(2nd SOWC 340-N2A 
Suggested registration deadline: (1) June 7 (2) July 12 
WORKSHOPS 
Solutions Based Brief Therapy 
SOCW 312-W1 , PSYC 600-Wl or EDWS 363/562-W1 • One Credit Hour 
June 14-16 • Fri.-Sun. • ALT 224 
6:00pm-9:30pm (Fri.) , - 8:30am-5:00pm(Sat./Sun.) 
Director: Dr. Carolyn Jenkins, LISW 
This workshop presents a model for clinical practice which has proven 
successful with many different treatment populations, and which achieves 
these resuijs with the minimum outlays of time, money, and effort. Thus it 
is the preferred model for those worl<ing in managed or capita ted treatment 
systems. The workshop will follow a "how to' format and those attend1ng 
will be able to begin experimen1ing with the model immediately following the 
presentation. 
LIMIT: 40 parlicipants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $150 (SOCW 312-N1A) 
Suggested registration deadline: May 31 
Teaching Music With Technology 
MUSC 322/522-W1 • Two Credit Hours 
June 17-21 • Mon.-Fn. • Alumnr 204 • 9:00am-4:00pm 
Director: Ms Dona Buel 
Th1s workshop is d1rected toward primary/secondary school music 
teachers. It will cover fundamentals of music technology (hardware and 
software), the benefits of Integrating musrc technology into the school 
curriculum and specific skills/philosophies of group teach1ng 1n keyboard 
labs. These topics are of great importance to teachers today as school 
districts strive to integrate technology 1nto the curriculum across all subject 
areas. 
In addition to eXlensive lectures, students will receive hands-on 
experience in the new XU Baldwin lab with XP5088-note deluxe MIDI/digital 
keyboard and CC24-MIDI lab computer system (for the Mac and PC). 
Students wrll gain expenence in group teaching in a lab envrronment and 
also in Individual MIDI (musical instrument digital interface) technology. 
LIMIT: 25 parlicipants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $130 (MUSC 322-N1 R) 
Suggested registration deadline: June 3 
Theatre: Performing The Classics 
ENGL 379-W1 or COMM 292-W1 • One Credit Hour 
June 28-30 • Fri.-Sun. • CBA 2 
5:00pm-9:00pm (Fri.), 8:30am-5:30 pm(Sat.), & 1:00pm-600pm (Sun.) 
Directors: Mr. Joseph H. Wessling/Ms Cathy Kuhlman-Spnngfield 
Theatre: Performing the Classics may be taken in conjuriction with or 
separate from Theatre: Performing the Modems. Acting, voice pr~~· 
body movement, and character portrayal will be focused upon 1n partidpatory 
sessions. Participants will hone their skills on monologues and in short 
scenes from the Rena1ssance through the n1neteenth century The noted 
British actress Nancy Nev1nson returns after a year's absence to share her 
expertise and her nch experience. 
inthecourseofNancy'sworl<withtheOidVrcCompany,Stratford-upon-
Avon, and numerous London West End theatres, she has performed with 
Sir John Gielgud, Sir laurence Olivter, Paul Scofield, Richard Burton, Dame 
Edith Evans, and many other illustrious actors. As a noted dialect coach, 
she has worked with Franco Zeffirelli and David Lean, and supervised 
dialects for the Amencan film Ellis Island. Nancy 1s delighted to be returning 
to xavier. 
LIMIT: 25 parlicipants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $130 (ENGL 379-N1 R) 
Suggested registration deadline: June 14 
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Theatre: Performing The Moderns 
ENGL 381-W1 or COMM 295-W1 • One Credit Hour 
June 21 -23 • Fri. -Sun. • CBA 2 
5:00pm-9:00pm (Fri.), 8:30am-5:30pm (Sat .) & 1:00pm-6:00pm (Sun.) 
Directors: Mr. Joseph H. Wessling/Ms Cathy Kuhlman-Springfield 
Theatre: Performing the Moderns may be taken in conjunction with or 
separate from Theatre: Performing the Classics. Acting, voice production, 
body movement, and character portrayal will be focused upon in participatory 
sessions. Participants will hone their skills on monologues and in short 
scenes from the 1875 through the twentieth century. The noted British 
actress Nancy Nevinson returns after a year's absence to share her 
expertise and her rich experience. 
In the course of Nancy's work with the Old Vte Company, Stratford-upon-
Avon, and numerous London West End theatres, she has performed with 
Sir John Gielgud, Sir Laurence Olivier, Paul Scofield, Richard Burton, Dame 
Edith Evans, and many other illustrious actors. As a no\ed dialect coach, she 
has worked with Franco Zeffirelli and David Lean, and supervised dialects 
for the American film Ellis Island. Nancy is delighted to be returning to 
Xavier. 
LIMIT: 25 participants. 
NONCREDIT FEE: $130 (ENGL 381 -N1 R) 
Suggested registration deadline: June 7 
Total Quality Management for Schools 
Off Campus 
Location: Center for Employment Resources/Scarlet Oaks Career 
Development Center • 3254 E. Kemper Rd., Sharonville, OH 
EDWS 545-W1A · Two Credit Hours 
June 21 ,28 & July 12,19 • Fri • 8:00am-5:00pm 
Director: Dr. Leo Bradley 
This workshop is designed primarily to follow the book "TOM for 
Schools', written by the workshop director, Dr. Leo Bradley. Course content 
will consist of the six points that are necessary for a school to implement 
TOM. Instruction will be provided in both the design and delivery of the 
following six principles: 
1) Quality operational definition based on meeting and exceeding the needs 
and expectations of your clients 
2) The continuous improvement standard 
3) Organizational focus to produce constancy of purpose 
4) Statistical process control 
5) Re-allocation of resources to the classroom level 
6) Adoption of the TOM philosophy based on the works of Deming, Juran, 
Scholtes, Peter, Glaser et. al. 
LIMIT: No Umit 
MATERIALS FEE: $40.00 (for purchase of teX1book) 
Suggested registration deadline: June 7 
Treating Sex Offenders and Their 
Victims 
SOCW 350-W1, PSYC 267-W1, CJUS 350-W1 or 
EDWS 440-W1 • One Credit Hour 
Aug 2-4 • Fri.-Sun. • EL T 11 
6:00pm-9:30pm (Fri.) - 8:30am-5:00pm (Sat./Sun.) 
Director: Dr. Carolyn Jenkins, USW 
This workshop will explore treatment issues and approaches for working 
with sex offenders, victims and other family members. Guest speaker is 
Victoria Kepler Didato, Director of Child Sexual Abuse Institute of Ohio and 
author of two books. This workshop has been approved for 15 clock hours 
toward Ohio social work relicensing. NOTE: G111des given only to students 
who register for credit 
LIMIT: 40 participants 
NONCREDIT Fee/Wrtt) Documentation: $150 (SOCW 350-N1A) 
Suggested registration deadline: July 19 
Treatment Of Gender And Power 
Issues In Clinical Counseling 
EDWS 582-W1 • One Credit Hour 
July 12-14 • Fri.-Sun. • JOS 212 
6:00pm-10:00pm (Fri.) - 8:00am-5:00pm (Sat./Sun.) 
Director: Ms Mary Ann O'Malloy 
This workshop offers didactic and experiential learning opportunities to 
explore the dynamics of power and gender in society, the workplace, and 
clinical counseling. Participants will read one of three teX1s on gender and 
power, acquire an eX1ensive reference list on counseling, and will increase 
their ability to understand and address power and gender issues in both 
group and individual counseling. There will be a short paper required which 
should integrate the chosen teX1 and the workshop content. 
LIM IT: 20 participants 
NONCREDIT Fee: $130 (EDWS 582-N1R) 
Suggested registration deadline: June 29 
Using The Internet For Effective 
Teaching And Learning In The 
Classroom 
EDWS 650-W1 • One Credit Hour 
June 13-14 • Thurs-Fri• AL T B15 • 8:00am-4:00pm 
Directors: Ms Sue Bochnovich/Mr. Mark Masson 
The workshop is a two day course to learn how to use a computer in the 
classroom and intergrate the World Wide Web resources for effective 
lessons. Each par1icipate will work with another team member to design a 
unit in Language Arts, Science, Social Studies, Science or an area of 
choice. The workshop partiopant will: 
• Learn basiC software and how to integrate rt with current lesson plans. 
• Access the Internet arid identify sources of educational purposes. 
• Use E-Mrul via the internet; collaborate with others using on-line 
services. 
• Preview and evaluate interactive mulllmedia software. 
• Download lessons and other resources. 
• Complete a unit and identify steps on how to integrate their work back 
into their school. 
• Develop a list of specific software needs to access the internet, 
graphically into their school 
LIMIT: 25 Participants 
Suggested registration deadline: May 30 
Women Now 
SOCW 355-W1 • Two Credit Hours 
June 24-28 • Mon.-Fri. • ELT 318 • 4:00pm-10:00pm 
Director: Dr. Cecile Fransrnan 
Theories of the history of working women then and women today will be 
explored. Other topics to be explored: interventions for successful home life, 
career, and sexual harassment and discrimination practices that may be 
CONTINUED .... 
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employed for problem resolution. 
Demands that are placed on women by men, children and the workplace 
and can cause pressure and tension to build up in their lives. Through this 
workshop you can leam about these pressures and how to alleviate them 
by using tools such as prioritizing, setting goals and relaxing techniques. 
Learn how to find yourself, love yourself, and take care of yourself as well 
as everyone else. This workshop has been approved for 30 dock hours 
towardOhiosocialworkrelicensing.NOTE:Gradesglvenonlytostudents 
who register for credit 
LIMIT: 30 Participants 
NONCREDIT FeeM'rth Documentation: $300 (SOCW 355-N1 B) 
Suggested registration deadline: June 1 0 
Writing is Power: A Writer's 
Workshop 
ENGL 305-W1 or EDWS 525-W1 • One Credit Hours 
June 11-14 • Tues.-Fri. • ALT 218 • 9:00am-12:30pm 
Director: Dr. Trudelle Thomas 
If you want to write more clearly and powerfully, and to enjoy writing 
more, this workshop will help you. Specifically, you willleam about: 
• Overcoming writer's block • How to get your work into print 
• Strategies for finding ideas to • Skills for giving and seeking 
write about constructive criticism 
• Guidelines for revising and editing • Principles of dear, effective writing 
your own work • Time management for writers 
• Building a self-study library 
This workshop will feature prominent local writers as guest speakers, 
and will also include films, response groups, and indMdualized guidance 
from the director. Past participants include business people, teachers, 
closet novelists, students, thesis-writers, and homemakers. 
Because we will use the innovative techniques endorsed by the National 
Writing Project, this course will be especially useful to teachers of language 
arts and English at all levels. The workshop is geared to the mature student, 
and we assume participants have mastered basic grammar and sentence 
structure. 
NOTE: Participants should check the reserve desk at McDonald library 
two weeks in advance for a letter from the director with required reading. 
LIMIT: 16 Participants 
NONCREDIT FEE: $130 (ENGL 305-N1 R) 
Suggested registration deadline: June 3 
Zoos Are Classrooms - Off Campus 
EDWS 345/544-W1A or BIOL 301-W1A • One Credit Hour 
May 5,12,19 & June 2, 9 • Sundays at the Cincinnati Zoo 
9:1 5am-12:15pm 
Director: Dr. Stanley Hedeen 
This workshop will demonstrate how a zoo may be used as an 
educational fadlity. Participants will be introduced to the Cincinnati Zoo 
residents: mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, fish, and invertebrates. 
Animal behavior, ecology, evolution, conservation, adaptations, 
dassification, and other zoo-related topics will be examined. Resource 
persons will include the zoo's keepers. On the first day of class, participants 
should meet at 9:00am outsidA the zoo walk-in gate on Dury Ave. for free 
zoo admission. On-street parlling is free. 
LIMIT: 20 participants 
Suggested registration deadline: April 21 
GENERAL CAMPUS INFORMATION 
GENERAL CAMPUS 
INFORMATION 
Academic & Financial 
Academic policies and general financial policies are explained and 
published in the University Catalog, and the Undergraduate Colleges 
Schedule of Tuition and Fees (Bursar's Office). 
Summer Financial Aid 
Usted below are the only financial aid resources available to summer 
students: 
• Pell, OIG and Stafford loans may be available to qualified summer 
students. Call the Financial Aid office at 7 45-3142 for more 
infonnation. 
• Center for Adu~ and Part-Time Students degree-seel<~ng students 
may apply for summer scholarships through the CAPS office • 
deadline is March 15. Cal1745-3355 for infonnation. 
• GrMuate school grants are available in some programs. Contact 
the graduate services office at 745-3300. 
Undergraduate Programs 
Xavier offers Baccalaureate degrees in more than 50 majors and 
associate degrees 1n more than 10 concentrations. Admission to the 
university as a degree-seeking student must precede registration for under· 
gaduate courses. Two categones of undergraduate students are recog-
nized: degree-seeking and norKiegree undergraduate students. 
Prospective degree-seeking students less than 22 years-of-age should 
consu~ the AdmisSIOns office at 745-3301 for specific admission require-
ments. Prospective degree-seeking students age 22 and older should 
consu~ the Center for Adu~ and Part-Time Students (CAPS) office at 745-
3355 for specific admission requirements. 
The procedure for application to non-degree status requires the comple-
tion of the application on page 39. AJ1 non-<legree undergMuate students 
apply through the CAPS office 
Graduate Programs 
Xavier offers graduate degrees in the following areas 
• Business Administration • History 
• Criminal Justice • Humanities 
• EducatK>n • Nursing 
• English • Psycfulogy 
• Health Services Ac:lmln1Strat1011 • Theology 
Admission to the uniVersity rrust precede regstratJon for grad.Jate 
courses. A student must lxlkl a bachelors degree to be admitted to 
graduate student status. 
Two categories of graduate students are recognized: degree-seeking 
and non-degree graduate students 
Prospective students should consutt with either the MBA Office (745-
3525) or the Graduate Services office (7 45-3300) for speafic requirements 
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regarding admission into degree programs. 
The non-{legree category seNes students who wish to begin graduate 
study before being admitted into a prog:am, as well as those who wish to take 
dasses for initial certification, certificate renewal, enrichment or personal 
interest. The procedure for application to non-<legree status requires the 
completion of the application on page 39 confirming the student holds a 
bachelor's degree from a regiooally accredited college or university. 
Please note that groouate-level business, psychology and hospital and 
health administration courses are open only to students admitted into the 
respective graduate program. 
Consortium Opportunities 
Through the Greater Cincinnati Consortium of Colleges and Universi-
ties, any student registered at least half-time may register at other schools in 
the area for courses not available at Xavier, subject to the approval of their 
college dean. For schedules and details about cross-registration, check with 
the registrar's office. There will be no consortium cross-registration of 
l'l()f}oXavier students before May 6. 
The member institutions are: 
• The M k2demy rJ cn:mati 
• The Alhenaet.m rJ Ohio 
• Chalield College 
• Cixmati Bible College & Sem. 
• cn:mati Stale T echnicaJ 
em Canrrmy College 
• College rJ Moln Sairt Joseph 
• Miami UrWersity 
• Northern Kem.cky u~ 
• Thomas More College 
• Universay rJ Cin::inncii 
• Wilmington College 
• X3vief UrWersity 
• Hebrew Union~ lnstMe of Religion 
Guest Students 
A guest student is a student who is curren11y or will be attending another 
llliversity and is just taking courses at Xavier for the summElf. 
• Guest students register as non-<legee students. 
• A guest student application must be filled out (see page 39) and turned 
in with regstration form. 
• There is NO undergaduate guest application fee. 
• You must also register for the class at Xavier either in person or through 
the mail (see page 37). 
• Guest students must have permission from their university verifying that 
the aedlt will transfer before they take a course at Xavier. 
• You MUST also fin out a 'Request forT ranscript" form and tum it in to the 
Regstrar's office towards the end of the session in order for your 
university to receive your aedit hours. 
Academic Computing Support Center 
The Xavier University Academic Computing SuPJX)rt Center (ACSC) 
assists faculty, students, and staff with their instn.dional and research 
computing needs. ACSC is located on the ground level of Mer Half. The 
Faculty Resooce Center (FRC) is also located in Mer B-14. ACSC 
maintains a liberal operating schedule during the summer term. 
There are foLr major computing labs on campus: (1) Mer lab containing 
VAX terminals and Macintosh computers, (2) Cohen lab containing PC's 
and Maciltosh computers, (3) Elet 101 & 105, and (4) C8A 21 and 22 
contamg mostly IBM's. AI labs are attended by student lab consuttams. 
ACSCoffers a varied slate of computing wor1<sOOps for interested users 
cirilg eadl academic term. Users may also avail themselves of several 
tutorials at their own pace and convenience. Contact ACSC (7454292) for 
further information. 
Mer B2/815 
CBA21/22 
Computer Lab Phone Numbers 
745-3074 Cohen 108 
745-3073 EJet 101/105 
Food Service 
745-3720 
745-3017 
Duringthesummer,Xavier'sfoodserviceoperatestwodiningfacilitiesinthe 
University Center: the main dining room-located on the first floor-and the 
Musketeer Inn, located on the ground ftoor. 
The main dining room is used primarily for conference groups and camps: 
however, anyone may purchase the cafeteria style meals on a pay-as-you~ 
basis when the facility is open. The Musketeer Inn is a retail food operation 
featuring breakfast items, lunch specials including a salad bar, pizza, snacks, 
and beverages. For more information about food service or the hours of 
operation call745-3717 or 745-4874. 
The Musketeer All-Card (10) 
The All-Card is validated eadl semester, and is required br access and 
service p-Mieges throughout campus . 
The All-Card is Xavier's efficient, identification card OD) thatcanalsoactlike 
cash to pay br many oo-campus services including library charges, vending 
machine products, photocopying,laundry services, food service and more! Wrth 
acashlesssystem,safetyandconveniencehaveneverbeensoeasytoachiew. 
Plus, you receive up to a 20% discount v.flen you use your card. 
Simply place $1 , $5, $10, or $20 in one of the 'Cash-to-Card' machines 
conveniently located in the Cohen Center, Elet Hall, Ubrary, Schmidt Hall, 
University Center, and Xavier Village. 
This card can be obtained at the All-Card Center, 1078 Alumni Hall (745-
3374) Monday through Friday, 9:00am to 5:00pm. 
Dontleave home without it ... 
Sports Center 
The O'Comor Sports Center wiU be offering a special summer 
membership rate of $30.00 to all Xavier summer students. For those 
students who are enrolled for the fall semester no fee is required, howEMlf, proof 
of regstration is necessary. To apply for membership, stop in the aConnor 
Sports Center or call745-320! br more information.Slmmer leagues begn 
in May/earty June. For more inbrmation cafl745-2857. Sign up for: 
Sand VrJieyball Mondays 
Men's Bask._. Tuesdays 
FacJStaff Softbal Mondays 
Men's Open Softball Wednesdays 
AJurmi Softball ThJrsdays 
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REGISTRATION INFORMATION 
Dates and Times 
Summer In-person registration begins Wednesday, March 'Zl with 
special hours from 8:00am to 7:00pm. 
From Thursday, March 28 to Monday, July 22 registration will be during 
regular office hours (see inside front cover). 
Mail-In registration processing begins Tuesday, April 9. 
Locations 
UtaRGRADUATE RE~TION 
Registrar's Office •129 Alter Hall 
• Undergraduates currently enrolled at xavier who are not served 
by the Center for Adutt & Part-Tlme Students (CAPS) office 
Center for Adult & Part-Time Students •102 Alter Hall 
• Consortium Students 
• High School Juniors 
• Guest Students 
• Noncred~ Students 
• Non-degree Students 
• Undergraduates currently enrolled 1n CAPS 
GRADUATE REGISTRATION 
Registrar's Office • 129 Alter Hall 
• All degree and non-degree graduate students. 
REGISTRA nON INFORMATION 
Registration Rules 
Registration for the summer session is final. Students who register for 
courses and fail to appear, unless officially withcjrawn in aocordance with the 
catalog regulations regarding withdrawals, will receive automatic failure for 
their courses and will be charged the regular summer sessions fees. 
Withdrawals must be made in writing in the office through which registration 
was made. 
Special Registration Conditions 
lATE REGISTRATION 
The last day to register for day classes is before the second dass 
meeting of the specific session selected. The last day to register for evening 
classes is before the second class meeting of the specific night class 
selected. 
CouRSE l.oAo 
• Undergraduate students -Maximum 7 hours per session with a 
total of 14 hours for entire summer. 
• Graduate students -Maximum 7 hours per session with a 
maximum of 14 hours for entire summer . 
• Permission to exceed maximum course load lim~. even n additional 
hours are to be taken for audit, must be obtained from the college 
dean. 
----------------------------------------
SUMMER PARKING PERMIT 1996 
NAME: 
DIREC'OONS: PLACE THIS PASS ON THE DASHBOARD OF YOUR CAR IN PLAIN VIEW 
PaOOng is free in the summer.ln oroerto park in the Xavier student lots, you must have either a reg.Jiar Xavier student perm~ for 1995-
96 on your wirdshield OR this completed parking form on your dashboard. Cars par1ted In the student lots without a penn It or 
this form will be ticketed. 
This permit Is valid In the following locations: Nortt\ISoUth Campus, Cohen Center, and Elet Student Loti ONLY 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
DATESOFA~DANCE: From~ __________________ To: ________________ __ 
REGISTRATION OFFICE: Please check below the office where you are registered. 
0 Regstrat's Office • UndergradJate , 
0 Regstra!'s Office • Gicrllate 
0 Center for Adult and Part-TI!Tle Students Safety and Seal1ty 
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TUITION AND FEES 
Undergraduate 
Application Fee -pay~e once by degree students 
Tuition on campus (Workst'K>p or dass) • per credit hour 
Tuition off campus (Workshop or dass) -per credit hour 
Senior Citizen Rate - per credit hour (except rursing & 01) 
$25 
$300 
$213 
$15 
Graduate 
Application fee - payable once by all students except MBA $25 
Application fee • payable once by all MBA students $35 
Tuition on campus (Wori(shop or dass) - per credit hour $338 
MED & non-degree Education Certification -per cre<frt hour $325 
MED Executive HRD Program -per credit hour $365 
Occupational Therapy Courses -per credit hour $400 
Tuition off campus (Workshop or dass) - per credit hour $250 
Graduation Fee - by deadline $50 
Graduation Fee- after deadline $100 
Course Fees 
Students in modem languages, psychology, and the sciences have the 
usual deposit and laboratory fees. Rates are listed with courses in the front 
of the bulletin. 
:Tuition Payment Plan 
Students have the following options for payment of summer tuition 
and fees: 
(1) Payment of 100% of tuition and fees at time of registration 
(2) Employer tuition reimbursement deferral 
(3) The "Four-Pay" deferred payment plan: For a $20 administrative 
charge, students may choose one of the payment plans below. Billing 
statements will be sent showing current amount due. 
No late fees are charged if payments are made by due dates, otherwise 
a standard 1.5% late payment fee will be charged 
REGISTRATION PAYMENT DUE DATES FOR 
@REGISTRATION BALANCE PAYMENTS 
March 27- May 31 25% of tuition 
Plus all fees 
June 3 - July 3 50% of tuition 
Plus all fees 
75% of tuit1011 
Plus all fees 
25% -June 25 
25% -July25 
25% - August 23 
25% -July25 
25% - August 23 
25% - August 23 
REFUND SCHEDULE 
A refund of tuition may be claimed in the case of official withdrawal or dismissal. 
Refunds are authorized only if an official withdrawal fonn is submitted to the office 
in which the student is registered. Lab and course fees are not refundable after 
classes begin. The following schedule applies to all colleges and schools of the 
Llliversity for summer sessions. NOTE: Attendance in class is no factor in 
computing refunds. 
EVENNG CLASSES: 
Before 2nd class meeting ............................................ 1 00% refund 
Before 3rd class meeting ............................................... 80% refund 
Before 4th class meeting ............................................... 60% refund 
Before 5th class meeting............................................. 40% refund 
Before 6th dass meeting .............................................. 20% refund 
After 6th class meeting................................................... No refund 
DAY CLASSES: 
Before 2nd class meeting ........................................... 100% refund 
Before 3rd class meeting ............................................... 80% refund 
Before 5th class meeting ............................................... 60% refund 
Before 7th class meeting .............................................. .40% refund 
Before 9th class meeting ............................................... 20% refund 
After 9th class meeting................................................... No refund 
WORKSHOPS: 
One-Week Sessions: Withdrawal 
Before sesSK>fl begins.............................................. 1 00% refund 
On first day of class.................................................... 50% refund 
Withdrawal thereafter...... ........ ...................................... No refund 
Weekend Workshops: Withdrawal 
Before workshop begins .............................................. 1 00% refund 
After first session begins............................................. 50% refund 
Class Schedule Changes 
Courses listed are the best estimate of the semester offerings. The university 
rese!Ves the right to change these courses as deemed necessary. Changes in the 
schedule of classes are on the summer addendum located in the Reglst:ral's office. 
Final Exam Schedule 
Final exams WID be taken during the last scheduled dass. 
Final Grades 
Grades will be run three times during the summer sessions. Contact the 
Regstrar's office for the dates the gades will be mailed. 
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Summer Campus Housing 
Summer school students requiring housing will be accommodated in a hall 
vtlich is air <OO:Iitioned and convenientty located near the University Center. Each 
single or double room is equipped with two single beds, desks and chairs, and has 
a buin-in closet w/drawer units. All rooms are sutte-style (two double rooms share 
a bathroom). 
• Chapel -The hall chapel serves as a place for quiet reflection. 
• Computer Rooms -IBM units are available for students to use. 
• Kitchens - Fully-equipped kttchens and kttchenettes with 
microwaves are available. 
• Laundry Rooms - Card operated washers and dryers are 
located in laundry rooms. The machines operate on the All-Card 
System. 
SUMMER HOUSING REGISTRATION 
Recreational Areas -Located in the basement, irdudes 
a pin~ pong and pool table,large screen T.V., ice machine and 
vendtng'l<itchen area 
• Storage - Storage space in the residence halls is limned 
to the space available in students' rooms. 
• Study Lounges -Each residence hall has study lounges 
designated for quiet study. 
• Telephone Service - Each room is equipped with tele-
phone service. Students must provide their own touch tone 
telephones. Long distance calls can be made by dialing collect 
or by using the university's long distance telephone service. 
• Vending Areas- Vending machines offering snacks and 
drinks are located in each of the halls. In addition, ice machines 
and change machines are available. 
----------------------------------------X\VJEK SuMMER HousiNG REGISTRATION 1996 
UNIVERSITY 
Olllce of Residence Ufe 
513. 745. 3:!03 
Type or print all information. Fill in completely. 
Name ___ --::--:-----------:-:::---:-------Social Sec# ___________ _ 
(Last) (First) 
Address _____ -=--------------------------------(Street) 
-----------~-----------Phone_(~-~---------------(City) (State) (Zip) 
Reservation Dates - Summer housing dates are Sunday, May 12 to Friday, August 15. If you need housing prior to or after the 
stated dates, contact the Residence Life Office at (513) 7 45-3203. 
Please check one: 
0 May 20 - June 27 (6 weeks) 
0 June 17 - July 18 (5 weeks) 
0 Please reserve a room from 
0 July 8 - August 15 (6 weeks) 
0 June 17 - July 11 (4 weeks) 
0 June 17 - July 25 (6 weeks) 
0 June 17 - July 18 (5 weeks) 
to 
Check the following that apply to you: 0 Male 
0 Female 
0 Single room 
0 Double room 
0 Smoking 
0 Non-Smoking 
Name of preferred roommate : --------------------------------·------
NOTE: In order for your room to be reserved - FULL PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH THIS FORM or the form will be returned. 
ROOM RATES: FOR OFACE USE ONLY: RX!MN 
Single Per Night: $15 Double Single 1Nt::lATE 
Single Per Week: $95 4 Week Session: $260 $380 OUT DATE 
Double Per Night: $10 5 Week Session: $325 $475 AMOUNT EtO.OSEO $ PAYMENT OLE S 
Double Per Week: $65 6 Week Session: $390 $570 BY 
Meals are on a pay-as-you-go basis. Linen (including pillows) and maid service are not provided. Local telephone service is 
provided, however, you will need to bring a touch-tone telephone for your room to use this service. Mall completed form with 
payment to: Xavier University, Office of Residence Life, 3800 Victory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45207-2811 (513-745-3203). 
AMOUNT ENCLOSED CNe accept personal checks ONLY): $ ___________ _ 
Signature:--------------- -----
XAVIER UNIVERSITY SUMMER SESSIONS 1996 ------------------------
FORM INSTRUCTIONS 
......................................... ~ 
MAIL-IN REGISTRATION, 
APPLICATION, AND PAYMENT 
INSTRUCTIONS 
If you have previously or are currently attending Xavier do not submtt 
an application -UNLESS you 'Nan! to change your status Q.e. undergrad to 
~aduate). If you are a graduate studentwhohaspreviouslyattendedXavier 
University, but not w#hin the last calendar year you must compete the 
non-degree application but do not have to pay the $25 application fee . 
If you have NEVER attended Xavier University and wish to take a 
course(s) as a norxlegree student - oompete the appropriate application 
form (either page 39 or 40). 
If you wish to be a degree-seeking student you MUST be aa:epted for 
admission prior to registration. To obtain an application for admission. 
• For Undergraduates UNDER the age of 
22 CALL: Admissions Office - 7 45-3301 
• For Undergraduates 22-years and older 
CALL: Center for Adu~ and Part-lime Students 
(CAPS)- 745-3355 
• For All Graduate Programs EXCEPT MBA CALL: 
Graduate Services - 7 45-3360 
• For Masters in Business Administration 
Program CALL: MBA Office - 7 45-3525 
Payment Form Instructions 
1 Complete top of form 
2 Calculate total amount due 
3 Complete method of payment fomn and sign 
Registration Form Instructions 
Complete top of registration form completely. NOTE: All 
undergraduate non-<legree students are in "CAPS" 
dMsion. 
2 List course(s) yoo wish to register for and 
~emates in case of closed course (see example below) 
3 Complete "College" section and sign form 
Mail Registration & Payment 
Checklist 
Before mailing in your materials, check to make sure you have induded 
all the forms necessary in order to oomplete your registration process. 
0 Application - n required 
0 Registration Form 
0 Mail Payment Form 
0 Submtt payment 
Where To Send The Forms 
If you are a current CAPS student mail your forms to: 
CAPS Office 
Xavier University 
3800 Victory Parkway 
Cincinnati, OH 45207-3120 
If you are a current Xavier - graduate or undergraduate, 
mail your forms to: 
to: 
Registrar's Office 
Xavier University 
3800 Victory Parkway 
Cincinnati, OH 45207-3131 
If you are a guest or graduate release student, mail your forms 
CAPS Office 
Xavier University 
3800 VICtory Parkway 
Cincinnati, OH 45207-3120 
If you are a degree or non-degree graduate student, mail 
your fonns to: 
Graduate Services Office 
Xavier University 
315 Elet Hall 
3800 Victory Parkway 
Cincinnati, OH 45207-6541 
• SAMPLE • 
----------------------XAVIER UNIVERSITY SUMMER SESSIONS 1996 
REGISTRATION FORM - SUMMER 1996 Office of the Registrar 
38 
---------------,---,--,------=--------------:-''--'--
Social Security Number Last Name First Middle Initial Date of Birth 
Local Address 0 (check if new) City State Zip+4 
( ) Term: 0 Fall (F) Division: ::JUndergraduate Last semester attended: Term: ::l Catholic 
( 
Local Phone Year: 0 Spring (S) 0 Graduate ) 0 Summer(M) OCAPS I Business Phone ~emVyeaJ) 
Gender: Citizenship/Country: Ethnic/Racial origin (U.S. citizens only): 
0 USA 0 Black (non-Hispanic) 0 VVhite (non-Hispanic) 
0 Male 0 Permanent resident 0 American Indian/Alaskan 
Female 0 Non-Resident 0 Asian/Pacific Island 0 (specify) 0 Hispanic 
COURSE CR 
DEPT. NO. SECT COURSE TITLE HAS 
TOTALHOURS: D 
COURSE I CR I 
DEPT. NO. SECT ALTERNATE COURSES HAS 
College: 
0 Ms & Sciences 
0 Business l>.dministration 
0 Social Sciences 
0 Non-Degree 
Degree: __________ _ 
~oc ______________ __ 
Student's Signature 
Advisor's Signature 
DAYS 
DAYS 
Copes 0 Aegstrar 0 Bursar 0 Student 0 MvW Dean's Signature (rf undergra:luate taking more than 18 hrs) 
:J PrcXestant 
:J Jewish 
0 Buddhist 
0 Hindu 
0 Moslem 
0 Other (specifiy 
J 
V If applicable: 
UGrad 
TIME Audit Cr. only 
./ If applicable: 
UGrad 
TIME Audit ~r. only 
Office Use Only 
Date 
Date 
Date 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY SUMMER SESSIONS 1996 -----------------------
t 
~' 
~"fv~~~ Non-DegreeApplicationforUndergraduatePrograms 39 
Center For AduH And Part lime Students- CAPS 
DIRECllONS: This application is for students who are NOT applying for degree status at xavier University but who wish to take undergraduate level courses. 
If you wish to take a grcv:luate level course, and do not wish to enroll as a gt'OOuate student (see page 38). NOTE: Acceptance into the CAPS program does nct 
guarantee automatic acceptance into the university. Non<tegree students who decide to pursue a degree at xavier must complete a degree application and be 
accepted into a college. Please CHECK ONE of the following that applies to you and complete the appropriate application sections: 
0 Guest Application - For students who regularly attend or plan to attend another university and who wish to take a course(s) at xavier for transfer 
aedit. It is recommended that transient students have written permission from their university to authorize that the xavier credit will transfer to their program 
of study. 
0 Graduate Release Application - For students who hold baccalaureate degrees and who wish to take an additional undergraduate course(s). 
0 Other Non-degree Status-For students who have never attended Xavier and who do not have a bacx:alaureate degree or are not currentiy attending or planning 
to attend another university 
'Y ALL STUDENTS COMPLETE THE FOlLOWING: 
Name ________ ~~------------~~----------------------~~~------------~~--------Last 
Addr~------~~--------------~------------------------~--------------~~--------
Siree! City Slate ZIP 
Social SecJI ___________________ Date of Birth:--------------Citizenship:. _________ _ 
HOME Phone#: ( WORK Phone#: ( 
Have you previously attended Xavier? 0 No 0 Yes- Semester/Year: 
GUEST STUDENTS COMPLETE THE FOlLOWING: 
College or university you regularly attend or are planning to attend:-----------------------
CONDITIONS: M official of your college or university should approve in writing the specific courses you wish to take. Send this authonz.ation along with 
your non-degree application and registration form to the CAPS office at the address above. 
~~e: _________________________________________________ Date: _____________________ _ 
'Y GRADUATE RELEASE STUDENTS COMPLETE THE FOlLOWING· 
I hereby apply for undergraduate aedit courses as a non-degree undergraduate student at xavier I understand graduate aedit camot be given for course taken. 
I hold a baccalaureate degree from: 
~Mrure: _________________________________________________ .Date· _______________________ __ 
'Y ALL OTHER Nondegree UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS COMPLETE THE FOlLOWING: 
Has your application been rejected by xavier Mmissions within the last three years? 0 No 0 Yes -If yes, give the date:-------------
Have you attended another college? [J No [J Yes- If yes, were you suspended? I) No 0 Yes- If yes, why? __________ _ 
Were you on probation? 0 No [J Yes -If yes, why? __________________________ _ 
Ust college(s) and the dates that you attended : Ust high school(s) and the dates that you attended: 
--------------~'-------------~'------------
---------------~' / __________ _ 
--------------~-------------~'------------
Signature:---------------------------- Date:---------
MAIL THIS APPLICATION ALONG WITH YOUR REGISTRATION FORM AND MAIL PAYMENT FORM TO: 
CAPS· 102 Alter Hall• Xavier University· 3800 Victory Parkway· Cincinnati, Ohio 45207-3120 
------------------------XAVIER UNIVERSITY SUMMER SESSIONS 1996 
NON-DEGREE APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE: Social Serurity Number ___________ _ 
1. Name ____________________________________________________________________________ _ 
(last) (F~rst) (Middle) (Mruden) 
2. Mailing Address ______________________ PhoneL__) ________ _ 
(Number) (Street) (City) (State) {Zip) 
The information in the following questions (3-7) will not be used in making an admission decision. Your disclosure of this 
information is voluntary, but it will be valuable to the University for statistical, planning, and administrative purposes. 
3. Citizenship ___________________________________ Religion ______________________________ _ 
4. Date of Birth Marital Status _______ Gender ____ _ 
5. Ethnicity: 
(check one) 
(Month) (Day) 
0 African American 
0 American Indian 
(Year) 
0 Asian, Pacific Islander 
0 Hispanic 
0 White 
0 Other 
6. Employer _____________________________________ Position ______________________________ __ 
7. How did you hear about Xavier's graduate programs? _________________________________________ _ 
Academic Information: 
Ust ALL Colleges and/or Universities Attended Dates Degrees Major 
8. For which semester are you applying? Year o Fall 0 Spring 0 Summer 
---------
9. Your intended course load: 0 Full-time (9 sem. hrs. or more) 0 Part-time (less than 9 sem. hrs.) 
10.1ndicate the status for which you are applying: 
0 Non-degree, Certification in Education 
Area of certification: __________________________________________________________________ _ 
• Students pursuing certification must submit two copies of official transcripts of all previous college work 
0 Non-degree, All Other Areas 
Area of interest: 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Do you intend to enroll in a degree program: 0 No 0 Yes _____ ----:=---::-=-=-------
(Degree Program) 
If yes, which semester? Year 
------------
0 Fall 0 Spring 0 Summer 
I certify that the above information is complete and accurate. I understand that incorrect or withheld information can be the cause of refusal of 
admission, cancellation of admission or cancellation of credits. I also understand that non-degree students are restricted from taking some courses 
and no more than six hours taken as a non-degree student may be applied toward a master's degree. 
Applicant's signature ________________________________________ Date ___________ _ 
Retum this application with $25 non-refundable application fee to: Graduate Services Office/Xavier University 
Room 312, Elet Hall/3800 VICtory Parkway/Cincinnati, OH 45207-6541/(513) 745-3360 
For Office Use Only 0 APP FEE __ ___,=---------ID# _______ _ 
(Dale) 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY SUMMER SESSIONS 1996 -----------------------
t 
- ~\v/11:~ -~-eg~~~-~-~-~-th-e---------------------------------------------------
• "u~JvERsJrv Mail Payment Form - Summer 1996 
Type or print all information. Fill in completely. 
Name _________________________________________________________________ __ 
Last First Middle 
Home#: ( ) ---------------- Business#: ( ) _______ _ 
Social Security #: 
AMOUNT DUE: Use the following worksheet to determine the amount due. 
Previous balance from past semesters- if applicable ............................................. $ _____ _ 
Application fee for nondegree graduate student - payable once only @ $25.00... $ _____ _ 
Fee for Four-Pay Plan option - payable once in summer @ $20.00 .................... $ _____ _ 
TUITION: 
# of undergraduate on campus workshop/class credit hours ___ x $300 $ _____ _ 
#of graduate on campus workshop/class credit hours x $338 $ _____ _ 
ForMA, MS, MBA, & MHA Students 
# of graduate on campus workshop/class credit hours x $325 $ _____ _ 
• 
For MED & Non-degree Education Certification Students 
# of Special Rate* workshop/class credit hours x $ $ _____ _ 
# of undergraduate off campus** workshop credit hours x $213 $ _____ __ 
# of graduate off campus** workshop credit hours x $250 $ _____ _ 
Noncredit workshop fee - refer to bulletin............................................................ $ _____ _ 
Lab and/or materials' fees - refer to bulletin......................................................... $ _____ _ 
*"Special Tuition" refers to rates stated in the bulletin dffferent than those listed above. 
* *Off -Campus rates only apply to workshops not held on Xavier's Campus - see workshop desaiptions 
Total Charges: $ ------
Less Four-Pay Payment or Financial Aid: $ _____ _ 
Total Amount Due (or deferred if applicable): $ _____ _ 
METHOD OF PAYMENT 
• 
o Personalcheck 
0 Four-Pay Plan (see page 34 for payment due) 
0 Authorization to bill company -Attach signed authorization paper(s) 
0 Scholarship or Assistantship - Confirmation by Financial Aid office must be attached 
to the registration form 
Credit Card: 0 VISA 0 MasterCard 0 Discover 
Card #: _____________________ EXP Date: _____ _ 
Ca~holderName QfdifferenQ: _________ ~----------------
Amount: $ __________ _ 
Signature: __________________ _ Date: ________ __ 
-Summer Sessions 
3800 Victory Parkway 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207-3120 
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